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Mr. Harold R. Denton, Di rector
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Attention: Mr. Robert L. Baer, Chief
Light-Water Reactor Project Branch #2

,

Reference: McGuire Nuclear Station
Units 1 and 2

,' Docket Nos. 50-369, 50-370
. .

s.
Dear Mr. Denton:

Duke Power Company is filing herewich Amendment No. 59 to its Application
for Licenses for the McGuire Nuclear Statien which is under construction pursuant
to Construction Permits CPPR-83 and -84. This filing includes three signed
original copies of the amendment with an attachmert entitled, " Revision 35 *
to the Final Safety Analysis Report." This filing also includes 15 additional
conformed copies of the anendment with an additional h5 copies of ' Revision 35
to the Final Safety Analysis Report.

The purpose of Amencment 59 1s te revise the FSAR to include the response
to Mr. Robert L. Baer's letter of November 6,1978 concerning the fuel building
ventilation system. Also included in this amendment are descriptions of'several
design changes that have been made including:

a) Deletion of part length control rods
*

-

b) Revised instrumentation for main steam line break protection
c) Addition of load follow capability (modified D bank configuration)

Other miscellaneous revisions to the FSAR are also included.

Copies of this Amendment 59 have been distributed in accordance with the re-
quirements of Part 2.101 of the Commission's regulations and the instructions
contained in Mr. Roger S. Boyd's letter of August 6, 1976.

spectfullysubkl e,
/ \

0,.\ u . i b. !Lt.u fu a n
/ William O. Parker, JrQ
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'Mr. Harold R. Dention
,

.Page 2
December 21, 1978 ,

WILI.l AM 0. PARKER, JR. , bein'g duly sworn, states that he .is Vice President
' - of Duke Power Company;. that he is authorized on the part of said Company

'to sign and file:with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission this Amendment 59
to its application and documents appended thereto; and that all statements
and matters set forth therein are true and correct to the best of his
knowledge. ,

>

/ 9~ ~_ .. ,
O

N,

L y n . ... /i _ I O. r - ut -N *
William O. Parkar , J r. , Oce Pres ident'

' .

Subscribed and sworn to before me this '21st day of December,1978.
,

. ;

'

[ n,t a l p /*. s_

Vivian B. Roboins, Notary Public

(Notarlai Seal) ,

s s.

My Commission Expires:

February 15. 1952
'
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DUKE POWER COMPANY

AMENDMENT NO. 59
APPLICATION FOR LICENSES,

DOCKET NO. 50-369, -370

MCGUIRE NUCLEAR STATION
FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT

Revision 35
December 21, 1978'
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4.0 REACTOR

4.1 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

This chapter describes 1) the mechanical components of the reactor and reactor
core including the fuel rods and fuel assemblies, reactor internals, and the
control rod drive mechanisms, 2) the nuclear design, and 3) the thermal-hydraulic
design.

The reactor core is comprised of an array of fuel assemblies which are identical
in mechanical design, but different in fuel enrichment. Three enrichments are
employed in the initial core.

The core is cooled and moderated by light water at a pressure of 2250 psia in
the Reactor Coolant System. The moderator coolant contains boron as a neutron
poison. The concentration of boron in the coolant is varied as required to
contrcl relatively slow reactivity changes including the effects of fuel burnup.
Additional boron, in the form of burnable poison rods, is employed in the first
core to establish the desired initial reactivity.

.

Two hundred and sixty-four fuel rods are mechanically joined in a square array
to form a fuel assembly. The fuel rods are supported in intervals along their
length by grid assemblies which maintain the lateral spacing between the rods
throughout the design life of the assembly. The grid assembly consists of an

3 " egg-crate" arrangement of interlocked straps. The straps contain spring
fingers and dimples for fuel rod support as well as coolant mixing vanes. The
fuel rods consist of slightly enriched uranium dioxide ceramic cylindrical
pellets contained in slightly cold worked Zircaloy-4 tubing which is plugged
and seal welded at the ends to encapsulate the fuel. All fuel rods are pressurized
with helium during fabrication to reduce stresses and strains to increase fatigue
life.

The center position in the assembly is reserved for the In-core instrumentation,
while the remaining 24 positions in the array are equipped with guide thimbles-
Joined to the grids and the top and bottom nozzles. Depending upon the position
of the assembly in the core, the guide thimbles are used as core locations for
rod cluster control assemblies, neutron source assemblies, and burnable poison,

rods. Otherwise, the guide thimbles are fitted with plugging devices to limit
bypass flow.

The bottom nozzle is a box-like structure which serves as a bottom structural
element of the fuel assembly and directs the coolant flow distribution to the
assembly.

The top nozzle assembly functions as the upper structural element of the fuel
assembly in addition to providing a partial protective housing for the rod
cluster control assembly or other components.

The rod cluster control assemblies each consist of a group of individual
absorber rods fastened at the tap end to a common hub or spider assembly.
The rods in these assemblies contain absorber material to control the

35 reactivity of the core under operating conditions to control axial power
distribution.

4.1-1 Revision 35
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The control rod drive mechanisms for the full length rod cluster control ]assemblies are of the magnetic latch type. The latches are controlled by ,

3 three magnetic coils. They are so designed that upon a loss of power to
the coils, the rod cluster control assembly is released and falls by gravity*

to shutdown the reactor.

The control rod drive mechanisms for the part length control rods are no
35 longer used since the part length rods have Leen removed.

The components of the reactor Internals are divided into three parts consisting
of the lower core support structure (including the entire core barrel and neutron
shield pad assembly), the upper core support structure and the in-core
instrumentation support structure. The reactor Internals support the core,
maintain fuel alignment, limit fuel assembly movement, maintain alignment between
fuel assemblies and control rod drive mechanisms, direct coolant flow past the fuel
elements and to the pressure vessel head, provide gamma and neutron shielding,
and provide guides for the in-core instrumentation.

3 The nuclear design analyses and evaluation establish physical locations for
control rods and burnable poisons and physical parameters such as fuel enrichments
and boron concentration in the coolant such that the reactor core has inherent
characteristics which together with corrective actions of the reactor control,
protective and emergency cooling systems provide adequate reactivity control
even if the highest reactivity worth rod cluster control assembly is stuck in
the fully withdrawn position.

The design also provides for inherent stability against diametral and azimuthal
power oscillations and for control of induced axial power oscillations through

3 5 | the use of the f ul l length control rods. |

The thermal-hydraulic design analyses and evaluation establish coolant flow
parameters which assure that adequate heat transfer is assured between the
fuel cladding and the reactor coolant. The thermal design takes into account
local variations in dimensions, power generation, flow distribution and mixing. 3
The mixing vanes incorporated in the fuel assembly spacer grid design Induces ,/
additional flow mixing between the various flow channels within a fuel assembly

; as well as between adjacent assemblies.

Instrumentation is provided in and out of the core to monitor the nuclear,
3 thermal-hydraulic, and mechanical performance of the reactor and to provide

inputs to automatic control functions.

The reactor core design together with corrective actions of the reactor control
protection and emergency cooling systems can meet the reactor performance and
safety criteria specified in Section 4.2.

To illustrate the effects of the change in fuel design, Table 4.1-1 presents a
comparison of the principal nuclear, thermal-hydraulic and mechanical design
parameters between McGuire Units 1 and 2 and the reference plant, both with
17 x 17 fuel assemblies including fuel densification effect.

4.1-2 Revision 35 '
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The effects of fuel densification for standard Westinghouse fuel were evaluated

with the methods described in Reference 1. If fuel is produced for the McGuire

units by means other than those which formed the basis for Reference 1, specifi-
cati ns are f 11 wed to ensure that the effects of densification would be no

16 greater than has been allowed for in the design. The specifications for quanti--
fying the extent of densification are basad on the NRC draf t regulatory guide
on fuel densification, Reference 2.

The analysis techniques employed in-the core design are tabulated in-Table 4.1-2.
The loading conditions considered in general for the core internals and components
are tabulated in Table 4.1-3 Specific or limiting loads considered for design
purposes of the various components are listed as follows: fuel assemblies in Sub-

3 division 4.2.1.1.2; reactor internals in Subdivision 4.2.2 3 and Subsection 5.2.1;
neutron absorber rods, burnable poison rods, neutron source rods and thimble

35 ; plug assemblies in Subdivision 4.2 3.1.3; full-length control rod drive I

mechanisms in Subdivision 4.2.3.1.4. The dynamic analyses, input forcing func-
tions, and response loadings are presented in Section 3.9

3 4.1.1 REFERENCES

1. Hellman, J. M., (Ed.), Fuel Densifi33 tion Experimental Results and Modele

for Reactor ApplIcatlon, WCAP-8219,~0ctober 1973

2. Core Performance Branch, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "The Analysis
16

of Fuel Densification, Draf t, November 1975

*
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4.2 MECHANICAL DESIGN
|

The unit conditions for design are divided into four categories in accordance
with their anticipated frequency of occurrence and risk to the pubile: Condition
1 - Normal Operation; Condition II - Incidents of Moderate Frequency; Condition
lli - Infrequent incidents; Condition IV - Limiting Faults.

The reactor is designed so that its components meet the following performance
and safety criteria:

1. The mechanical design of the reactor core components and their physical
arrangement, together with corrective actions of the reactor control,
protection, and emergency cooling systems (when applicable) assure that:

1. Fuel damage * is not expected during Condition I and Condition 11
events. It is not possible, however, to preclude a very small
number of rod failures. These are within the capability of the
unit cleanup system and are consistent with the unit design bases.

Ib. The reactor can be brought to a safe state following a Condition
111 event with only a small fraction of fuel rods damaged * although
sufficient fuel damage might occur to preclude resumption of operation
without considerable outage time,

c. The reactor can be brought to a safe state and the core can be
kept subcritical with acceptable heat transfer geometry following
transients arising from Condition IV events.

,

)

2. The fuel assemblies are designed to accommodate expected conditions
for design for handling during assembly inspection and refueling operations
and shipping loads.

3 The fuel assemblies are designed to accept control rod insertions in
order to provide the required reactivity control for power operations
and reactivity shutdown conditions.

T

'4. All fuel assemblies have provisions for the insertion of in-core
instrumentation necessary for unit operation.

5. The reactor internals in conjunction with the fuel assemblies direct
reactor coolant through the core to achieve acceptable flow distribution
and to restrict bypass flow so that the heat transfer performance
requirements can be met for all modes of operation. In addition, the
internals provide core support and distribute coolant flow to the
pressure vessel head so that the temperature differences between the
vessel flange and head do not result in leakage from the flange during
the Condition I and 11 modes of operation. Required in-service inspection
can be carried out as the internals are removable and provide access
to the inside of the pressure vessel.

* Fuel Damage as used here is defired as penetration of the fission
product barrier (i.e. the fuei rod clad).

/
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Allowible Daficctions'

For. normal operating conditions, downward vertical deflection of the lower
core support plate is regligible.

/

For the loss of coolant accident plus the 1/2 safe shutdown earthquake
condition, the deflection criteria for critical internal structures are the
limiting values given in Table 4.2.2-1. The corresponding no loss of
function ilmits are included in Table 4.2.2-1 for comparison purposes with

the allowed criteria.

The criteria for the core drop accident are based upon analyses which have
been performed to determine the total downward displacement of the internal
structures following a hypothesized core drop resulting from loss of the
normal core barrel supports. The initial clearance between the secondary
core support structures and the reactor vessel lower head in the hot condition
is approximately one half Inch. An additional displacement of approximately
3/4 inch would occur due to strain of the energy absorbing devices of the
secondary core support; thus the total drop distance is about 1-1/4 inches
which is insufficient to permit the grips of the rod cluster control assembly

I to come out of the guide thimble in the fuel assemblies.
<

Specifically, the secondary core support is a device which will never be
used, except during a hypothetical accident of the core support (core barrel,
barrel flange, etc.) . There are 4 supports in each reactor. This device
limits the fall of the core and absorbs the energy of the fall which
otherwise would be imparted to the vessel. The energy of the fall is
calculated assuming a complete and instantaneous failure of the primary cote
support and is absorbed during the plastic deformation of the controlled
volume of stainless steel, loaded in tension. The maximum deformation of
this austenitic stainless piece is limited to approximately 15 percent,
after which a positive step is provided to insure support.

For additional information on design loading categories, see Section 3.9

4.2.2.5 Design Criteria Basis

The basis for the design stress and deflection criteria is identified below:

Allowable Stress

For normal operating conditions, Section lli of the ASME Nuclear Power Plant'

Component Code is used as a basis for evaluating acceptability of calculated
stresses. Both static and alternating stress intensities are considered.
Under code case 1618 bolt material type 316 Stainless Steel is now covered in
ASME Section 111 and is so treated. It should be noted that the allowable
stresses in Section 111 of the ASME Code are based on unirradiated material
properties, in view of the fact that Irradiation increases the strength
of the 304 stainless steel used for the internals, although decreasing its
elongation, it is considered that use of the allowable stresses in Section
111 is appropriate and conservative for irradiated internal structures.;

4.2-28 Revision 3
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The allowable stress limits during the design basis accident used for the
core support structures are based on the January 1971 draft of the ASME Code
for Core Support Structures, Subsection NG, and the Criteria for Faulted -)
Conditions.

4.2.3 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEM

4.2.3.1 Desian Bases

Bases for temperature, stress on structural members, and material compatibility
are imposed on the design of the reactivity control components.

4.2.3.1.1 Design Stresses

The reactivity control system is designed to withstand stresses originating
frem various operating conditions as summarized in Table 5.2.1-2. s

Allowable Stresses: For normal operating conditions Section lit of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code is used. All components are analyzed as

3 Class I components under Article NB-3000. ,

\

Dynamic Analysis: The cylle stress due tc, dynamic loads and deflections
are combined with the stresses imposed by loads frcm component weights,
hydraulle forces and thermal gradients for the determination of the total

- stresses of the reactivity control system.

4.2.3.1.2 Material '.ompatibility

Materials are selected for compatibility in a Pressurized Water Reactor )
/environment, for adequate mechanical properties at room and operating

temperature, for resistance to adverse property changes in a radioactive
environment, and for compatibility with Interfacing components.

! 4.2 3.1.3 Reactivity Control Components

The reactivity control components are subdivided into two categories:

1. Permanent devices used to control or monitor the core and,

2. Temporary devices used to control or monitor the core.

I 35 | The permanent type components are the full-length rod cluster |
control assemblies, control rod drive assemblies, neutron source assemblies,
and thimble plug assemblies. Although the thimble plug assembly does not
directly contribute to the reactivity control of the reactor. It is presented

3 as a reactivity control system component in this document because it is needed
to restrict bypass flow through those thimbles not occupied by absorber,
source or burnable poison rods.
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The temporary component is the burnable poison assembly which is normally
used only in the initial ccre. The design bases for each of the mentioned
components are in the following oaragraphs.

Absorber Rods

The following are considered design conditions under Article NB-3000 of
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Coce Section 111. The control rod
which is cold rolled 304 stainless is the only non code material used in
the control rod assembly. The stress intensity limit Sm for this material
is defined at 2/3 of the 0.2% offset yield stress.

1. The external pressure equal to the Reactor Coolant System operating
pressure.

2. The wear allowance equivalent to 1,000 reactor trips.

3 Bending of the rod due to a misalignment in the guide tube.

4. Forces imposed on the rods during rod drop.-

5 Loads caused by accelerations imposed by the control rod drive
mechanism.

6. Radiation exposure for maximum core life.

The absorber material temperature shall not exceed its melting temperature #

(1470 F for Ag-in-Cd absorber material) (Reference 13).

Burnable Poison Rods

The burnable poison rod clad is designed as a class I component under Article
NB-3000 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section lit, 1973 for
Conditions I and 11. For abnormal loads during Conditions ill and IV code
stresses are not considered limiting. Failures of the burnable poison rods

during these conditions must not interfere with reactor shutdown or emergency
cooling of the fuel rods.

The burnable poison absorber material is non-structural. The structural
elements of the burnable poison rod are designed to maintain the absorber
geometry even if the absorber material is fractured. The rods are designed
so that the absorber material is below its sof tening temperature (1492 F*
for reference 12.5 w/o boron rods). In addition, the structural elements

are designed to prevent excessive slumping.

Neutron Source Rods

The neutron source rods are designed to withstand the following:

* Borosilicate glass is accepted for use in burnable poison rods if the
softening temperature is 1510 + IE F. The softening temperature is
defined in ASTM C338.
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1. The external pressure equal to the Reactor Coolant System operating ,

pressure and .}

2. An internal pressure equal to the pressure generated by released gases
over the source rod life.

Thimble Plug Assembly

The thimble plug assemblies satisfy the following:

1. Accommodate the differential thermal expansion between the fuel assembly
and the core internals,

2. Maintain positive contact with the fuel assembly and the core internals.

3 Be inserted into or withdrawn from the fuel assembly by a force not exceeding
25 pounds.

4. Provide a flow path from the bottom of the UHI to the fuel assemblies
during a postulated t.0CA. '\

4.2 3.1.4 Control Rod Drive Mechanisms

The mechanisms are Class I components designed to meet the stress requirements
a

for normal operating conditions of Section 111 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code. Both static and alternating stress intensities are considered.
The stresses originating from the required design transients are included in'

6 | the analysis. See Subdivision 5.2.1.5 for transient details. |q
II0.15

-'.A dynamic seismic analysis is required on the full length control rod drive '

mechanism when a seismic disturbance has been postulated to confirm the ability
of the mechanism to meet ASME Code, Section 111 allowable stresses and to
confirm its ability to trip when subjected to the seismic disturbance.

3

The control rod drive mechanism (CRDM) design used for the 17Xi7 fuel assembly
control rod is identical to the 15Xl5 control rod drive mechanism. The seismic
analysis and response of the 17X17 control rod drive mechanism will be identical
to those of the 15X15 mechanism.

35

,

Full Length Control Rod Drive Mechanism Operational Reouirements
,

The basic operational requirements for the full length control rod drive
mechanisms are:

1. 5/8 inch step,

3 2. 150 inch travel,

3. 360 pound maximum load,

4. Step in or out at 45 inches / min (72 steps / min),

5 Power interruption shall initiate release of drive rod assembly, j
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6. Trip delay of less than 150 ms - Free fall of drive rod assembly shall
begin less than ]50 ms after power interruption no matter what holding
or stepping action is being executed with any load and coolant

0temperatures of 100 F to 550 F.
3

7 40 year design life with normal refurbishment,
.

8. 28,000 complete travel excursions which is ]3 x 10 steps with normal
refurbishment.

,

S

,
- 35

s

i

i

!

,

! 4.2 3 2 Design Description
'

! Reactivity control is provided by neutron absorbing rods and a soluble chemical
neutron absorber (boric acid). The boric acid concentration is varied toj

|
control long-term reactivity changes such as:

3 1. Fuel depletion and fission product buildup.

| 2. Cold to hot. zero power reactivity change.

3 Reactivity change produced by intermediate-term fission products such as
xenon and samarium.

!

j 4. Burnable poison depletion.

i
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Chemical and Volume Control is covered in Subsection 9 3.4.

The rod cluster control assemblies provide reactivity control for:

1. Shutdown.

2. Reactivity changes due to coolant temperature changes in the
power range.

3 Reactivity changes associated with'the power coefficient of reactivity.
3

4. Reactivity changes due to void formation.

The first fuel cycle contains more excess recctivity than subsequent cycles
due to the loading of all fresh (unburned) fuel. lf soluble boron were the
sole means of control, the moderator temperature coefficient would be positive.
it is desirable to have a negative moderator temperature coefficient throughout
the entire cycle in order to reduce possible deleterious effects caused by N

;a positive coefficient during loss of coolant or loss of flow accidents.
'

This is accomplished by installation of burnable poison assemblies.

The neutron source assembiles provide a means of monitoring the core during
periods of low neutron activity.

35 | The most effective reactivity control components are the full |
length rod cluster control assemblies and their corresponding drive rod
assemblies which are the only kinetic parts in the reactor. Figure 4.2 3-1
identifies the full length rod cluster control and drive rod assembly, in

',

3 addition to the arrangement of these components in the reactor relative to
the interfacing fuel assembly, guide tubes, and control rod drive mechanism.
In the following paragraphs, each reactivity control corrponent is described
in detail.

35 | The guidance system for the full-length control rod cluster Is |

provided by the guide tube as shown in Figure 4.2.3-1. The guide tube T
provides two regimes of guidance. 1) In the lower section a continuous j
guidance system provides support immediately above the core. This system
protects the rod against excessive deformation and wear due to hydraulic
loading. 2) The region above the continuous section provides support and
guidance at uniformly spaced intervals.

3 The envelope of support is determined by the pattern of the control rod cluster
as shown in Figure 4.2 3-2. The guide tube assures alignment and support of
the control rods, spider body, and drive rod while maintaining trip times at
or below required limi ts.

4.2.3.2.1 Reactivity Control Components

Full Length Rod Cluster Control Assembly

The full length rod cluster control assemblies are divided into two categories:

.]
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control and shutdown. The control groups compensates for reactivity changes
due to variations in operating conditions of the reactor, i.e., power and
temperature variations. Two criteria have been employed for selection of the
control groups. First the total reactivity worth must be adequate to meet
the nuclear requirements of the reactor. Second, in view of the fact that
some of these rods may be partially inserted at power operation, the total
power peaking factor should be low enough to ensure that the power capability
is met. The control and shutdown groups provide adequate shutdown margin
which is defined as the amount by which the core would be suberitical at
hot shutdown if all rod cluster control assemblies are tripped assuming
that the highest worth assembly remains fully withdrawn and assuming no
changes in xenon or boron concentration or part length rod cluster control
position.

A rod cluster control asserably comprises a group of Individual neutron
absorber rods fastened at the top end to a common spider assembly, as
Illustrated in Figure 4.2.3-2.

The absorber materials used in the control rods is silver-indium-cadmium
alloy which is essentially " black" to thermal neutrons and has sufficient
additional resonance absorption to significantly increase its worth. The
alloy is in the form of extruded rods which are~ sealed in stainless steel
tubes to prever.t the roos from coming in direct contact with the coolant.
In construction, the silver-indium-cadmium rods are inserted into cold-worked
stainless steel tubing which is then sealed at the bottom and the top by
welded end plugs as shown in Figure 4.2.3-3 Sufficient diametral and end
clearance is provided to accommodate relative thermal expansions.

The bottom plugs are made bullet-nosed to reduce the hydraulic drag during
reactor trip and to guide smoothly into the dashpot section of the fuel
assembly guide thimbles. The upper plug is threaded for assembly to the
spider and has a reduced end section to make the joint more flexible.

|

| The spider assembly is in the form of a central hub with radial vanes contain-
ing cylindrical fingers f rom which the absorber rods are suspended. Handling,

| detents and detents for connection to the drive rod assembly are machined
into the upper end of the hub. A coil spring inside the spider boyd absorbs
the impact energy at the end of a trip insertion. The radial vanes are
joined to the hub and the fingers are joined to the vanes by furnace brazing.
A centerpost which holds the spring and its retainer is threaded into the
hub within the skirt and welded to prevent loosening in service. All
components of the spider assembly are made from type 304 and 308 stainless
steel except for the retainer which is of 17-4 PH material and the springs
which are inconel 718 alloy or oil tempered carben steel where the springs
do not contact the coolant.

The absorber rods are fastened securely to the spider to assure trouble free
service. The rods are first threaded into the spider fingers and then pinned
to maintain joint tightness, after which the pins are welded in place. The
end plug below the pin position is designed with a reduced section to permit
flexing of the rods to correct for small operating or assembly misalignments.

The overall length is such that when the assembly is withdrawn through its
full travel the tips of the absorber rods remain engaged in the guide thimbles
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so that alignment between rods and thimbles is always maintained. Since
3 the rods are long and-slender, they are relatively. free to conform ~to any 3

small misalignments with the guide thimble. )

-

35

.

!

-

Burnable Poison Assembly

Each burnable poison assembly consists of burnable poison rods attached to
a hold down assembly. Burnable poison assemblies are shown in Figure 4.2.3-5

The poison rods consist of borosilicate glass tubes contained within Type
304 stainless steel tubular cladding which is plugged and seal welded at

3 the ends to encapsulate the glass. The glass is also supported along the
( length of its inside diameter-by a thin wall tubular inner liner of Type
! 304 stainless steel. The top end of the liner is open to permit the diffused

helium to pass into the void volume and the liner overhangs the glass. The
liner has an outward flange at the bottom end to maintain-the position of
the liner with the glass. A typical burnable poison rod is shown in
longitudinal and transverse cross-sections in Figure 4.2 3-6.

|
'

)
-
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Full Lenath Control Rod Drive Mechanism

Control rod drive mechanisms are located on the dome of'the reactor vessel.
They are coupled to rod control clusters which have absorber material over
the entire length of the control rods and derive their name from this feature.
The full length control rod drive mechanism is shown in Figure 4.2 3-10 and
schematically in Figure 4.2 3-11.

The primary function of the full length control rod drive mechanism is to
insert or withdraw rod control clusters within the core to control average
core temperature and to shut down the reactor.

The full length control rod drive mechanism is a magnetically operated jack.
A magnetic jack is an arrangement of three electro-magnets which are energized
in a controlled sequence by a power cycler to insert or withdraw rod control
clusters in' the reactor core in discrete steps.

The control rod drive mechanism consists of four separate subassemblies.
They are the pressure vessel, coil stack assembly, the latch assembly, and
the drive rod assembly.,

,

1. The pressure vessel includes a latch housing a rod travel housings
which are connected by a threaded, seal welded, maintenance joint which
facilitates replacement of the latch assembly. The closure at the top
of the rod travel housing is a threaded plug with a canopy seal weld
f'r pressure integrity.o

The latch housing is the lower portion of the vessel and contains the
latch assembly. The rod travel housing is the upper portion of the
vessel and arovides space for the drive rod during its upward movement
as the contr ol rods are withdrawn f rom the core.

3

2. The coil stack assembly includes the coil housing, an electrical condlut
and connector, and three operating coils; 1) the stationary gripper
coll,2) the moveable gripper coil, and 3) the lift coII.

The coil stack assembly is a separate unit which is Installed on the
drive mechanism by sliding it over the outside of the latch housing.
It rests on the base of the latch housing without mechanical attachment.

Energizing of the operation coils causes movement of the pole pieces
and latches in the latch assembly.

3 The latch assembly includes the guide tube, stationary pole pieces,

| moveable pole pieces, and two sets of latches; 1) the moveable gripper
latch, and 2) the stationary gripper latch.

The latches engage grooves in the drive rod assembly. The moveable
gripper latches are moved up of down in 5/8 inch steps by the lift pole
to raise or lower the drive rod. The stationary gripper latches hold
the drive rod assembly while the moveable gripper latches are
repositioned for the next 5/8 inch step.

4. The drive rod assembly includes a flexible coupling, a drive rod, a
disconnect button, a disconnect rod, and a locking button.
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The drive rod has 5/8 inch grooves which receive the latches during
holding or moving of the drive rod. The flexible coupling is attached
to the drive rod and produces the means for coupling to the rod control s

cluster assembly. )

The disconnect button, disconnect rod, and locking button provide
positive locking of the coupling to the rod control cluster assembly
and permits remote disconnection of the drive rod.

The control rod drive mechanism is a trip design. Tripping can occur during
any part of the power cycler sequencing if power to the coils is interrupted.

The control rod drive mechanism is threaded and sesl welded on an adaptor
on top of the raactor vessel and is coupled -to the rod control cluster assembly
directly below.

The mechanism is capable of handling a 360 pound load, including the drive rod
weight, at a rate of 45 inches / minute. Withdrawal of the rod control cluster
is accomplished by magnetic forces while insertion is by gravity.

The mechanism internals are designed to operate in 650 F reactor coolant.
The pressure vessel is designed to contain reactor coolant at 6500F and 2500
psia. The three operating coils are designed to operate at 3920F with forced
air cooling required to maintain that temperature.

The full length control rod drive mechanism shown schematically in Figure
4.2 3-11 withdraws and inserts its control rod as electrical pulses are received
by the operator coils. An ON or OFF sequence, repeated by silicon controlled
rectifiers in the power programmer, causes either withdrawal or insertion i
of the control rod. Position of the control rod is measured by 42 disdrete

'

coils mounted on the position Indicator assembly surrounding the rod travel
housing. Each coil magnetically senses the entry and presence of the top
of the ferro-magnetic drive rod assembly as it moves through the coil center
line.

During unit operation the stationary gripper coli of the drive mechanism
holds the control rod withdrawn.from the core in a static position until the )
moveble gripper coil is energized. '

Rod Cluster Control Assembly Withdrawal

The control rod is withdrawn by repetition of the following sequence of events:

1. Movable Gripper Coil (B) - ON

The latch locking plunger raises and swings the movable gripper latches
into the drive rod assembly groove. A 1/16 inch axial clearance exists
between the latch teeth and the drive rod.

2. Stationary Gripper Coil (A) - 0FF

The force of gravity, acting upon the drive rod assembly and attached
control rod, causes the stationary gripper latches and plunger to move

j
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If power to the stationary gripper coli is cut off, the combined weight of
the drive rod assembly and the rod cluster control assembly is sufficient
to move latches out of the drive rod assembly groove. The control rod falls
by gravity into the core. The trip occurs as the magnetic field, holding
the stationary gripper plunger half against the stationary gripper pole,

4 collapses and the stationary gripper plunger half is forced down by the
weight acting upon the latches. After the drive rod assembly is released
by the mechanism, it falls freely until the control rods enter the buffer
section of their thimble tubes.

35
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35 | The rotational energy is supplied in sequential pulses to the armature whichrotates directionally 15 degrees per pulse as controlled by the power supply.

4.2.3.3 Design Evaluation

4.2 3 3.1 Reactivity Control Components

The components are analyzed for loads corresponding to normal, upset, emergency
and faulted conditions. The analysis performed depends on the mode of operation
under consideration.

..

The scope of the analysis requires many different techniques and methods, both
static and dynamic.

Some of the loads that are considered on each component where applicable are
as follows:

1. Control Rod Scram (equivalent static load)
2. Differential Pressure
3 Spring Preloads
4. Coolant Flow Forces (static)
5. Temperature Gradients

3 6. Differences in thermal expansion
a. Due to temperature differences
b. Due to expansion of different materials

7 Interference between components
8. Vibration (mechanically or hydraulically induced)
9 All operational transients listed in Table 5.2.1-2
10. Pump Overspeed
11. Seismic Loads (Safe shutdown earthquake and 1/2 safe shutdown earthquake).

The main objective of the analysis is to satisfy allowable stress limits,
to assure an adequate design margin, and to establish deformation limits which
are concerned primarily with the functioning of the components. The stress
limits are establisned not only to assure that peak stresses will not reach
unacceptable values, but also limit the amplitude of the oscillatory stress
component in consideration of fatigue characteristics of the materials.
Standard methods of strength of meterials are used to establish the stresses
and deflections of these components for the control rod drive mechanism.
These stress limits are established by their manufacturer and translated into
allowable bending moments which may result from a seismic disturbance. Verifi-
cation is then provided that earthquake induced bending moments are below the

6 maximum tolerable umbrella described above. The analytical procedure used for Q
this verification is a normal mode / seismic response spectrum linear analysis 11 0.15
of a lumped parameter finite element model of the CRDM system. A typical
comparison for the system is given in Figure 4.2.3-15. The dynamic behavior
of the reactivity control components has been studied using experimental test
data (D-loop, Section 1.5) and experience from operating reactors.

3
The design of reactivity component rods provides a sufficient cold void
volume within the burnable poison and source rods to limit the internal
pressures to a value which satisfies the criteria in Subdivision 4.2.3 1.
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The void volume for the helium in the burnable poison rods is obtained through
the use of glass in tubular form which provides a central void along the
length of the rods. Helium gas is not released by the neutron absorber rod ]
material thus the absorber rod only sustains an external pressure during
operating conditions. The internal pressure of source rods continues to
increase from ambient until end of life at which time the internal pressure
never exceeds that allowed by the criteria in Subdivision 4.2.3 1. The stress
analysis of reactivity component rods assumed _100% gas release to the rod
void volume, considers the initial pressure within the rod, and assumes'the
pressure external to the component rod is zero.

-,

)

.
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Based on available data for properties of the borosilicate glass and on
' nuclear and thermal calculations for the burnable poison rods, gross swelling

or cracking of the glass tubing is not expected duringoperation. Some minor
creep of the glass at the hot spot on the inner surface of the tube .could
occur but would continue only until the glass came in contact with the inner
liner. The wall thickness of the inner liner is sized to provide adequate
support in the event of slumping and to collapse locally before rupture of |

the exterior cladding if unexpected large volume changes due to swelling or
cracking should occur. The top of the inner liner is open to allow communi-
cation to the central void by the helium which diffuses out of the glass.

Sufficient diametral and end clearances have been provided in the neutron
absorber, burnable poison, and source rods to accommodate the relative thermal
expansions between the enclosed material and the surrounding clad and end
plugs. There is no bending or warping induced in the rods although the.

clearance offered by the guide thimble would permit a postulated warpage to
occur without restraint on the rods. Bending, therefore, is not considered
in the analysis of the rods. The radial and axial temperature profiles
have been determined by.considering gap conductance, thermal expansion, and

3 neutron and/or gamma heating of the contained material as well as gamme ~'

- heating of the clad. The max'imum neutron absorber material temperature was
found to be less then 850 F which occurs axially at only the highest flux
region. The maximun borosilicate glass temperature was calculated to be
about 1200 F and takes place following the initial rise to power. The
glass temperature then decreases rapidly for the following reasons: 1)
reduction in power generation due to B depletion; 2) better gap conduc-
tance as the helium produced diffuses to the gap; and 3) external gap
reduction due to borosilicate glass creep. , Rod, guide thimble, and dashpot
flow analysis performed indicates that the flow is sufficient to prevent
coolant boiling and maintain clad temperatures at which the clad material
has adequate strength to resist coolant operating pressure and rod internal
pressures.

Analysis on the full length rod cluster control spider indicates the spider
is structurally adequate to withstand the various operating loads including
the higher loads which occur during hte drive mechanism stepping action and
rod drop. Experimental verification of the spider structural capability is
planned (see Section 1 5).

.

35
.

| The materials selected are considered to be the best avallable from the stand
{ point of resistance to irradiation damage and compatibility to the reactor
j environment. The materials selected partially dictate the reactor environment

I (e.g., C1 control in the coolant). The current design type reactivity controls
have been inservice for as much as six years with no apparent degradation of'

3 construction materials.

With regard to the material of construction exhibiting satisfactory resistance
to adverse property changes in a radioactive environment, it should be noted

.
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That work or. breeder reactors in current design utilize similar materials.
At high fluences the austenitic materials increase in strength with a corres-

i ,

ponding decreased ductility (as measured by tensile tests) but energy absorp-
tion (as measured by impact tests) remain quite high. Corrosion of the
materials exposed to the coolant is quite low and proper control of C1 and 0

! in the coolant will prevent the occurrence of stress corrosion. All of the

3 austenitic stainless steel base materials used are processed and fabricated
to preclude sensitization. Although the control rod spiders are fabricated by
furnace crazing, the procedure used requires that the pieces be rapidly cooled
so that the time-at-temperature is minimized. The time that is spent by the
control rod spiders in the sensitization range, 800 - 1500 F, is.not more than
0.2 hours, as a maximum, during fabrication to preclude sensitization. The
17-4 PH parts are all aged at the highest standard aging temperature of 1100 F

| to avoid stress corrosion problems exhibited by aging at lower . temperatures.
i

35 | Analysis of the full length rod cluster control assemblies show |
that if the drive mechanism housing ruptures the rod cluster control assembly
will be ejected from the core by the pressure differential of the operating4

pressure and ambient pressure across the drive rod assmebly. The ejection
.'

is also predicted on the failure of the drive mechanism to retain the drive
rod / rod cluster control assembly position. 'It should be pointed out that a

! drive mechanism housing rupture will cause the ejection of only one rod cluster
'

control assembly with the other assemblies remaining in the core. _ Analysis also

'

showed that a pressure drop in excess of 4000 psi must occur across a two-
3

fingered vane to break the vane / spider body joint causing ejection of two
neutron absorber rods from the core. Since the greatest pressure of the
primary system coolant is only 2250 psi, a pressure drop in excess of 4000 pst

it could not be expected to occur. Thus, the ejection of the neutron absorber
rods is not possible.

Ejection of a burnable poison or thimble plug assembly is conceivable based
on the postulation that the hold down bar fails and that the base plate and
burnable poison rods are severely deformed, in the unilkely event that
failure of the hold down bar occurs, the upward displacement of the burnable
poison assembly only permits the base plate to contact the upper core plate. !

ISince this displacement is sma;l, the major portion of the borosilicate glass',

3 tubing remains positioned within the core. In the case of the tSimble plug'

assembly, the thimble plugs will partially remain in the fuel assembly guide
thimbles thus maintaining a majorit) of the desired flow Impedance. Further
displacement or complete ejection would necessitate the square base plate and

!

) burnable poison rods be forced, thus plastically deformed, to fit up through
a small diameter hole. It is expected that this condition requires a

; substantially higher force or pressure drop than that of the hold down bar

[ failure.
I

Experience with control rods, burnable poison rods, and source rods is dis-

cussed in Reference 3

. The mechanical design of the reactivity control components provides for the
3 protection of the active elements to prevent the loss of control capability

and functional failure of critical components. The components have been
reviewed for potential failure and consequences of a functional failure of
critical parts. The results of the review are summarized below.

,

|
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35 | Full Length Rod Cluster Control Assembly |

t. The basic absorbing material is sealed from contact with the primary
'coolant and the fuel assembly and guidance surfaces by a high quality

stainless steel clad. Potential loss of absorber mass or reduction
in reactivity control material due to mechanical or cheinical erosion
or wear is therefore reliably prevented.

2. A breach of the cladding for any postulated reason does not result in
serious consequences. The absorber material silver-indium-cadium is
relatively inert and would still remain remote from high coolant
velocity regions. Rapid loss of material resulting in significant loss
of reactivity control material would not occur.

3 The individually clad absorber rods are doubly secured to the retaining
spider vane by a threaded joint and a welded lock pin. No failure of

this joint has ever been experienced in functional testing or in years
of actual service in operating plants such as San Onofre, Connecticut
Yankee, Zori ta, Beznau No. 1, Robert Emmett Ginna, etc.

It should also be noted that in several instances of control rod jamming

caused by foreign particles, the individual rods at the site of the Jam
have borne the full capacity of the control rod drive mechanism and
higher impact loads to dislodge the Jam without failure. The guide tube
card / thimble arrangement is such that large loads are required to buckle

3 individual control rods. The conclusion to be drawn f rom this
~

experience is that this joint is extremely insensitive to potential
mechanical damage. A failure of the Joint would result in the insertion
of the Individual' rod into the core. This results in reduced reactivity \)which is a fall safe condition.

4. The spider finger braze joint by wich the Individual rods are fastened
to the vanes has also experienced the service described above and been
subjected to the same Jam freeing procedures also without failure. A
failure of this joint would also result in Insertion of the individual
rod into the core.

5. The radial vanes are attached to the spider body, again 1,y a brazed joint.
The joints are designed to a theoretical strength in excess of that of
the components joined,

it is a feature of the design that the guidance of the rod cluster
control is accomplished by the inner fingers of tnese vanes. They are
therefore the mest susceptible to mechanical damage. Since these vanes
carry two rods, failure of the vane-to-hub Joint such as the Isolated
incidents at Connecticut-Yankee does not prevent the free insertion of
the rod pair (Reference 3). Neigher does such a failure interfere with

,

the continuous f ree operation of the drive line, also as experienced at

Connecticut-Yankee (Reference 3).

,

/
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Failure of the vane-to-hub joint of a single roc vane could potentially
result in failure of the separated vane and rod to insert. This could

,

occur only at withdrawal elevations where the spider'is above the
continuous guidance section of the guide tube- (in the upper internals).
A rotation of the disconnected vane could cause it to hang on one of
the guide cards in the intermediate guide tube. Such an occurrence would
be evident from the failure of the rod cluster control to insert below
a certain elevation but with free motion above this point.

Thic possibility is considered extrer,mly remote because the single rod
vanes are subjected to only vertical loads and very light lateral
reactiens f rom the rods. The lateral loads are light even during a
seism'c event because the guide tuce/ guide thimble arrangement allows
very limited lateral motion. The consequences of such a failure are not
considered critical since only one drive line of.the reactivity control
system would be involved. This condition is readily cbserved and can
be cleared at shutdown. Furthe rmore , this has never occurred.

6. The spider hub being of single unit cylindrical construction is very
rugged and of extremely low potehtial for damage. it is difficult to,

postulate any condition to cause failure. Should some unforeseen event
cause fracture of the hub above the vanes, the lower pertion with the
vanes and rods attached would insert by gravity into the core causing
reactivity decrease. The rod could then not be removed by the drive
line, again a fall safe condition. Fracture below the vanes cannot.be
postulated since all loads, including scram impact, are.taken above the -

vane elevation'.

7 The rod cluster control rods are provided a clear ch nne'l for Insertion
by the guic': thimbles of the fuel assemblies. All fuel rod failures
are prctected against by providing this physical barrier'1between the
fuel rod and the intended insertion channel. Distortion of the fuel
rods by bending cannot apply sufficient force to damage or significantly
distort the guide thimble. Fuel rod distortion by swelling, though
p.ecluded by design, would be terminated by fracture before contact
with the guide thimble occurs, if such were not the case, it would be
expected that a force reaction at the point of contact would cause a
slight deflection of the guide thimble. The radius of curvature of the
deflected shape of the guide thirrbles would be sufficiently large to have
a negligible influence on rod cluster control insertion.

Burnable Poison Assemblies

The burnable poison assemblies are static temporary reactivity control elements.
The axial position is assured by tne hold down assembly whicn bears against
the upper core plate. Their lateral position is maintained by the guide
thimbles of the fuel assemblies.

The individual rods are shoulcered against the uncerside of the retainer plate
and securely fastened at the top by a threaded nut which is then locked in
place by a welded pin. The square dimensien of the retainer plate is larger
than tF. diameter of the flow holes through the core plate. Failure of the,
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hold down bar or spring pach therefore does not result in ejection of the
,

burnable poison rods from the core. .

'

}#

3,

The only incident that.couldpotentially result in ejection of the burnable
poison rods is a multiple fracture of the'reta.ner plate. This is not
considered credible because of the ight loads borne by this component.
During normal-operation the loads borne by the iplate are approximately 5 lb/:
rod or a total of 100 lb. distributed at the points of attachment. Even a ,

multiple fracture of the retainer plate would result in jamming of the plate
segments agianst the upper core plate, again preventing ejection. Excessive
reactivity increase due to burnable poison ejection is therefore prevented.

The same type of stainless steel clad used on rod cluster controls is also ' /''

\ used on the burnable poison rods. In this application there is even less

susceptibility to mechanical damage since these are static assemblies. Thes

guide thimbles of the fuel assembly afford the same protection from damage
due to-fuel rod failures as that described for the rod cluster control rods.

3 /

The consequences of clad breach are also similarly small. The poison material
is borosilicate glass which is maintained in position by a central' hollow w

5
tube. In the event of a hole developing in the clad for any postulated reason
the expected consequence is only the loss of the helium produced by th,e ,

abosrption process into the primary coolant. The glass is chemically friert
and remains remote from high coolant velocities,'therefore significant loss
ofpoisonmaterialresultinginreactivityincreaseisnotexpectyd.

Rods of this de- e performed.very well in actual service with no failures
'

observed throut . i fe of one fuel cycle.
,

)'Drive Rod Assemblies ., ,s

AAll postulated failures of the'Idrive rod assemblies either by fracture or
uncoupling lead to the fall scfe condition. If the drive rod assembly

fractures at any elevation, that portion remaining coupled falls with, and
is guided by the rod cluster control assembly. This always results in
reactivity decrease for full length cont'rol rods.

)'

35

:

4.2.3.3.2 Control Rod, Drive Mechanism

Material Selection

All pressure-containing materials comply with Section 111 of the ASME pressure "
vessel code, and with the exception of the needle vent valve, will be
fabritated from austenitic (304) stainless steel or CF-8 stainless steel. ,

:N ' The vent valve is a modified austenitic stainless steel cap screw. .

*
s

'' . Magnetic pole pieces are fabricated f rom 410 stainless steel. All non
magnetic 'phts, except pins and springs, are fabricated feca 304 stainless -

steel: Haynes 25 is used to fabricate link pins. Springs are made from
inconel-X. Latch arm tips are clad with Stellite 6 to provide improved
wearability. Hard chrome plate and Stellite 6 are used selectively for

4bearing and wear serfaces.
i

|s <
s
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', e'~ 4.3.1.1 Fuel Burnup.

-
'

Bast'sf ,

y~ The fuel rod design basis is described in Section 4.2.
< .

The nuclear design
' basis is to install sufficient reactivity in the fuel to attain a region,

discharge burqup of 33,000 MWD /MTU. The above along with the Design Basis
4,{.l.3, Contr'ol of Power Distribution, satisfies GDC 10.,

'

Discussion

, / Fuel burnup is a measure of fuel depletion which represents the integrated
i 3 energy output of the fuel (MWD /MTU) and is a convenient meat.s for quantifying-

(,,
.

fuel exposure criteria.

J'"The core design lifetime or design discharge burn-up is achieved by installing-
, , ~

sufficient initial excess reactivity in each fuel region and by following a
fuel replacement program (such as that described in Subsection 4.3.2) that meets

*

all safety related criteria in each cycle of operation.,.

Initial excess reactivity Installed in the fuel, although not a design basis,
must be suf ficient to maintain core criticality at full power operating conditions
throughout cycle life with equilibrium xenon, samarium, and other fission products
present. The end of design cycle life is defined to occur when the chemical
shim concentration is essentially zero with control rods present to the degree
necessary for operational reouirements (e.g. the controlling band at the

35 " bite" position). In terms of chemical shim boron concentration this represents
approximately 10 ppm with no control rod insertion.

"

A limitaticn on initial installed excess reactivity is not required other than
# as is quantified in terms of other design bases such as core negative reactivity

" feedback and shutdowi margin discussed below.

4.3.1.2 Negative Reactivity Feedbacks (Reactivity Coef ficient)

Basis

The fuel temperature coefficient will be negative and the moderator temperature'
3 roefficient of reactivity will be non positive for power operating conditions,

thereby providing negative reactivity feedback characteristics. The design
basis meets GDC 11.

Discussion

When compensation for a rapid increase in reactivity is considered, there are
two major effects. These are the resonance absorption ef fects (Doppler) associated
with changing fuel temperature and the spectrum effect resulting from changing
moderator densi ty. These basic physics characteristics are often Identified
by reactivity coefficients. The use of slightly enriched uranium insures that
the Doppler coefficient of reactivity is negative. This coefficient provides
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the most rapid reactivity compensation. The core is also designed to have an
overall negative moderator temperature coefficient of reactivity so ths.t -

average coolant temperature or void content provides another, slower T

compensatory effect. flominal power operation is permitted only in a range
of overall negative moderator temperature coefficient. The negative
moderator temperature coefficient can be achieved through u3e of fixed
burnable poison and/or control rods by limiting the reactivity held down
by soluble boron.

Burnable poison cnntent (quantity and distribution) is not stated as a design
basis other than as it relates to accomplishment of a non positive moderator
temperature coef ficient at power operating conditions discussed above.

4.3.l.3 Control of Power Distribution

Basis

The nuclear design basis is that, with at least a 95% confidence level:

1. The fuel will not be operated at greater than 12.9 IGl/f t under normal
operating conditions including an allowance of 2% for calorimetric
error and including densification effects.

2. Under abnormal conditions including the maximum overpower condition,
the fuel peak power will not cause melting as defined in Subdivision 4.4.1.2.

3. The fuel will not operate with a power distribution that violates the
departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) design basis (i.e., the DNBR )shall not be less than 1 30, as discussed in Subsection 4.4.1) under '

Condition I and 11 events including the maximum overpower condition.

4. Fuel management will be such as to produce rod powers and burnups
consistent with the assumptions in the fuel rod mechanical integrity
analysis of Section 4.2.

The above basis meets GDC-10.

Discussion

Calculation of extreme power shapes which affect fuel design limits is
performed with proven methods and verified frequently with measurements from
operating reactors. The conditions under which limiting power shapes are
assumed to occur are chosen conservatively with regard to any permissible
operating state.

Even though there is good agreement between measured peak power calculations
and measurements, a nuclear uncertainty margin is applied to calculated peak
local power. Such a margin is provided both for the analysis of normal
operating states and for anticipated transients.
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are readily observable and alarmed, using the excore long lon chambers.
Indicstions are also continuously available from incore thermocouples and

3
loop temperature measurements. Moveable incore detectors can be activated
to provide more detailed information. In all presently proposed cores these
horizontal plane oscillations ere self-damping by virtue of reactivity
feedback effects designed into the core.

However, axial xenon spatial power oscillations may occur late in core life.
35 | The control bank and ex-core detectors are provided for control and monitoring |

of axial power distributions. Assurance that fuel design limits are not
exceeded is provided by reactor overpower AT and overtemperature AT trip
functions which use the measured axial power imbalance as an input.

4.3.1.7 Anticipated Transients Without Trip

The effects of anticipated transients with failure to trip are not considered
in the Design Bases of the plant. Analysis hag ghown that the Ilkelihood of
such a hypothetical event is negligibly small. LIJ Furthermore, analysis of
the consequences of a hypothetical failure to trip following anticipated
transients will be performed to show that no significant core damage would
result and system peak pressures would be limited to acceptable values and
no failure of the Reactor Coolant System would result. These analyses were
documented in September, 1974 in accordance with the AEC policy outlined in
WASH 1270 " Technical Report on Anticipated Transients Without Scram for
Water-Cooled Power Reactors," September, 1973.

4.3.2 DESCRIPTION

. 3. 2 J Nuclear Design Description
3

The reactor core consists of a specified nume r of fuel rods which are held
in bundles by spacer grids and top and botton fittings. The fuel rods are
constructed of Zircaloy cylindrical tubes containing U02 fuel pellets. The
bundles, known as fuel assemblies, are arranged in a pattern which approximates
a right circular cylinder.

' Each fuel assembly contains a 17 x 17 rod array composed of 264 fuel rods,
24 rod cluster control (RCC) thimbles and an in-core instrumentation thimble.
Figure 4.2.1-1 shows a cross sectional view of a 17 x 17 fuel assembly and the
related RCC locations. Further details of the fuel assembly are given in
Subsection 4.2.1.

|

| The fuel rods within a given assembly have the same uranium enrichment in both
( the radial and axial planes. Fuel assemblies of three different enrichments

| are used in the initial core loading to establish a favorable radial power
distribution. Figure 4.3.2-1 shows the fuel loading pattern to be used in the
first core. Two regions consisting of the two lower enrienments are inter-
spersed so as to form a checkerboard pattern in the central portion of the core.
The third region is arranged around the periphery of the core and contains the
highest enrichment. The reference reloading pattern is placer..ent of new fuel
on the core periphery, with depleted fuel moved inward. The core will normally,

| operate approximately one year between refueling, accumulating approximately
11,000 MWD /MTU per year. The enrichments for the first core are shown in Table
4.3.2-1.
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The core average enrichment is determined by the amount of fissionable
material required to provide the desired core lifetime and energy requirements, 'N
namely a regior. average discharge burnup of 33,000 MWD /MTU. Tne physics of
the burnout process is such that operation of the reactor depletes the amount
of fuel available due to the absorption of neutrons by the U-235 atoms and
their subsequent fission. The rate of U-235 depletion is directly proportional
to the power level at which the reactor is operated. in addition, the fission
process results in the formation of fission products, some of which readily
absorb neutrons. These effects, depletion ano the buildup of fission products,
are partially of fset by the buildup of plutonium, shown in Figure 4.3 2-2 for the
17 x 17 fuel assembly, which occurs due to the non-fission absorption of neutrons
in U-238. Therefore, at the beginning of any cycle a reactivity reserve equal to
the depletion of the fissionable fuel and the buildup of fission product poisons
over the specified cycle life must be " built" into the reactor. This excess
reactivity is controlled by removable neutron absorbing material in the form of
boron dissolved in the primary coolant and burnable poison rods.

The concentration of boric acid in the primary coolant is varied to provide
control and to compensate for long-term reactivity requirements. The concentration
of the soluble neutron absorber is varied to compensate for reactivity changes
due to fuel burnup, fission product poisoning including xenon and samarium,
burnable poison depletion, and the cold-to-operating moderator temperature change.
Using its normal makeup path, the Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) is
capable of inserting negative reactivity at a rate of approximately 30 pcm/ min

w hen the reactor coolant boron concentration is 1000 ppm and approximately 35
pcm/ min when the reactor coolant boron concentration is 100 ppm. If the emergency
boration path is used, the CVCS is capable of inserting negative reactivity at a
rate of approximately 65 pcm/ min when the reactor coolant concentration is |

.' 1000 ppm and approximately 75 pcm/ min when the reactor coolant boron concentration
is 100 ppm. The peak burnout rate for xenon is 25 pcm/ min (Subdivision 9.3.4.3
discusses the capability of the CVCS to counteract xenon decay). Rapid transient
reactivity requirements and safety shutdown requirements are met with control rods.

As the boron concentration is increased, the moderator temperature coefficient
becomes less negative. The use of a soluble poison alone would result in a -

positive moderator coefficient at BOL for the first cycle. Therefore, )
burnable poison rods are used in the first core to reduce the soluble boron
concentration sufficiently to insure that the moderator temperature coefficient
is negative for power operating conditions. During operation the poison content
in these rods is depleted thus adding positive reactivity to offset some of the
negative reactivity from fuel depletion and fission product buildup. The
depletion rate of the burnable poison rods is not critical since chemical shim
is always available and flexible enough to cover any possible deviations in thei

| expected burnable poison depletion rate. Figure 4.3 2-3 is a graph of a typical
core depletion with and without burnable poison rods. Note that even at end-or-
life conditions some residual poison remains in the burnable poison rods resulting
in a net decrease in the first cycle lifetime. Upon completion of the first
cycle all the burnable poison rods are normally removed because the moderator
temperature coefficient in reload cores is sufficiently negative.
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To include the allowances made for densification effects, which are height
dependent, the following quantitles are defined.

S(Z) = the allowance made for densification effects at height Z in
the core. See Subdivision 4.3.2.2.5

P(Z) = ratio of the power per unit core height in the horizontal
plane at height Z to the average value of power per unit core
height.

3 Toca

F = Total peaking factorq
, Maximum kW/ft

Average kW/ft

including densification allowance

y (Z) x P(Z) x S(Z) x F" x FF = max Fq

4 3 2.2.2 Radial Power Distributions

The power shape in horizontal sections of the core at full power is a
function of the fuel and burnable poison loading patterns and the presence
or absence of a single bank of full length control rods. Thus, at any time

35 in the cycle any horizontal section of the core can be characterized as
either unrodded or having Group D control rods present. These two situations
combined with burnup effects determine the radial power shapes which can
exist in the core at full power. The effect on radial power shapes of power
level, xenon, samarium and moderator density effects are considered also but
these are quite small. The effect of non-uniform flow distribution is
negligible. While radial power distributions in various planes of the core

3 are often illustrated, the core radial enthalpy rise distribution as deter-
mined by the integral of power up each channel is of greater interest.
Figures 4.3.2-6 thru 4.3.2-11 show representative radial power distributions
for one eighth of the core for representative operating conditions. These
conditions are (1) Hot Full Power (HFP) at Beginning of Life (BOL) - unrodded
- no xenon, (2) HFP at BOL unrodded - equilibrium xenon, (3) HFP at BOL -
Bank D in - equilibrium xenon, (4) HFP at Middle of Life - unrodded -

35 equilibrium xenon, and (5) HFP at End of Life - unrodded equilibrium xenon.

Since the position of the hot channel varies from time to time a single
reference radial design power distribution is selected for DNB calculations.

3 This reference power distribution is chosen conservatively to concentrate
power in one area of the core, minimizing the benefits of flow redistribution.
Assembly powers are normalized to core average power.
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4.3.2.2.3 Assembly Power Distributions s
3

For the purpose of Illustration, assembly power distributions from the
BOL and EOL conditions corresponding to Figures 4.3.2-7 and 4.3.2-10,
respectively, are given for the same assembly in Figures 4.3.2-12 and
4.3.2-13, respectively.

Since the detailed power distribution surrounding the hot channel varies
from time to time, a conservatively flat assembly powe.- distribution is
assumed in the DNB analysis, described in Section 4.4, with the rod of maximum

integrated power artifically raised to the design value of F? Care is taken
inthenucleardesignofallfuelcyclesandalloperatingc6kditionstoensure
that a flatter assembly power distribution does not occur with limiting values

of F
H*

4.3.2.2.4 Axlal Power Distributions

The shape of the power profile in the axial or vertical direction is largely
under the control of the operator either through the manual operation of the full

35 length control rods or automatic motion of full. length rods responding to
manual operation of the Chemical and Volume Control Systen. Nuclear effects
which cause variations in the axial power shape include moderator density.
Doppler effect on resonance absorption, spatial xenon and burnup. Automatically
controlled variations in total power. output and full length rod motion are
also important in determining the axial power shape at any time. Signals ;

'are available to the operator from the excore ion chambefs which are long lon
chambers outside the reactor vessel running parallel to the axis of the core.

3 Separate signals are taken from the top and bottom halves of the chambers.
The difference between top and bottom signals from each of four pairs of
detectors is displayed on the control panel and called the Flux Difference, al.
Calculations of core average peaking factor for many plants and measurenents'
from operating plants under many operating situations are associated with either
al or axial offset in such a way that an upper bound can be placed on the peaking
factor. For these correlations axial offset is defined as .

* *b
axial offset = ,t ,

t b

are the top and bottom detector readings.and q and $b

Representative axial power shapes for BOL, MOL, and EOL conditions are shown
35 in Figures 4.3 2-14 through 4.3 2-17 These figures cover a wide rang'e of

axial offset including values not permitted at full power.

The radial power distributions shown in Figures 4.3.2-8 and 4.3.2 o involving the
partial insertion of control rods represent a synthesis of power shapes from

3 the rodded and unrodded planes. The applicability of the separability assumption
upon which this procedure is based is assured through extensive three-dimensional
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control and load following procedures (Reference 6). The following paragraphs
summarize these reports and describe the calculations used to establish the
upper bound on peaking factors.

The calculations used to establish the upper bound on peaking factors,
Fq and FAH, include all of the nuclear effects which influence the
radial and/or axial power distributions throughout core life for various
modes of operation including load follow, reduced power operation, and
axial xenon transients.

Radial power distributions are calculated for the full power condition
and fuel and moderator temperature feedback effects are included for
the average enthalpy plane of the reactor. The steady state nuclear
design calcuiations are done for normal flow with the same mass flow
in each channel and flow redistribution effects neglected. The effect
of flow redistribution is calculated explicitly where it is important
in the DNB analysis of accidents. The effect of xenon on radial power

3 distribution is small (compare Figures 4.3.2-6 and 4.3 2-7) but is Included
as part of the normal design process. Radial power distributions are
relatively fixed and easily bounded with upper limits.

The core average axial profile, however, can experience significant
changes which can occur rapidly as a result of rod motion and load
changes and more slowly due to xenon distribution. For the study of
points of closest approach to axial power distribution limits, several
thousand cases are examined. Since the properties of the nuclear design
dictate what axial shapes can occur, boundaries on the limits of interest
can be set in terms of the parameters which are readily observed on the
unit. Specifically, the nuclear design parameters which are significant
to the axial power distribution analysis are:

(a) core power level
(b) core height
(c) coolant temperature cad flow
(d) coolant temperature program as a function of reactor power
(e) fuel cycle lifetimes
(f) rod bank worths
(g) rod bank overlaps

35

Normal operation of the unit assumes compliance with the following
conditions:

(1) Control rods in a single bank move together with no individual3
rod insertion differing by more than 13 steps (Indicated) from
the bank demand position;

(2) Control banks are sequenced with overlapping banks;
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35 | (3) The control bank insertion limits are not violated;
I 3

/
~

(4) Axial power distribution procedures, which are given in
terms of flux difference control and control bank position,
are observed.

3 The axial power distribution procedures referred to above are part of the
required operating procedures which are followed in normal operation. Briefly
they require control of the axial offset (flux difference % fractional power)
at all power levels within a permissible operating band of a target value '

corresponding to the equilibrium full power value, in the first cycle, the
target value changes from about -10% to 0% linearly through the life of the
cycle. This minimizes xenon transient effects on the axial power distribution,,

since the procedures essentially keep the xenon distribution in phase with
the power distribution.

35
- ,

Calculations are performed for normal operation of the reactor including
load following maneuvers. Beginning, middle and end of cycle conditions

3 are included in the calculations. Different histories of operation are
assumed prior to calculating the effect of load follow transients on the -

axial power distribution. These different histories assume base loaded )
35 | operation and extensive load following. The calculated points liave been |

synthesized from axial calculations combined with radial factors appropriate
for rodded and unrodded planes in the first cycle. The calculated values

j have been increased by a factgr of 1.05 for conservatism and a factor of 1.03
for the engineering factor, F .q

, The envelope drawn over the calculated (Fq Power) points in Figure 4.3.2-21 ]l represents these results as an upper bound envelope on local power density
3 versus elevation in the core. It should be emphasized that this envelope

is a conservative representation of the bounding values of local power
density. Expected values are considerably smaller and, in fact, less con-

| servative bounding values may be justified with additional analysis or
surveillance requirements. For example, Figure 4.3.2-21 bounds both BOL and
EOL conditions but without consideration of radial power distribution
flattening with burnup, i .e. both BOL and EOL points presume the same

| radial peaking factor. Inclusion of the burnup flattening effect would
reduce the local power densities corresponding to EOL conditions which
may be limiting at the higher core elevations,

i

)
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Finally, as previously discussed, this upper bound envelope is based on
3 procedures of load follow which require the operator to operate within

an allowed deviation from a target equilibrium value of axial flux

35 | difference, bserving certain Bank D insertion limits. These procedures
|are detailed in Technical Specifications and are predicated only upon

excore surveillance supplemented by the normal monthly full core map
requirement and by computer based alarms on deviation and time of deviation
from the allowed flux difference band.

Allowing for fuel densification effects the average kw/ft at 3411 MWt
is 5.44 kw/ft. From Figure 4.3.2-21, the conservative upper bound value
of normalized local power density, including uncertainty allowances, is

3 2.32 corresponding to a peak local power density of 12.9 kw/f t at 102%
power.

To determine Reactor Protection System set points, with respect to power
distributions, three categories of events are considered, namely rod
control equipment malfunctions, operator errors of commission and operator
errors of omission.

The first category comprises uncontrolled rod withdrawal (with rods
35

m ving in the normal bank sequence) for full length rod banks.
Also included are motions of the full length rod banks below
their insertion limits, which could be caused, for example, by uncontrolled
dilution or primary coolant cooldown. Power distributions were calculated
throughout these occurrences assuming short term corrective action, that
is no transient xenon effects were considered to result from the malfunction.
The event was assumed to occur from typical normal operating situations
which did include normal operating situations which did include normal
xenon transients. It was further assumed in determining the power dis-
tributions that total power level would be limited by reactor trip to

3 below 118%. Since the study is to determine protection ilmits with rupect
to power and axial offset, no credit was taken for trip set point reduction
due to flux dif ference. Results are given in Figure 4.3.2-22 in units of
kw/ft. The peak oower density which can occur in such events, assuming
reactor trip at or below 118%, is thus limited to 18.0 kw/ft including un-
certainties and densification effects. The second category, also appearing
in Figure 4.3.2-22, assumes that the operator mis-positions the full

35 length red bank in violation of the insertion limits and creates short
term conditions not included in normal operating conditions.

The third category assumes that the operator fails to take action rn correct
a flux difference violation. The results shown on Figure 4.3.2-24 are F
multiplied by 102% power including an allowance for calorimetric error. q

3 The figure shows that provided the assumed error in operation does not
continue for a period which is long compared to the xenon time constant,
the maximum local power does not exceed 22.8 kW/f t including the above
factors. However, the technical specifications restrict Al at 102% power
such that the peak linear power density is less than 18 kW/ft. These events
are considered Condition || events.
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It should be noted that a reactor overpower accident is not assumed to occur
coincident with an independent operator error.

Analyses of possible operating power shapes for the reactor described herein
show that the appropriate hot channel factors Fq and F$H for peak local
power density and for DNB analysis at full power are the values given in

I Table 4.3.2-2 and addressed in Technical Specifications.

Fq can be increased with decreasing power as shown in the Technical
Specifications. IncreasingFSHwithdecreasingpowerispermittedby
the DNB protection setpoints and allows radial power shape chances with
rod insertion to the insertion limits as described in Subdivision 4.4.3 2.
It has been determined that provided the above conditions 1 through 4
are observed, the Technical Specification limits are met.

When a situation is possible in normal operation which could result in
local power densities in excess of those assumed as the pre-condition'

for a subsequent hypothetical accident, but which would not itself cause _

fuel failure, administrative controls and alarms are provided for return-
Ing the core to a safe condition. These alarms are described in detail >

In Chapters 7 and i6.

4.3.2.2.7 Experimental Verification of Power Distribution Analysis

This subject is discussed in depth in Reference 2. A summary of this
report is given here.

In a measurement of peak local power density, Fq, with the movable detector )
system described in Subsections 7.7.1 and 4.4.5, the following uncertainties
have to be considered:

(a) reproducibility of the measured signal

(b) errors in the calculated relationship between detector
current and local flux

(c) errors in the calculated relationship between detector flux
l and peak rod power some distance from the measurement thimble.
I

I The appropriate al1owance.for (a) above has been quantified by repetitive
measurements made with several inter-calibrated detectors by using the
common thimble features of the incore detector system. This system allows
more than one detector to access any thimble. Errors in category (b) above
are quantified to the extent possible, by using the fluxes measures at one
thimble location to predict fluxes at another location which is also,

f measured. Local power distribution predictions are verified in critical
experiments on arrays of rods with simulated guide thimbles, control rods,'

burnable poisons, etc. These critical experiments provide cuantification
of errors of types (b) and (c) above.

Reference 2 describes critical experiments performed at the Westinghouse.
Reactor Evaluation Center and measurement taken on two Westinghouse units

)
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terms of reactivity change per percent power change. .The power coefficient at
BOL and EOL conditions is given in Figure 4.3.2-35

It becomes more negative with burnup reflecting the combined effect of moderator
and fuel temperature coefficients with burnup. The power defect (Integral
reactivity effect) at BOL and EOL is given in Figure 4.3.2-36.

4.3.2.3.4 Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Reactivity
Coefficients

Subsection 4.3.3 describes the comparison of calculated and experimental reactivity
coefficients in detail. Based on the data presented there, the accuracy of
the current analytical model is:

+ .2% Ap for Doppler and power defect
{2pcm/*Fforthemoderatorcoefficient

Experimental evaluation of the calculated coefficients will be done during the
physic; startup tests described in Chapter 14.,

4.3.2.3.5 Reactivity Coefficients Used in Transient Analysis

Table 4.3.2-2 gives the representative ranges for the reactivity coefficients
used in transient analysis. The exact values of the coefficient used in the
analysis depend on whether the transient of interest is examined at the
beginning or end of life, whether most negative or the most positive (least
negative) coefficients are appropriate, and whether spatial nonuniformity must
be considered in the analysis. Conservative values of coefficients, considering
various aspects of analysis are used in the transient analysis. This is
completely described in Chapter 15.

,The values listed in Table 4.3.2-2 and illustrated in Figures 4.3.2-28 thru 4.3.2-36
apply to the core described in Table 4.3.2-1. The coefficients appropriate for
use in subsequent cycles depends on the core's operating history, the number
and enrichment of fresh fuel assemblies, the loading pattern of burned and fresh
fuel, the number and location of any burnable poison rods, etc. The need for a
reevaluation of any accident in a subsequent cycle is contingent upon whether
or not the coefficients for that cycle fall within the identified range used in
the analysis presented in Chapter 15. Control rod requirements are given in
Table 4.3.2-3 for the core described and for a hypothetical equilibrium. cycle
since these are markedly different. These latter numbers are provided for
information only and their validity in a particular cycle would be an unexpected
coincidence.

4.3.2.4 Control Reauirements e

/

To insure the shutdown margin stated in the Technical Specifications under
conditions where a cooldown to ambient temperature is required, concentrated
soluble boron is added to the coolant. Boron concentrations for several core
conditions are listed in Table 4.3.2-2. For all core conditions. including refueling,
the boron concentration is well below the solubility limit. The rod cluster control
assemblies are employed to bring the reactor to the hot standby condition.
The minimum required shutdown margin is given in Technical Specifications.
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The ability to accomplish the shutdown for hot conditions is demonstrated ]in Table 4.3.2-3 by comparin9 the difference between the rod cluster control
assembly reactivity available with an allowance for the worst stuck
rod with that required for control and protection purposes. The shutdown
margin includes an allowance of 10 percent for analytic uncertainties (see-

Subdivision 4.3 2.4.9). The largest reactivity control requirement appears at,

the end-of-life (EOL) when the moderator temperature coefficient reaches its
peak negative value as reflected in the larger power defect.

The control rods are required to provide sufficient reactivity to account for
the power defect from full power to zero power and to provide the required
shutdown margin. The reactivity addition resulting from power reduction con-
sists of contributions from Doppler, variable average moderator temperature,
flux redistribution, and reduction in void content as discussed below.

4.3.2.4.1 Doppler
'

The Doppler effect arises from the broadening of U-238 and Pu-240 resonance
'peaks with an increase in effective pellet temperature. This effect is most

noticeable over the range of zero power to full power due to the large pellet
temperature increase with power generation.

4.3.2.4.2 Variable Average Moderator Temperature
3

When the core is shutdown to the hot, zero power condition, the average moderator
temperature changes from the equilibrium full load value determined by the steam
generator and turbine characteristics (steam pressure, heat transfer, tube

generator shell side design pressure. The design change in temperature is ')fouling, etc.) to the equilibrium no load value, which is based on the steam

conservatively increased by 4*F to account for the control dead band and
measurement errors.

Since the moderator coefficient is negative, there is a reactivity addition
wi th power re'uction. The moderator coefficient becones more negative as the
fuel depletes oecause the boron concentration is reduced. This effect is the
major conL-ib. tor to the increased requirement at end of life. |

4.3.2.4.3 Redistribution

During full power operation the coolant density decreases with core height,
and this, together with partial insertion of control rods, results in less fuel
depletion near the top of the core. Under steady state conditions, the relative
power distribution will be slightly asymmetric towards the bottom of the core.
On the other hand, at hot zero power conditions, the coolant density is uniform
up the core, a'nd there is no flattening due to Doppler. The result will be a
flux distribution which at zero power can be skewed toward the top of the core.

' The reactivity insertion due to the skewed distribution is calculated with an

35l allowance for the most adverse effects of xenon distribution. !

| .

I

j
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4.3.2.4.4 void Content

A small void content in the core is due to nucleate boiling at full power.
The void collapse coincident with power reduction makes a small reactivity
contribution.

4.3.2.4.5 Rod Insertion Allowance

At full power, the control bank is operated within a prescribed band of
travel to compensate for small periodic changes in boron concentration,
changes in temperature and very small changes in the xenon concentration not
compensated for by a change in boron concentration. When the control bank
reaches either limit of this band, a change in boron concentration is required
to compensate for additional reactivity changes. Since the insertion limit is
set by a rod travel limit, a conservatively high calculation of the inserted
worth is made which exceeds the normally inserted reactivity.

J - 4.3.2.4.6 Burnup

Excess reactivity of 10% ap (hot) is installed at the beginning of each cycle
to provide sufficient reactivity to compensate for fuel depletion and fission
products throughout the cycle. This reactivity is controlled by the addition
of soluble boron to the coolant and by burnable poison. The soluble boron
concentration for several core configurations, the un!t boron worth, and burnable
poison worth are given in Tables 4.3.2-1 and 4.3.2-2. Since the excess reactivity
for burnup is controlled by soluble boron and/or burnable poison, it is not
included in control rod requirements.

4.3.2.4.7 Xenon and Samarium Poisoning

Changes in xenon and samarium concentrations in the core occur at a sufficiently
slow rate, even following rapid power level changes, that the resulting reactivity
change is controlled by changing the soluble boron concentration.

4.3.2.4.8 pH Effects

Changes in reactivity due to a change in cool'nt pH, if any, are sufficientlya
small in magnitude and occur slowly enough to be controlled by the boron system.
Further details are available in Referense 10.

4.3.2.4.9 Experimental Confirmation

Following a normal shutdown, the total core reactivity change during cooldown
with a stuck rod has been measured on a 12i assembly, 10 ft. high core and 121
assembly, 12 ft. high core. In each case, the core was allowed to cooldown
until it reaches criticality simulating the steamline break accident. For
the ten foot core, the total reactivity change associated with the cooldown is
overpredicted by about 0.3% Ap with respect to the measured result. This
represents an error of about 5% in the total reactivity change and is about
half the uncertainty allowance for this quantity. For the 12 foot core, the
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difference between the measured and predicted reactivity change was an even ~

smaller 0.2% ao. These measurements and others demonstrate the ability of !

the methods described in Subsection 4.3.3 to accurately predict the total
shutdown reactivity of the core.

4.3.2.5 control

Core reactivity is controlled by means of a chemical poison dissolved in
the coolant, rod cluster control assemblies, and burnable poison rods as
described below.

4.3.2.5.1 Chen. Mal Poison
'

Boron in solution as boric acid is used to control relatively slow reactivity
changes ass clated with:

3

1. The moderator temperature defect in going from cold shutdown at
ambient temperature to the hot operating temperature at zero

,Tpower,
f
'

2. The transient xenon and samarium poisoning, such as that following
power changes or changes in rod cluster control position,

3. The excess reactivity required to compensate for the effects of fissile
inventory depletion and buildup of long-life fission products,

4. The burnable poison depletion.
)

The boron concentrations for various core conditions are presented in Table 4.3 2-2. /

4.3.2.5.2 Rod Cluster Control Assemblies

Fifty-three full length rod cluster control assemblies are employed.
These are used for shutdown and control purposes to offset fast

35 reactivity changes associated with:
r

)
J

1. The required shutdown margin in the hot zero power, stuck rods condition,

! 2. The reactivity compensation as a result of an increase in power above
! hot zero power (power defect including Doppler, and moderator reactivity

changes),

| 3 3. Unprogrammed fluctuations in boron concentration, coolant temperature,
or xenon concentration (with rods not exceeding the allowable rod insertioni

limits),

4. Reactivity ramp rates resulting from load changes.

The allowed full length control bank reactivity insertion is limited at full
power to maintain shutdown capability. As the power level is reduced, control
rod reactivity requirements are also reduced and more rod insertion is allowed.
The control bank position is monitored and the operator is notified by an alarm
if the Iimit is approached. The determination of the insertion 1imit uses

,35 : conservative xenon distributions and axial power shapes, in addition. !
|3|therodclustercontrolassemblywithdrawalpatterndeterminedfromthese

Revision 35
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analyses is used in determining power distribution factors and in determining
the maximum worth of an inserted rod cluster control assembly ejection

accident. For further discussion, refer to the Technical Specifications on

Rod insertion Limits.,

3 Power distribution, rod ejection and rod misalignment analyses are based on
the arrangement of the shutdown and control groups of the rod cluster control
assemblies shown in Figure 4.3 2-37 All shutdown rod cluster control as-
semblies are withdrawn before withdrewal of the control banks is initiated.
In going from zero to 100 percent power, control banks A, B, C and D are
withdrawn sequentially. The limits of rod positions and further discussion
on the basis for rod insertion limits are provided in the Technical Specifi-

cations.

.

35

4.3 2.5.3 Burnable Poison Rods

|Thebornablepoisonrodsprovidepartialcontroloftheexcessreactivity
available during the first fuel cycle, in doing so, these rods prevent the
moderator temperature coefficient from being positive at normal operating
conditions. They perform this function by reducing the requirement for

3 soluble poison in the moderator at the beginning of the first fuel cycle as
described previously. The burnable poison rod pattern in the core together
with the number of rods per assenbly is shown in Figure 4.3.2-5, while the
arrangements within an assembly are displayed in Figure 4.3 2-4. The
reactivity worth of these rods is shown in Table 4.3 2-1. The boron in the
rods is depleted with burnup but at a sufficiently slow rate so that the
resulting critical concentration of soluble boron concentration is such that
tne moderator temperature coefficient remains negative at all times for power
operating conditions.
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4.3.2.5.4 Peak Xenon Startup

j Compensation for the peak xenon buildup is accomplished using the boron .

control system. Startup from the peak xenon condition is accomplished with a
combination of rod motion and boron dilution. The boron dilution may be made
at any time, including during the shutdown period, provided the shutdown margini

3 is maintained.

4.3.2.5.5 Load Follow Control and Xenon Control

During load follow maneuvers, power changes are accomplished using control rod
motion and dilution or boration by the boron system as required. Control rod

i m ti n is limited by the control rod insertion limits on full length rods as
35 provided in the Technical Specifications and discussed in Subdivision 4.3 2.5.2.

The power distribution is maintained within acceptable limits through the loca-'

tion of the full-length rod bank. Reactivity changes due to the changing xenon
concentration can be controlled by rod motion and/or changes in the soluble boron

3 concentration.

Late la cycle life, extended load follow capability is obtained by augmenting the 1
' '

limited baron dilution capability at low soluble boron concentrations by tempo-
rary moderator temperature reductions.

Rapid power increases (5%/ min) from part power during load follow operation
are accomplished with a combination of rod motion, moderator temperature reduc-

35 tion, and boron dilution. Compensation for the rapid power increase is accom-
plished initially by a combination of rod withdrawal and moderator temperature
reduction. As the slower boron dilution takes effect after the initial rapid
power increase, the moderator temperature returns to the programmed value. }
4.3.2.5.6 Burnup

Control of the excess reactivity for burnup is accomplished using soluble
i

boron and/or burnable poison. The boron concentration must be limited during
| operating conditions to insure the moderator temperature coefficient is nega-

tive. Sufficient burnable poison is installed at the beginning of a cycle to
give the desired cycle lifetime without exceeding the boron concentration limit. l,

'

. .The practical minimum boron concentration.is 10 ppm.

4.3.2.7 Control Rod Pattersn and Reactivity Worth

The full-length rod cluster control assemblies are designated by function as
- - the control groups,and the shutdown groups. The terms " group" and " bank" are

used synonymously throughout this report to describe a particular grouping of
control assemblies. The rod cluster assembly pattern is displayed in Figure

3 4.3.2-37 which is not expected to change during the life of the unit. The
control banks are labeled A, B, C and D and the shutdown banks are labeled
SA, SB, etc., as applicable. Each bank, although operated and controlled as,

'

a unit, is comprised of-two subgroups. The axial position of the full-length
, < rod cluster centrol assemblies ma', be controlled manually or automatically.'

These rod cluster control assemblies are all dropped into the core following
actuation of a reactor trip signals.

.
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Two criteria have been employed for selection of the control groups. First
the total reactivity worth must be adequate to meet the requirements specified
in Table 4.3 2-3 Second, in view of the fact that these rods may be partially
inserted at power operation, the total power peaking factor should be low enough .

!to ensure that'the power capability requirements are met. Analyses indicate that
'

3 the first requirement can be met either by a single group or by two or more banks
whose total worth equals at least the required amount. The axial power shape
would be more peaked following movement of a single group of rods worth three
to four percent Ap; therefore, four banks (described as A, 3, C, and D in Figure
4.3.2-37) each worth approximately one percent Ap'have been selected.

,
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The position of cor. trol banks for criticality under any reactor condition
is determined by the concentration of' boron in the coolant. On an approach
to criticality boron is adjusted to ensure that criticality will be achieved
with control rods above the insertion limit set by shutdown and other consider-
ations (See Technical Specifications). Early in the cycle tl.ere may
also be a withdrawal limit at low power to maintain a negative moderator
temperature coefficient. Usual practice is to adjust boron to ensure that the
rod position lies within the so-called maneuvering band, that is such that an
escalation from zero power to full power does not require further adjustment of
boron concentration.

Ejected rod worths are given in Section 15.4.6 for several different conditions.
Experimental confirmation of these worths can be found by reference to start-up
test reports such as Reference 11

Allowable deviations due to misaligned control rods are discussed in Technical
Snecifications.

3 A representative calculation for two banks of control rods withdrawn simultaneously
(rod withdrawal accident) is given in Figure 4.3.2-38.

Calculation of control rod reactivity worth versus time following reactor trip
involves both control rod velocity ano differential reactivity worth. The

| rod position versus time of travel after rod release assumed is given in Figure
4.3.2-39 For nuclear design purposes, the reactivity worth versus rod position'

is calculated by a series of steady state calculations at various control rod
positions assuming all rods out of the core as the initial position in order
to minimize the initial reactivity insertion rate. Also, to be conservative,
the rod of highest worth is assumed stuck out of the core and the flux
distribution (and thus reactivity importance) is assumed to be skewed to the
bottom of the core. The result of these calculations is shown on Figure 4.3.2-40.

f

The shutdown groups provide additional negative reactivity to assure an
adequate shutdown marain. Shutdown margin is defined as the amount by which
the core would be subcritical at hot shutdown if all rod clu=ter control assemblies

.
are tripped, but assuming that the highest worth assembly remains fully withdrawn

' and no changes in xenon or boron concentration take place. Tne loss of control
35

rod worth due to the material irradiation is negligible since only bank D may
'

be in the core under normal operating conditions.

The values given in Table 4.3.2-3 show that the cvailabic reactivity in withdrawn

rnd cluster enatrol assemblies provides the design bases minimum shutdown margin
allowing for the highest worth cluster to be at its fully withdrawn position.

'

3
An allowance for uncertainty in the calculated worth of N-1 rods is made before
determination of the shutdown margin.

4.3.2.7 Criticality of Fuel Assemblies

Criticality of fuel assemblies outside of the reactor is precluded by adequate
design of fuel transfer and fuel storage facilities and by administrative control
procedures. This section identifies those criteria important to criticality
safety analyses.
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New fuel is generally stored in fuel storage facilities with no water present
i but which are designed so as to prevent accidental criticality even if un- 'N

borated water is present. 1

In the analysis for the storage facilities, the fuel assemblies are assumed.

i to be in their most reactive condition, namely fresh or undepleted and with
I no control rods or removable neutron absorbers present. Assemblies can not

be closer together than the design separation provided by the storage facility
; except in special cases such as in fuel shipping containers where analyses

are carried out to establish the acceptability of the design. The mechanical<

integrity of the fuel assembly is assumed.

For full flooding with unborated water, the fuel assembly spacing of the
facility provides essentially full nuclear isolation and K,p, for the array
is no greater than K for the single most reactive fuel assembly.

77

The design basis for wet fuel storage criticality analyses is that, considering
! possible variations, there is a 95% confidence level for the effective multi-,

ANSIstandardN18.2fh)3.
plication factor (K of the fuel storage array being less than 0.95 per Tj

9 7 The possible variations in the criticality analyses '
|

are in two categories: (1) calculational uncertaintles, and (2) fuel rack
fabrication uncertainties.

The results of comparing standard calculations with 101 critical experiments
as summarized in Table 4.3.2-6 Indicate tnat:

1

| 1. The average difference between the calculations and experimental results,
or hias in the computations, was 0.1%Ak, and )

2. The standard deviation in the difference between the calculations and'

experimental results was 0.86%Ak.

Typical fuel rack fabrication uncertainties are as follows:

1. The clearance to permit insertion of the fuel ascamblies into the rack
is 0.64 inch, and )

i 2. The tolerance on the center-to-center spacing between fuel racks is
0.19 inch.

The fuel assembly (17 x 17 fuel rods) of standard design and 3.5 w/o
enriched uranium oxide, without a control rod or burnable polson rods,

of aboutfully flooded and reflected with cold clean water, has a k ff
0.85. Two such fuel assemblies spaced one inch apart with* parallel axes
9.5 inches apart have a k of about 0.99. Three such fuel assemblies

ffspaced one inch apart wit 8 parallel axes would be supercritical.

An infinite number of dry fuel assemblies of this design would have a
i

| k,pf < 0.80.
t

|
r
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a. The core was stable against induced axial xenon transients both at
the core average burnups of 1550 MWD /MTU and 7700 MWD /MTU. The

hr-l for the first test (Curvemeasuredstabilityindicesare-0.04|forthesecondtest(Curve 2of
'

3
1 of Figure 4.3.2-41) and -0.014 hr-
Figure 4.3.2-41). The corresponding oscillation periods are 32.4 hrs.
and 27.2 hrs., respectively.

b. The reactor core becomes less stable as fuel burnup progresses and
35 the axial stability index was essentially zero at 12,000 MWD /T.

2. Measurements in the X-Y Plane
i

Two X-Y xenon oscillation tests were performed at a PWR unit with a core
height of 12 feet and 157 fuel assemblies. This unit has the highest
power output of any Westinghouse PWR currently in operation (1972). The
first test was conducted at a core average burnup of 1540 MWD /MTV and the
second at a core average burnup of 12900 MWD /MTU. Both of the X-Y xenon,

tests show that the core was stable in the X-Y plane at both burnups.
The second test shows that the core became more stable as the fuel burnup
increased and all Westinghouse PWR's with 121 and 157 assemblies are
expected to be stable throughout their burnup cycles.

In each of the two X-Y tests, a perturbation was introduced to the
equilibrium power distribution through an impulse motion of one RCC unit
located along the diagoaal axis. Following the perturbation, the uncon-
trolled oscillation was monitored using the moveable detector and thermo-
couple system and the excore power range detectors. The quadrant-tilt
difference is the quantity that properly represents the diametral oscil-
lation in the X-Y plane of the reactor core in that the differences of
the quadrant average powers over two symmetrically opposite quadrants
essentially eliminates the contribution to the oscillation from the
azimuthal mode. The quadrant tilt difference (qTD) data were fitted in,

'
3 the form of Eq. (2) through a least-square method. A stability index of

-0.076 hr-l with a period of 29.6 hours was obtained from the thermocouple
data shown in Figure 4.3.2-42.

It was observed in the second X-Y xenon w* t that the PWR core with 157
fuel assemblies had become more stable - ;o an increased fuel depletion
and the stability index was not determinad.

| 4.3.2.8.5 Comparison of Calculations with Measurements

The analysis of the axial xenon transient tests was performed in an axial slab
geometry using a flux synthesis techniquSD6}hedirectsimulationoftheA0data was carried out using the PANDA Code The analysis of the X-Y xenon.

transient tests was performed in an X-Y geometry using a modified TURTLEl9 3
code. Both the PANDA and TURTLE codes solve the two group time-dependent'

neutron diffusion equation with time-dependent xenon and iodine concentrations.
The fuel temperature and moderator density feed back is limited to a steady-state
model. All the X-Y calculations were performed in an average enthalpy plane.

.
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The basic nuclear cross-sections used in this study were generated from a
unit cell qe etion program which has evolved from the codes LEOPARD (II}
and CINDERLI <. The detailed experimental data during the tests including 'h
the reactor power level, enthalpy rise and the impulse motion of the control "

rod assembly, as well as the plant follow burnup data were closely simulated
*

in the study.

The results of the stability calculation for the axial tests are compared with

the experimental data in Table 4.3 2-4.The calculations show conservative ,y
results for both of the axial tests with a margin of approximately .01 hr

in the stability index.

An analytical simulation of the first X-Y xenon oscillation test shows a
ca.eutated stabilit index of -0.081 hr-I, in good agreement with the measured
value of -0.076 hr . Ad indicated earlier, the second X-Y xenon test showed
thac the core had become more stable compared to the first test and no evalua-
tion of the stability index was attempted. This increase in the core stability
in the X-Y plane due to increased fuel burnup is due mainly to the increased

3 magnitude of the negative moderator temperature coefficient.

Previous studies of the physics of xenon oscillations, including three-dimensional
analysis, are reported in the series of topical reports, References 12.13 and 14
A more detailed description of the experimental results and analysis of the axial
and X-Y xer.%7 transient tests is presented in References 15 and Section I of
Reference 19

4.3.2.8.6 Stability Control and Protection

The excore detector system is utilized to provide indications of xenon-induced )
spatial oscillations. The readings from the excore detectors are available to
the operator and also form part of the protection system.

1. Axial Power Distribution

For maintenance of proper axial power distributions, the operator is
instructed to maintain an axial offset within a prescribed operatis:g band, ;

based on the excore detector readings. Should the axial offset be permitted .,/

to move far enough outside this band, the protection li: nit will be reached
and the power will be automatically cut back.

Full-length control rods are sufficient to shape the axial power
35 distribution and to dampen the axial xenon otr.illations effectively.

i
,

2. Radial Power Distribution

The core described herein is calculated to be stable against X-Y xenon
induced oscillations at all times in life.

3

The X-Y ability of large PWR's will be further verified as part of the
startup gaysics test program at a PUR core with 193 fuel assemblies. The
measured X-Y stability of the PWR core with 157 assemblies and the good

/
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4.4 THERMAL AND HYDRAULIC DESIGN

4.4.1 DESIGN BASES

The overall objective of the thermal and hydraulic design of the reactor
core is to provide adequate heat transfer which is compatible with the
heat generation distribution in the core such that heat removal by the
Reactor Coolant System or the Emergency Core Cooling System (when appil-
cable) assures that the following performance and safety criteria require-
ments a re net :

1. Fuel damage * is not expected during normal operation and operational
transients (Condition 1) or any transient conditions arising from
faults of moderate frequency (Condition 11) . It is not possible,
however, to preclude a very small number of rod failures. These will
be within the capability of the unit cleanup system and are consistent
with the unit design bases.

2. The reactor can be brought to a safe state following a Condition li t
event with only a small fraction of fuel rods damaged * although suf-
ficient fuel damage might occur to preclude resumption of operation
without considerable outage time.

3 The reactor can be brought to a safe state and the core can be kept
subcritical with acceptable heat transfer geonetry following translents
arising from Condition IV events.

In order to satisfy the above criterie the following design bases nave been
established for the thermal and hydraulic design of the reactor core.

4.4.1.1 Departure from Nucleate Boilina Desian Basis

Basis

Depa.-ture from nucleate boiling will not occur on at least .95% of the limiting
fuel rods during normal operation and operational transients and any transient
conditions arising from faults of moderate frequency (Condition I and 11 events)
at a 95% confidence level. Historically this has been conservatively met by
limiting the minimum departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) to 1.30 and
for this application a minimum DNBR of 1.30 will continue to be used.

j Discussion
!

By preventing departure from nucleate boiling, adequate heat transfer is
assured between the fuel clad and the reactor coolant, thereby preventing
clad damage as a result of inadequate cooling. Maximum fuel rod surface
temperature is not a design basis as it will be within a few degrees of
coolant temperature during operation in the nucleate boiling region. Limits
provided by the nuclear control and protection systems are such that this

* Fuel damage as used here is defined as penetration of the fission product
barrier (i .e. the fuel rod clad).
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m' design basis will be met for transients associated with Condition 11 events )I including overpower transients. There is an additional large DNBR margin
at rated power operation and during normal operating transients.

4.4.1.2 Fuel Temoerature Desian Basis

Basis

During modes of operation associated with Condition I and Condition il events,
the maximum fuel temperature shall be less than the melting temperature of UO .yThe UO melting temperature for at least 95% of the peak kW/ft fuel rods will

2not be exceeded at the 95% confidence level. The melting temperature of UO
2is taken as 5080*F (Reference 1) unirradiated and reducing 58'F per 10,000

MWD /MTV. By preclud!ng UO2 melting, the fuel geometry is preserved and possi-
3

ble adverse effects of molten UO2 on the cladding are eliminated. To preclude
center melting and as a basis for overpower protection system setpoints, a cal-
culated centerline fuel temperature of 4700*F has been selected as the overpower ,

limit. This provides suf ficient margin for uncertainties in the thermal evalu-
ations as described in Subdivision 4.4.2.10.1.

Discussion

Fuel rod thermal evaluations are performed at rated power, maximum overpower
and during transients at various burnups. These analyses assure that this
design basis as well as the fuel integrity design bases given in Section 4.2
a re me t . They also provide input for the evaluation of Condition ill and IV i
faults given in Chapter 15

4.4.1 3 Core Flow Design Basis

Basis

35| A minimum of 92.5% of the thermal flow rate will pass through the fuel rod |
region of the core and be effective for fuel rod cooling. Coolant flow
through the thimble tubes as well as the leakage from the core barrel-baffle
region into the core are not considered effective for heat renoval.

3
Discussion

Core cooling evaluations are based on the thermal flow rate (minimum flow)
351 entering the reactor vessel . A maximum of 7.5% of this value is allotted i

ias bypass flow. This includes RCC guide thimble cooling flow, head cooling
flow, baf fle leakage, and leakage to the vessel outlet nozzle.

3 4.4.1.4 Hydrodynamic Stability Design Bases

Basis

Modes of operation associated with Condition I and il events shall not
lead to hydrodynamic instability.

?
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EHeat Flux Engineering Hot-Channel Factor, F q

The heat flux engineering hot enannel factor is used to evaluate the maximum
heat flux. This subfactor is determined by statistically combining the tolerances
for the fuel pellet diameter, density, enrichment, eccentricity and the fuel
rod diameter, and has a value of 1.03. Measured manufacturing data on recent
Westinghouse 17x17 fuel were used to verify that this value was not exceeded
for 05% of the limiting fuel rods at a 95% confidence level. Thus, it is
expected that a statistical sampling of the fuel assemblies of this plant
will yield a value no larger tha . ',03.

EEnthalpy Rise Engineering Hot-Channel Factor, F
aH

The effect of variations in flow conditions and fabrication tolerances on
the hot-channel enthalpy rise is directly considered in the THINC core thermal
subchannel analysis (See Subdivision 4.4.3.4.1) under any reactor operating
condition. The items considered contributing to the enthalpy rise engineering
hot-channel factor are discussed below:

1. Pellet diameter, density and enrichment and fuel rod diameter, pitch
and bowing:

Design values employed in the THINC analysis related to the above fabrication
variations are based on applicable limiting tolerances such that these
design values are met for 95 percent of the limiting channels at a 95%
confidence level. Measured manufacturing data on Westinghouse 17x17 fuel
show the tolerances used in this evaluation are conservative. In addition,
each fuel assembly is checked to assure the channel spacing design criteria
are met. The effect of variations in pellet diameter and enrichment
is employed in the THINC analysis as a direct multiplier on the hot
channel enthalpy rise while the fuel rod diameter, pitch and bowing
variation including in pile effects is considered in the preparation
of the THINC Input values such as axial flow area, equivalent hydraulic

'

diameter and lateral crossflow area for the hot channel.

2. Inlet Flow Haldistribution:

The consideration of inlet flow maldistribution in core thermal performances
is discussed in Subdivision 4.4.3.1.2. A design basis of 5% reduction
in coolant flow to the hot assembly is used in the THIN;-IV analysis.

3. Flow Redistribution

The flow redistribution accounts for the reduction in flow in the hot
channel resulting from the high flow resistance in the channel due to
the local or bulk boiling. The effect of the non-uniform power distribution
is inherently considered in the THINC analysis for every operating condition'

which is evaluated.
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4 flow Mixing:
s

The subchannel mixing model incorporated in the THINC Code and used in )
reactor design is based on experimental data (Reference 51) discussed
In Subdivision 4.4.3.4.1. The mixing vanes incorporated in the spacer

|35| grid design induce additional flow mixing between the various flow channels1

in a fuel assembly as well as between adjacent assemblies. This mixing
reduces the enthalpy rise in the hot channel resulting from local power
peaking or unfavorable mechanical tolerances.

4.4.2.4 Flux Tilt Considerations

Significant quadrant power tilts are not anticipated during normal operation
since this phenomenon is caused by some asymmetric perturbation. A dropped
or misaligned RCCA could cause changes in hot channel factors; however, these
events are analyzed separately in Chapter 15. This discussion will be confined
to flux tilts caused by x y xenon transients, Inlet temperature mismatches,
enrichment variations within tolerances and so forth.

The design value of the enthalpy rise hot channel factor F
an 8% uncertainty (as discussed in Subdivision 4.3.2.2.7)',H, which includes|

is assumed to
be sufficiently conservative that flux tilts up to and including the alarm
point (see Subsection 16.3.12, Technical Specifications) will not result in
values of F'}H greater than that assumed in this submittal. The design value
of F does not include a specific allowance for quadrant flux ' tilts.q

4.4.2.5 Void Fraction Distribution
3

|

The calculated core average and the hot subchannel maxinium and average void
fractions are presented in Table 4.4.2-3 for operation at full power with design
hot channel factors. The void fraction distriburlon in the core at various

i radial and axial locations is presented in Reference 52. The void models
used in the THINC-IV computer code are described in Subdivision 4.4.2.8.3

Since void formation due to subcooled boiling is an important promoter of '

interassembly flow redistribution, a sensitivity study was performed with )_,

; THINC-lV using the void model referenced above (Reference 52).
l

The results of this study showed that because of the realistic crossflow
model used in THINC-IV, the minimum DNBR in the hot channel is relatively
insensitive to variations in this model. The range of variations considered
in this sensitivity study covered the maximum uncertainty range of the data

,

used to develop each part of the void fraction correlation.

4.4.2.6 Core Coolant Flow Distribution
i
i Assembly average coolant mass velocity and enthalpy at various radial and

axial core locations are given below. Coolant enthalpy rise and flow

\
.)
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distributions are shown for the 4 foot elevation ()1/3 of core height)4 and atin Figure
4.4.2-13, and 8 foot elevation (2/3 of core height in Figure 4.4.2-1

' the core exit in Figure 4.4.2-15 These distributions are for the full power
conditions as given in Table 4.4.2-1 and for the radial power density distribution
shown in Figure 4.3.2-7 The THINC code analysis for this case utilized a uniform
core inlet enthalpy and inlet flow distribution.

4.4.2.7 Core Pressure Drops and Hydraulic Loads

] 4.4.2.7.1 Core Pressure Drops
1

The analytical model and experimental data used to calculate the pressure
drops shewn in Table 4.4.2-1 are described in Subdivision L.4.2.8. The core pressure

drop includes the fuel assembly, lower core plate, and upper core plate pressure
drops. The full power operation pressure drop values shown in the Table
are the unrecoverable pressure drops across the vessel, including the inlet,

and outlet nozzles, and across the core. These pressure drops are based on
the best estimate Flow (most likely value for actual plant operating conditions)
as described in Subsection 5.1.1. Subsection 5.1.1 also defines and describes

3 the thermal design flow (minimum flow) which is the basis for reactor core
thermal performance and the mechanical design flow (maximum flow) which is
used in the mechanical design of the reactor vessel internals and fuel assemblies.

I Since the best estimate flow is that flow which is most likely to exist in
an operating plant, the calculated core pressure drops in Table 4.4.2 1 are based
on this best estimate flow rather than the therral design flow.

Uncertainties associated with the core pressure drop values are discussed in
Subdivision 4.4.2.10.2.

The pressure drops quoted in Table 4.4.2-1 are based on seven grids and conserva-
tively estimated grid pressure loss coefficients. Phase 1 of the D-loop tests
(Reference 5) resulted in a measured core pressure drop of a magnitude sufficient-
ly lower than the predicted pressure drop that the pressure drops quoted in
Table 4.4.2-1 will be conservative even with the addition of an eighth grid.>

The estimated pressure drop compared to the measured pressure drop in Reference
5 uses the same conservatively estimated grid pressure loss coefficients used
for the Table 4.4.2-1 pressure drop calculations. Thus, it was expected that

| the calculated pressure drop would be conservative (larger) relative to the
| measured value. The McGuire fuel assembly grids, top nozzle, and bottom

nozzle designs are the same as in the prototype assembly tests and the hydraulici

|
resistances measured during the test are therefore directly applicable to
the McGuire analysis.

!

35

4.4.2.7.2 Hydraulic Loads !
|

| The fuel assembly hold down springs, Figure 4.2.1-2, are designed to keep the
fuel assemblies resting on the lower core plate under transients associated

3 with Condition 11 and t il events. Maximum flow conditions are limiting because
hydraulic loads are a maximum. The most adverse flow conditions occur during,

| a LOCA. These conditions are presented in Subsection 15.4.1.
t
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Hydraulic loads at normal operating conditions are calculated based on the
mechanical design flow which is described in Section 5 1 and accounting for the
minimum core bypass flow based on manufacturing tolerances. Core hydraulic T
loads at cold unit startup conditions are also based on this flow but are )
adjusted to account for the coolant density d3fference. Conservative core
hydraulic loads for a pump overspeed transient, which create flow rates 20%
greater than the mechanical design flow, are evaluated to be greater than
twice the fuel assembly weight.

Core hydraulic loads were measured during the prototype assembly tests described
in Section 1.5 Reference 5 contains a detailed discussion of the results. 1

s

Llft forces are directly proportional to the pressure drop. Theliftforcb.
on an eight grid assembly is thus less than 5 percent greater than the lif t
force on a seven grid assembly for the same flow rate. Reference 5 shows that
lif t of f of an eight grid fuel assembly (5 percent greater than the seven grid
assembly shown) is not predicted during a postulated pump overspeed transient
even though it is not necessary to preclude lift off.

The hydraulic loads during normal operation can be obtained from Reference 5 by 3
adjusting the loads for the McGuire pressure drop and flow rate. The effect
of startup and shutdown transients are shown to be inconsequential in Peference
5. ,

4.4.2.8 Correlation and Physical Data

4.4.2.8.1 Surface Heat Transfer Coefficients

Forced convection heat transfer coefficients are obtained from the familiar; )
Dittus-Boelter correlation (Reference 53), with the properties evaluated at
bulk fluid conditions: '

DG 0.8 Cu 0.4
h0

e = 0.023 ( *' ) (P) (4.4-15)
K K

r where:

h = heat transfer coefficient, BTU /hr-ft2 . cF>

De = equivalent diameter. ft
,

K = thermal ccnductivity, BTU /hr-ft oF'

G = mass velecity, Ib/hr-ft2
L = dynamic visecsity, Ib/ft-br
C = heat capacity, ETU/lb - 0F

p

This correlaticn has been shown to be conservative (Reference 54) for rod;

bundle georetric, with-pitch to diameter ratios in the range used by PWRs.i

The onset of nucleate bciling occurs when the clad wall temperature reaches
the arcunt of superheat predicted by Them's (Reference 55) correlation. After
this occurrence the outer clad wall temperature is determined by:

5

a
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I

f-e jq
q - Q,

p.3
1 - (.-

,

[0.072 exp (-P/,12N] (q")0.5L - "

/(4.4-16)~Tsat =a
_ ,

' '.s. .

'

.

't y
where:'

,

F
' '

AT3at=wallsuperheat,Tw-|Tsat, ,

wall heat flux, BTU /hr-ft2q" =
,

.
P pressure, psia= ~

,

outer clad wall temperature, OF ii' T =
w ,

saturation temperature of coolant at P, CF ' 'T =
sat ,

1
-

<

' 4.4.2.8.2 Total Core and_ Vessel Pressure Drop " s,
, _

l Unrecoverable pressure losses occur as a result of viscous dragI(friction) and/or
! geometry changes (form) in the fluid flow path. The flow field is assumed

to be incompressible, turbulent, single phase' water. These assumptions, apply
_

to the core and vessel pressure'ifrop cm*culations for the purpose of est'ablishing'

, "

j the primary loop flow rate. Two phase considerations are neglected in the
4 vessel pressure drop evaluation because the core average void _is negligible

(See Subdivision 4.4.2.5 and Table 4.4.2-3). Two phase flow consideraticas in
i the core thermal subchannel analyses are considered and the models are discussed
i in S'ubdivistor 4.4.3.1.3 core and vessel. pressure losses are calculatedsby

equations of the form: 't
,

>;n,

= (K+F E ) 2f9c (IW
N AP (4.4-17)o

L D,.: s.

i'u
'' where:

2|
APL unrecoverable pressure drop, _lb /in=

f

fluid density, Ibm /ft3| c =

length, ft.L =
,

equivalent diameter, ftD, =

fluid velocTcy, ft/secV =

lb .ft'

m h32.174! gc =

Ib/-sec2 ;,

form loss coefficient, dimensionless| K =

friction loss coefficient, dimensionlessF =

4

Fluid density is assumed to be constant at the appropriate value for each
component in the core and vessel, Because of the complex core and vessel
flow geometry, precise analytical values for the form and frict!on loss
coefficients are not available. Therefore, experimental values for these !

coefficients are obtained from geometrically similar models.

Values are quoted in Table 4.4.2-1 for unrecoverable pressure loss across the
reactor vessel, including the inlet and outlet nozzles, and across the core. s

,

!

1

1
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The results of full scale tests of core components and fuel assemblies were~

T utilized in developing the core pressure loss characteristic. The pressure drop
for#the vessel was obtained by combining the core loss with correlation of

3 1/7th scale model hydraulic test data on a number of vessels (References 56 and'

57);and form loss relationships (F.eference 58) . Moody (Reference 59) curves
were'used to obtain the single phase friction factors.

Core pressure' drops were confirmed by Phase 1 (Reference 5) and later
35 phases of the D-loop tests. These hydraulic verification

cests include hydraulic head losses and effects of velocity changes as well as
unrecoverable pre.ssure losses. The effects of_ velocity changes are small
since the static pressure taps are located at elevations of approximately equal
flow areas (and therefore approximately equal velocities). When wall static

Ipressure taps are used near ambient fluid conditions, it can be shown analytically
that the elevation head losses do not contribute to the measured core pressure
drops. Therefore, data from the hydraulic verification tests can be directly
applied to confirm the pressure drop values quoted in Table 4.4.2-1 which are
based on unrecoverable pressure losses only.

Tests of the primary coolant loop flow rates will be made (See Subdivision 4.4.4'.1) I

prior to initial criticality to verify that the flow rates used in the design,
which were determined in part from the pressure losses calculated by the method-
described here, are conservative.

4.4.2.8.3 Void Fraction Correlation

There are three separate vold regions considered in flow boiling in a PWR as
illustrated in Figure 4.4.2-16. They are the wall vold region (no bubble ,

detachment), the subcooled boiling regicn (bubble detachment) and the bulk /

boiling region.

in the wall void region, the point where local boiling begins is determined
3 when the clad temperature reaches the amount of superheat predicted by Thom's

(Reference 55), correlation (discussed in Subdivision 4.4.2.8.1). The void
fraction in this region is calculated using Maurer's (Reference 60) relationship.

'

The bubble detachment point, where the superheated bubbles break away from the j
wall, is determined by using Griffith's (Reference 61) relationship. -/

The void fraction in the subcooled boiling region (that is, after the detachment
point) is calculated from the Bowring (Reference 62) correlation. This correla-
tion predicts the void fraction from the detachment point to the bulk boiling
region.

The void fraction in the bulk boiling region is predicted by using homogeneous
flow theory and assuming no slip. The void fraction in this region is therefore
a function only of the thermodynamic quality.

4.4.2.9 Thermal Effects of Coerational Transients

DMB core safety limits are generated as a function of coolant temperature,
pressure, core power and axial power imbalance. Steady-state operation within
these safety limits insures that the minimum DNBii is not less than 1.30. Refer
to Chapter 15 for a discussion of DNBR limits. These limits provide adequate
protection against anticipated operational transients that are slow with respect j
to fluid transport delays in the primary system, in addition, for fast ;
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transients, e.g., uncontrolled rod bank withdrawal at power incident (Subsection
15.2.2) specific protection functions are provided as described in Section 7 2,
and the use of these protection functions are described in Chapter 15. The
thermal response of the fuel rod is discussed in Subdivision 4.4.3 7

4.4.2.10 Uncertainties in Estimates

4.4.2.10.1 Uncertainties in Fuel and Clad Temperatures

As discussed in Subdivision 4.4.2.2, the fuel temperature is a function of crud,
oxide, clad, gap, and pellet conductances. Uncertainties in the fuel temperature
calculation are essentially of two types: fabrication uncertainties such as
variations in the pellet and clad dimensions and the pellet density; and model
uncertainties such as variations in tne pellet conductivity and the gap conduc-
tance. These uncertainties have been quantified by comparison of the thermal
model to the inpIIe thermocouple measurements (References 7 through 13), by
out-of-pile measurements of the fuel and clad properties (References 16 through
27), and by measurements of the fuel and clad dimensions during ichrication. The
resulting uncertainties are then used in all evaluations involving t.%e fuel
temperature. The effect of densification on fuel temperature uncertairaties is
presented in Reference 6.

In addition to the temperature uncertainty described above, the measurement
uncertainty in determining the local power, and the effect of density and
enrichment variations on the local power are considered in establishing the heat
flux hot channel factor. These uncertainties are described in Subdivision
4.3 2.2.1.

Reactor trip setpoints as specified in the Technical Specifications include
allowance for instrument and measurement uncertainties such as calorimetric
error, instrument drift and channel reproductivity, temperature measurement
uncertainties, noise, and heat capacity variations.

Uncertainty in determining.the cladding temperature results from uncertainties
in the crud and oxide thicknesses. Because of the excellent heat transfer
between the surface of the rod and the coolant, the film temperature drop does

'

not appreciably contribute to the uncer:alnty.

4.4.2.10.2 Uncertainties in Pressure Drops

Core and vessel pressure drops based on the best estimate flow, as described
in Section 5.1, are quoted in Table 4.4.2-1. The uncertainties quoted are
based on the uncertainties in both the test results and the analytical extension
of these values to the reactor application. The magnitude of the uncertainties
will be confirmed when the experimental data on the prototype fuel assembly
(Section 1.5) is obtained.

A major use of the core and vessel pressure drops is to determine the primary
system coolant flow rates as discussed in Section 5.1. In addition, as
discussed in Subdivision 4.4.4.1, tests on the primary system prior to initial
criticality will be made to verify that a conservative primary system coolant
flow rate has been used in the design and analyses of the plant.
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4.4.2.10.3 Uncertainties Due to inlet Flow Maldistribution

The effects of uncertainties in the inlet flow maldistribution criteria used
in the core thermal analyses is discussed in Subdivision 4.4.3.1.2. -

4.4.2.10.4 Uncertainty in DNB Correlation

The uncertainty in the DNB correlation (Subdivision 4.4.2.3) can be written as
a statement on the probability of not being in DNB based on the statistics of
the DNB data. This is discussed in Subdivision 4.4.2.3.2.

4.4.2.10.5 Uncertainties in DNBR Calculations

The uncertainties in the DNBR's calculated by THINC analysis (see Subdivision
4.4.3.4.1) due to uncertainties in the nuclear peaking factors are accounted
for by applying conservatively high values of the nuclear peaking factors and
including measurement error allowances. In addition, conservative values for the

engineering hot channel factors are used as discussed in Subdivision 4.4.2.3.4.
3 The results of a sensitivity study (Reference 52) with THINC-IV show that the

minimum DNBR in the hot channel is relatively insensitive to variations in the }corewideradialpowerdistribution(forthesamevalueofF{H)*

The ability of the THINC-IV computer code to accurately predict flow and enthalpy
.

distributions in rod bundles.is discussed in Subdivision 4.4.3.4.1 and in
Reference 63 Studies have been performed (Reference 52) to determine the
sensitivity of the minimum DNBR in the hot channel to the void fraction correla-
tion (see also Subdivision 4.4.2.8.3); the inlet velocity and exit pressure
distributions assumed as boundary conditions for the analysis; and the grid i

pressure loss coefficients. The results of these studies show that the minimum /

DNBR in the hot channel is relatively insensitive to variations in these parameters.
The range of variations considered in these studies covered the range of possible
variations in these parameters.

| 4.4.2.10.6 Uncertainties in Flow Rates

The uncertainties associated with loop flow rates are discussed in Section 5 1. }
| For core thermal performance evaluations, a thermal design loop flow is used .,

| which is less than the best estimate loop flow (approximately 4. 3%) . In addition

| 35 another 7.5% of the thermal design flow is assumed to be ineffective for core
heat removal capability because it bypasses the core through the various available'

vessel flow paths described in Subdivision 4.4.3.1.1.

4.4.2.10.7 Uncertainties in Hydraulic Loads

As discussed in Subdivision 4.4.2.7.2, hydraulic loads on the fuel assembly are
j

evaluated for a pump overspeed transient which create flow -ates 20% greater'

; 3 than tre mechanical design flow. The mechanical design flow as stated in
Section 3.1 is greater than the best estimate or most likely flow rate value
for the actual piart operating condition (by approximately 4.5%).

4.4.2.10.3 Uncertainty in Mixing Coefficient

The value of tne mixing coefficient, TOC, used in THINC analyses for this
applicatien is 0.038. The mean value of TDC obtained in the "R" grid mixing tests

'described ir Subdivision 4.4.2.3 3 was 0.042 (for 26 inch grid spacing). The j
'

35
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' - -value.of 0.038 Is one standard deviation below the mean value; and s90% of the
data gives values of TDC greater than 0.038 (Reference 46).

The results of the mixing tests done on 17 x 17 geometry, as discussed in
Subdivision 4.4.2.3 3, had a mean value of TDC of 0.059 and standard deviation
of c = 0.007 Hence the current design value of TDC is almost 3 standard
deviations below the means for 26 inch grid spacing.

4.4.2.11 Plant Configuration Data

Plant configuration data for the thermal-hydraulic and fluid systems external
to the core are provided in the appropriate Chapters 5,6, and 9 Implementation
of the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) is discussed in Chapter 15 Some

specific areas of interest are the following:

1. Total coolant flow rates for the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and each
loop are provided in Table 5 1-1. Flow rates employed in the evaluation
of the core are presented in Section 4.4.

2. Total RCS volume including pressurizer and surge line, RCS liquid volume'

including pressurizer water at steady state power conditions are given in
Table 5.1-1.

3 The flow path length through each volume may be calculated from physical
data provided in the above referenced tables.

4. The height of fluid in each component of the RCS may be determined from
the physical data presented in Section 5 5 The components of the RCS
are water filled during power operation with the pressurizer being'

approximately 60% water filled.

5 Components of the ECCS are to be located so as to meet the criteria for
NPSH described in Section 6.3

; 6. Line ~ lengths and sizes for the safety injection system are determined so as
to guarantee a total system resistance which will provide, as a minimum,'

the fluid delivery rates assumed in the safety analyses described in
Chapter 15

7 The minimum flow areas for components of the RCS are presented in Section
5.5, component and Subsystem Design.

8. The steady state pressure drops and temperature distributions through the
RCS are presented in Table 5.1-1.

4.4.3 EVALUATION

4.4.3 1 Core Hydraulics

4.4.3.1.1 Flow Paths Considered in Core Pressure Drop and Thermal Design

The following flow paths or core bypass flow are considered:

i. Flow through the spray r.czzles into the upper head for head cooling purposes.
;

.
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i~ica crterire into che RCC guide thirables to cool the centroi rods.

I

'3 Leakage flow from the vessel in!ct nozzle directly to the vessel outlet %

aozzle thrnuqh the gap between the vessel and the barrel. f )'

t
3

,
L. Flow ertering into the core frc- the baffle-barrel region thrnuch the gaos

hc Nee- the taffle plates.
t

|Theabo"ccont-ibutiensareevaluatedtoconfirmthat-tha desina che ~ cere-'

bypass ficw is ret. The design value of core bypass flcw for t'c suire. b nuai'

35I to 7.52 of the total vessel flow. Of the' total allowance, 5.5% is ass cir. red
Calculations i

3| with the internals (Items 1, 3, and 4 above) and 2.0% for the caro.
'

have been perforred using drawing tolerances on a worst case basis ard accou-ting i

for uncertainties in pressure losses. Based on these calculaticns. t'c corei

-35|bypassfleeforMcGuireis<7.5%. This design bypass value is also used i: the
_ 'evaluaticr of the core pressure drops cuoted in Table 4.4.2-1, and the deter-ina-

; '

' tien of reactor flow rates in Section 5.1. i

Flow model tests results for the flow path t5 rough the reactor are discussed in !
I ~ NSection 4.h.2.8.2. ' )

4.4.3.1.2 Inlet Flow Distributions ,

IData has been considered from several 1/7 scale hydraulic reactor ndel tests
!(References 56, 57, and 64) in arriving at the core inlet flow maldistribution
|criteria to be used in the THINC analyses (See Subdivision 4.L.2.3.1) . THINC

I analyses made using tnis data have indicated that a conservative desian basis
tn t-- Fet nsen-riv. ce'erc ceis to consider a 5 percent reduction in the flew i

]65 The same design basis of 52' reduction to the 5c anscrbly i,1ct is umi
in THINC IV analyses. ,

The experimental error estimated in the inlet velocity distributien has bcen
considered as outilned in Reference 52 where the sensitivity of changes in

3 inlet velocity distributions to het channel ther al perfor-.,ccc is shown to j
be small. Studies (Reference 52) made with the improved THINC codel (Tit t '.0 ' V) ,_

show that it is adecuate to use the 5 reduction in inlet flow to the hot ! s

assembly for a loop out of service based on the experirental data in References ,)-
56 and 57 I

I i'
l The effect of the total flow rate on the inlet velocity d*ttribution was studied

fi in the experiments of Reference 56. As was excected, ca e Lasis of tha thac-

retical analysis, no significant variation could be found la inlet velecity
distribution with reduced flow rate. !

'

4.4.3.1.3 Empirical Fricticn Factor Correlations

Two empirical friction factor correlaticns are used in the THINC-IV computer
code (described in Subdivistor L.4.3.4.1).

I
} The friction factor in the axial direction, parallel to t5e fuct r-d -w i s , is

evaluated using the Novendstern-Sandbero correlatina (Defere-ce $6). Twit

correlation consists of the felicwinc:
,

L.h-M 't isic H
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(Figure 4.4.3-8). The two heated channels were coupled by valves at six axial
'

elevations. Upon detection of flow instability in the hot channel, the coupling i.

valves were opened and both channels became stable, as illustrated in Figure
; 4.4.3-9. -Holding all test parameters constant, the reclosing of these valves
~

alone caused a flow in the hot channel to become unstable again. This behavior
was observed on all runs performed and is presented as evidence:

1. That open channels are more stable than closed channels, and
<

,

2. Evaluations of the hydrodynamic stability of' Westinghouse PWRs with
HYDNA are conservative.

f 4.4.3.6 Temperature Transient Effects Analysis

Waterlogging damage of a fuel rod could occur as a consequence of a power
increase on a rod af ter water has entered the fuel rod through a clad defect.
Water entry will continue until the fuel rod internal pressure is equal-to the
reactor coolant pressure. A subsequent power increase raises the temperaturei

and, hence, could. raise the pressure of the water contained within the fuel
-,

rod. The increase in hydrostatic pressure within the fuel rod then drives a
;- portion of the water from the fuel rod through the water entry defect. Clad

'.
distortion and/or rupture can occur if the fuel rod Internal pressure increase
is excessive due to insufficient venting of water to the reactor coolant. This-
occurs when there is both a rapid -increase in the temperature of the water
within the fuel rod and a small defect. Zircaloy clad fuel rods which have,

failed due to waterlogging (References 79 and 80) indicate that very' rapid!-

power transients are required for. fuel failure. Normal operational transisnts
,

are limited to about 40 cal /gm-min. (peak rod) while the Spert tests (Reference'

79) indicate that 120 to 150 cal /gm is required to rupture.the clad even with
,

very short transients (5.5 msec. period). Release of the internal-fuel rod
.

pressure is expected to have a minimal effect on the Reactor Coolant System
| (Reference 79) and is not expected to result in failure of additional fuel

rods- (Reference 80) . Ejection of fuel pellet fragments into the coolant
stream is not expected (References 79 and' 80). A clad breech due to waterlogging i

is thus expected to be similar to any fuel rod failure. mechanism which exposes
fuel ~ pellets to the reactor coolant' stream. Waterlogging has not been identified'
as the mechanism for clad distortion or perforation of any Westinghouse
Zircaloy-4 clad fuel rods.

,

j- An excessively high fuel rod internal gas pressure could cause clad failure.
One of the fuel rod design bases (Subdivision 4.2.1.1.1) requires 'the fuel'

rod internal gas pressure not to exceed the nominal coolant pressure even
at the overpower condition. During operational transients, fuel rod clad2

rupture due to high Internal gas pressure is precluded by meeting the above
design basis.

4.4.3.7. Potentially Damaoing Temperature Effects During Transients

The fuel rod experiences many' operational transients (intentional maneuvers)
during its residence in the core. A number of thermal effects must be considered

,

when analyzing the fuel rod performance.
,

i

;+
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The clad can be in contact with the fuel pellet at some time in the fuel life-
time. Clad-pellet interaction occurs if the fuel pellet temperature is increased
after the clad is in contact with the pellet. Clad pellet interaction is
discussed in Subdivision 4.2.1.3.1.

Increasing the fuel temperature results in an increased fuel rod internal
pressure. One of the fuel rod design bases requires the fuel rod internal
pressures not to exceed the nominal coolant pressure even at the overpower
condition (Subdivision 4.2.1.1.1).

The potential effects of operation with waterlogged fuel are discussed in-
Subdivision 4.4.3.6 which concluded that waterlogging is not a concern during
operational transients.

3 Clad flattening, as noted in Subdivision 4.2.1.3.1, has been observed in some
operating power reactor. Thermal expansion - (axial) of' the fuel rod stack
against a flattened section of clad could cause failure of the clad. This
is no longer a concern because clad flattening is precluded during the fuel
residence in the core. (See Subdivision 4.2.1.3.1). ,

!

There can be a differential thermal expansion between the fuel rods and the
guide thimbles during a transient. Excessive mowing of the fuel rods could
occur if the grid assemblies did not allow axial movement of the fuel rods
relative to the grids. -Thermal expansion of the fuel rods is considered in
the grid design so that axial loads imposed on the fuel rods during a thermal
transient will not result in excessively bowed fuel rods (See Subdivision
4. 2.1. 2. 2) .

.I.
/

4.4.3.8 Energy Release During Fuel Element Burnout

As discussed in Subdivision 4.4.3.3 the core is protected from going through
DNB over the full range of possible operating conditions. At full power nominal

35 | operation, the minimum DNBR was found to be 1.72. From Figure 4.4.2-8, this |
means that for these conditions, the probability of a rod going through DNB
is less than 0.9% at a 95% confidence level, based on the statistics of the .

W-3 correlation. in the extremely unlikely event that DNB should occur, the -)clad temperature will rise due to the-steam blanketing at the rod surface and
the consequent degradation in heat transfer. During this time there is a
potential for chemical reaction between the cladding and the coolant. However,
because of the relatively good film boiling heat transfer following DNB, the

3 energy release resulting from this reaction is insignificant compared to the
power produced by the fuel.

DNB With Physical Burnout - Westinghouse (Reference 72) has conducted DNB tests
in a 25-rod bundle wnere physical burnout occurred with one rod. After this
occurrence, the 25 rod test section was used for several days to obtain more
DNB data from the other rods in the bundle. The burnout and deformation of
the rod did not affect the performance of neighboring rods in the test section
during the burnout or the validity of the subsequent DNB data points as pre-
dicted by the W-3 correlation. No occurrences of flow instability or other
abnormal operation were observed.

J
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DNB With Return to Nucleate Boiling - Additional DNB tests have been conducted

by Westinghouse (Reference 61) in 19 and 21 rod bundles. In these tests, DNB

without physical burnout was experienced more than once on single rods in the
bundles for short periods of time. Each time, a reduction in power of approxi-

mately 10% was sufficient to re-establish nucleate bolling on the surface of
the rod. During these and subsequent tests, no adverse effects were observed
on this rod or any other rod in the bundle as a consequence of operating in
DNB.

4.4.3.? Energy Release or Ruoture of Waterlogged Fuel Elements

A full discussion of waterlogging including energy release is contained in

Subdivision 4.4.3.6. It is noted that the resulting energy release is not

expected to affect ~ neighboring fuel rods.

4.4.3.10 Fuel Rod Behavior Effect- from Coolant Flow Blockege

Coolant flow blockages can occur within the coolant channels of a fuel assembly
or external to the reactor core. The effects of fuel assembly blockage within
the assembly on fuel rod behavior is more pro ounced than external blockages
of the same magnitude. In both cases the flow blockages cause local reductions
in coolant flow. The amount of local flow reduction, where it occurs in the
reactor, and how far along the flow stream the reduction persists are considera-
tions which will influence the fuel rod behavior. The effects of coolant flow
blockages in terms of maintaining rated core performance are determined both
by analytical and experimental methods. The experimental data are usually used
to augment analytical tools such as computer programs similar to the THINC-IV
program. Inspection of the DNB correlation (Subdivision 4.4.2.3 and Reference
44) shows that the predicted DNBR is dependent upon the local values of quality
and mass velocity.

The THINC-IV code is capable of predicting the effects of local flow blockages
on DNBR within the fuel assembly on a subchannel basis, regardless of where
the flow blockage occurs. In Referer.ce 63, it is shown that for a fuel assembly

similar to the Westinghouse design, THINC-IV accurately predicts the flow
distribution within the fuel assembly when the inlet nozzle is completely
blocked. Full recovery of the flow was found to occur about 30 inches down-
stream of the blockage. With the reference reactor operating at the nominal
full power conditions specified in Table 4.4.2-1, the effects of an increase
in enthalpy and decrease in mass velocity in the lower portion of the fuel
assembly would not result in the reactor reaching a minimum DNBR of 1.30.

From a review of the open literature it is concluded that flow blockage in
"open lattice cores" similar to the Westinghouse cores cause flow perturbations
which are local to the blockage. For instance, A. Oktsubo, et.al (Reference
82), show that the mean bundle velocity is approached asymptotically about
4 inches downstream from a flow blockage in a single flow cell. Similar results
were also found for 2 and 3 cells completely blocked. Basmer (Reference 83),
et.al., tested an open lattice fuel assembly in which 41% of the subchannels
were completely blocked in the center of the test bundle between spacer grids.
Their results show the stagnant zone behind the flow blockage essentially disap-
pears after 1.65 L/De er about 5 inches for their test bundle. They also
found that leakage flow through the blockage tended to shorten the stagnant
zone or in essence the complete recovery length. Thus, local flow blockages
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within a fuel assembly have little effect on subchannel enthalpy rise. The
3 reduction in local mass velocity is then the main parameter which affects the

DNBR. If the McGuire units were operating at full power and nominal steady S
state conditions as specified in Table 4.4.2-1, a reduction in local mass 1

35[ veloc.ty greater than 53% would be required to reduce the DNBR from 1.7 2 to 1.30.|
The above mass velocity effect on the DNB correlation was based on the assump-
tion of fully developed flow along the full channel length. In reality a local

flow blockage is expected to promote turbulence and thus would likely not effect
DNBR at all.

Coolant flow blockages induce local crossflows as well as promote turbulence.
Fuel rod behavior is changed under the influence of a sufficiently high cross-
flow component. Fuel rod vibration could occur, caused by this crossflow
component, through vortex shedding or turbulent mechanisms. If the crossflow
velocity exceeds the limit established for fluid elastic stability, large
amplitude whirling results. The limits for a controlled vibration mechanism
are established from studies of vortex shedding and turbulent pressure fluctua-
tions. The crossflow velocity required to exceed fluid elastic stability limits
is dependent on the axial location of the blockage and the characterization of
the crossflow (Jet flow or not). These limits are greater than those for -

vibratory fuel rod wear. Crossflow velocity above the established limits can )
lead to mechanical wear of the fuel rods at the grid support locations. Fuel
red wear due to flow induced vibration is considered in the fuel rod f retting

evaluation (Section 4.2).

4.4.4 TESTING AND VERIFICATION

3 4.4.4.1 Tests Prior to initial Criticality
,
,

A reactor coolant flow test, as noted in Table 14.1.4-1, is performed following
'1

fuel loading but prior - o initial criticality. Coolant loop pressure drop
data is obtained in this test. This data in conjunction with coolant pump
performance information allows determination of the coolant flow rates at
reactor operating conditions. This test verifles that proper coolant flow
rates have been used in the core thermal and hydraulic analysis.

, )4.4.4.2 initial Power and Plant Ooeration

Core power distribution measurements are made at several core power levels
(see Subdivision 4.3.2.2.7). These tests are used to insure that conservative
peaking factors are used in the core thermal and hydraulic analysis.

Additional demonstration of the overall conservatism of the THINC analysis
was obtained by comparing THINC predictions to incore thermocouple measurements.
These measurements were performed on the Zion reactor (Reference 84). No
further in pile testing is planned.

4.4.4.3 Component and Fuel inspections

inspections performed en the manufactured fuel are delineated in Subdivision
4.2.1.4. Fabrication measurements critical to thermal and hydraulic analysis

'
are obtained to verify that the engineering hot channel factors employed in the
design analyses (Subdivision 4.4.2.3.4) are met.

j

1
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Table 4.1-1 (1 of 3)'

Reactor Design Comparison Table

MCGUIRE UNITS 1 & 2 REFERENCE PLANT
17x17 FUEL ASSEMBLY 17x17 FUEL ASSEMBLY
WITH DENSIFICATION WITH DENSIFICATION

THERMAL AND HYDRAULIC DESIGN PARAMETERS EFFECTS EFFECTS

1. Reactor Core Heat Output, NWt 3411 3411
2. Reactor Core Heat Output, Btu /hr 11,641.7 x 106 11,641.7 x 106
3 Heat Generated in Fuel, % 97.4 97.4

3 4. System Pressure, Nominal, psia 2250 2250
5 System Pressure, Min. Steady State, psia 2220 2220

.

6. Minimum DNBR for Design Transients >1.30 >l.30

Coolant Flow
'

7 Total Thermal i1ow Rate, Ib/hr 144.7 x 106 132.7 x 106
35 8. Effective Flow Rate for Heat

Transfer, Ib/hr 133.9 x 106 126.7 x 106
9 Effective Flow Area for Heat

3 Transfer, ft2 51.1 51.1
10. Average Velocity Along Fuel Rods,

ft/sec 16.6 15.7 |35| 11. Average Mass Velocity, Ib/hr *t2 2.62 x 106 2.48 x 106

3 Coolant Temperature, OF
12. Nominal inlet 559.1 552.5

35 13. Average Rise in Vessel 58.4- 64.2
14. Average Rise in Core 62.5 66.9
15. Average in Core 590.4 585.9
16. Average in Vessel 588.3 584.7

Heat Transfer
17. Active Heat Transfer, Surface 59,700 59,700

Arce, ft2
18. Average Heat Flux, Btu /hr-ft2 189,800 189,800
19. Maximum Heat Flux for Normal Operation,

Btu /hr-ft2 440,3 cot,d] 47L,500[a]
.,

| 20. Average Thermal Output, kw/ft 5.44 5.44
21. Maximum Thermal Output for Normal

Operation, kw/ft 12.5Idl 13.6[a]
22. Peak' Linear Power for Determination of

c
Protection Setpoints, kw/ft 18.0 18.0

b
23. Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor, F 2.32 2.50q

3 Fuel Central Temperature, OF'

24. Peak at 100% Power 3250 3400
25. Peak at Maximum Thermal Output for

Maximum Overpower Trip Point 4150 4100

[a] This limit is associated with the value of Fq = 2.50
[b] Includes the effect of fuel densification
[c] See Subparagraph 4.3.2.2.6
[d] This limit is associated with the value of F -2.32q
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Table 4.1-1 (2 of 3)
h

4 '
-MCGUIRE UNITS 1 & 2 REFERENCE PLANT

''

17x17 FUEL ASSEMBLY 17x17 FUEL ASSEMBLY
WITH DENSlFICATION WITH OENSIFICATION

CORE MECHANICAL DESIGN PARAMETERS EFFECTS EFFECTS-

, Fuel Assemblies

26. Design- RCC Canless RCC Canless

27. Number of Fuel' Assemblies 193 '193
28. UO2 Rods per Assembly 264 264-
29. Rod Pitch, In. '0.496 0.496
30. Overall Dimensions, in. 8.426 x 8.426 8.426 x.8.426-

(as UO ), pounds 222,739 222,73931. Fuel Weight 2,

32. Zircaloy Weight, Ibs. 50,913 50,913
33. Number of Grids per Assembly 8-Type R 8-Type R.

3 34._ Loading Technique 3 region non-uniform 3 region non-uniform

wFuel Rod;

35. Number 50,952 50,952 )
36. Outside Diameter, In. 0.374 0.374
37. Diametral Gap, In., Regions 1,2, and 3 0.0065 0.0065
38. Clad Thickness, in. 0.0225 0.0225
39. Clad Material Zircalcy-4 Zircaloy-4

Fuel Pellets
40. Material UO2 Sintered UO2 Cintered
41. Density-(% of Theoretical) . 95 95' >

42. Diameter, In., Regions 1,2, and 3 0.3225 0.3225; . )
43. Length, In. 0.530 0.530

Rod Cluster Control Assemblies
35| 44. Neutron Absorber Ag-In-Cd Ag-in-Cd -|

45. Cladding Material Type 304 SS- Type 304 SS-
3 Cold Worked Cold Worked'

i' ~46. Clad Thickness, in. 0.0185 0.0185 T
35l 47. Number of' Clusters, Fult 53 53 -| )'

'

1 48. Number of Absorber Rods per Cluster 24 24

*

Core Structure
. 49. Core Barrel, l.D./0.D., In. 1L8.0/152.5 148.0/152.5
5C. Thermal Shield, l.D./0.D., in. Neutron Pad Design Neutron Pad Design

NULCEAR DESIGN PARAMETERS
1

Structure Characteristics,

-3 51. Core Diameter, In. (Equivalent) 132.7- 132.7
52. Core Average Active Fuel Height, in. 143.7 143.7

Reflector Thickr.ess and Composition
53. Top - Water plus Steel, In. slo slo

54. Bottom - Water plus Steel, in. slo slo

55. Side - water plus Steel in. s15 sl5
56. H 0/U, Cold Molecular Ratio Lattice 3.43 3.43

2
,/
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Table 4.3.2-1 Sheet 2 of 3

Fuel Rods

Number 50,952

Outside Diameter, in. 0.374

Diameter Gap, in. 0.0065

Clad Thickness, in. 0.0225

Clad Material Zircaloy-4

Fuel Pellets

Material UO Sintered2

Density (percent of Theoretical) 95

Fuel Enrichments w/o

Region 1
'

2.10

Region 2 2.60
3 Region 3 3.10

Diameter, in. 0.3225

Length, in. 0.530
,

Mass of UO2_per Foot of Fuel Rod, Ib/ft 0.364

Rod Cluster Control Assemblies

Neutron Absorber Ag-in-Cd

Composition 80%, 15%, 5%

Diameter, in. 0.341

Density, lbs/in.3 0.367

Cladding Material Type 304, Cold worked

Stainless Steel
Clad Thickness, in. 0.0185

Number of Clusters
Full Length 53

35 | |

Number of Absorber Rods per Cluster 24

3 ' Full Length. Assembly Weight (dry) , Ib. 157

h
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Table 4.3.2-1 Sheet 3 of 3

'}'3

Burnable Poison Rods'(First Core)
1518 |35| Number

Material BorosIIIcate Glass

Outside Diameter, In. 0.381

inner Tube, 0.0., In. 0.1805

Clad Material Stainless Steel

Inner Tube Material Stainless Steel

Boron Loading w/o B 023 in glass red) 12.5

Weight of Boron - 10 per foot of rod, Ib/ft .000419

Initial Reactivity Worth, %ao- 7.63 (hot), s5 5 (cold)

3 )
Excess Reactivity

Maximum Fuel Assembly K= (Cold, Clean,

Unborated Water) 1.39

Maximum Core Reactivity (Cold, Zero Power,

Beginning of Cycle) 1.222
).-

7

d
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Table 4.3 3-5

Comparison of Measured and Calculated Moderator

Coefficients at HZP, BOL

(1)Unit Type / Measured a;, Calculated a ,y

Centrol Bank Configuration (ocm/oF) (pcm/oF)

3-Loop, 157 Assemblies,

12 foot core
D at 160 steps -0.50 -0.50
D in, C at 190 steps -3.01 -2.75
D in, C at 28 steps -7.67 -7.02
B, C, and D in -5.16 -4.45

2-Loop, 121 Assemblies,

12 foot core
D at 180 steps +0.85 +1.02

* D in, C at 180 steps -2.40 -1.90
C and D in, B at 165 steps -4.40 -5.58
B, C, and D in A at 174 steps -8.70 -8.12

|

|

|
|

(1) Isothermal coefficients, which include the Doppler effect in the fuel.

t

! k
5"in - 10 1n / t.ToF

,

i

|
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Table 4.4.2-1*

Reactor Design Comparison Table .
'

McGuire Reference Plant
1 & 2 17 x 17 17 x 17 With

Thermal and Hydraulic Design Parameters With Densification Densification

Reactor Core Heat Output, MWt 3411 3411

Reactor Core Heat Output, BTU /hr 11,641.7 x 106 11,641.7 x 106

3 Heat Generated in Fuel, % 97.4- 97.4

System Pressure, Nominal, psia 2250 2250

System Pressure, Minimum Steady

State, psia '2220 2220

Minimum DNBR at Nominal Conditions -

Typical Flow Channel 2.05 2.04
35

Thimble (Cold Wall) Flow Channel 1.72 1.71

Minimum DNBR for Design Transients >1.30 >1.30

DNB Correlation "R" (W-3 with "R" (W-3 with
modified spacer modified spacer s

3 factor) factor) )
Coolant Flow

Total Thermal Flow Rate, Ib/hr 14 h.7 x 106 132.7 x 106
35 Effective Flow Rate for Heat

6Transfer, Ib/hr 133.9 x 10 126.7 x 106 -

Effective Flow Area for Heat
2

3 Transfer, Ft 51.1 51.1

Average Velocity Along Fuel

35| Rods, ft/sec 16,6 15.7 |

Average Mass Velocity, Ib/hr-ft2 2.62 x 106 2.48 x 106

3 Coolant Temperature

Nominal inlet, CF 559 1 552.5

Average Rise in Vessel, oF 56.4 64.2
62.535 Average Rise in Core, oF 66.9

590.4Average in Core, of 585.9

Average in Vessel, CF 584.7 j588.3

1 of 2 Revision 3 5
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Table 4.4.2-1

Reactor Design Comparison Table

McGuire Reference Plant
1 & 2 17 x 17 17 x 17 With

Thermal and Hydraulic Design Parameters With Densification Densification

Heat Transfer

2Active Heat Transfer, Surface Area, Ft 59,700 59,700
2 183,800 189,800Average Heat Flux, BTU /hr-ft

Mcximum Heat Flux, for normal

operation BTU /hr-ft2 440,300[d] 474,500[a]

Average Thermal Output, kW/ft 5.44 5.44
-

Maximum Thermal Output, for normal

operation kW/ft 12.6[d] 13.6[a]

Peak Linear Power for Determination
of protection setpoints, kW/ft 18.0lC3 18.0[c]

Fuel. Central Temperature

Peak at 100% Power, OF 3250 3400

Peak at Thermal Output Maxinium for

Maximum Overpower Trip Point, OF 4150 4150

Pressure Drop [b]

Acr ss re, psi 27.6 1 5.6 25.0 + 5.0
35

Across Vessel, including nozzle, psia 47.9 1 7 2 42.6 + 6.4

[a] This limit is associated with the value of Fq = 2.50
[b] Based on best estimate reactor flow as discussed in Section 5.1
[c] See Subdivision L.3.2.2.6
[d] This limit is associated with the value of Fq = 2.32
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Table 4.4.2-2

Thermal-Hydraulic Design Parameters For

One Of Four Coolant Loops Out Of Service

Without Loop
Stop Valves

Total Core Heat Cutput, MWt 2389

Total Core Heat Output, 106 BTU /hr 8154

Heat Generated in Fuel, % C7.4

Nominal System Pressure, psia 2250

Coolant Flow

Effective Thermal Flow Rate for Heat )
Transfer, 106 lbs/hr 96.4

Ef fective Flow Area for Heat Transfer, f t2 51.1

Average Velocity Along Fuel Rods, ft/sec 11.8

6 lb/hr-ft2 1,89Average Mass Velocity, 10
,

Coolant Temperature, OF

Design Nominal inlet 551.7

Average Rise in Core 62.3

Average in Core 584.4

Heat Transfer
2 59,700Active Heat Transfer Surface Area, ft

2Average Heat Flux, BTU /hr-ft 132,900

Minimum DNB Ratio at Nominal Conditions >1.74

Minimum DNB Ratio for Design and Anticipated

Transients >1.30

..
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b. Pressurizer Relief Tank Level
,

The pressurizer relief tank level transmitter supplies a signal,

for an indicator and high and low -level alarms'.

The Reactor. Coolant' System design and operating pressure together with the
safety, power relief and pressurizer spray valve setpoints, and the pro-

1. tection system setpoint pressures are listed in Table 5.2.2-2.

The design pressure allows for operating transient pressure changes. The
*

selected design margin considers core thermal lag, coolant transport times
and pressure drops, instrumentation and control accuracy and response char-

,

acteristics, and system relief valve characteristics.

I Process control instrumentation for the Residual Heat Removal System is
provided for the following purposes:

'

l. Furnish input signals for monitaring and/or alarming purposes for:

a. Temperature indications
b. Pressure indications
c. Flow indications

2. Furnish -input signals for control purposes of such processes as follows:

a. Control valve in the residual heat renoval pump bypass line so that
it opens at flows below a preset limit and closes at flows above a
preset limit.

b. . Residual heat removal inlet valves control circuitry. See Section
7.6 for the description of the interlocks and requirements for
autoratic closure.

~

c. Control valve in the residual heat removal heat exchanger bypass
line to ' control temperature of reactor ' coolant returning to reactor
coolant loops during cooldown.

d. Residual heat renoval pump circuit ry for starting residual heat
recoval pueps on "S" signal.

5.6-7
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I]Table 5.I-1
System Design and Operating Parameters .

.

Unit Design Life, years 40

Nominal Operating Pressure, psig 2235

Total System Volume,3 including pressurizer
and surge line, ft 12,040 [26|

System Liquid Volume, including pressurizer water
26] level (60% full) at maximum guaranteed power, ft3 11,298 |

NSSS Power, BTU /hr 11,687 x 10

System Thermal and Hydraulic Data Temperatures
(Based on Thermal Design Flow)

Thermal Design Flow, GPM/ Loop 97,500
6

Total Reactor Coolant Flow, Ib/hr 144.7 x 10
35 Reactor Vessel Inlet Temperature, 'F 559.1

Reactor Vessel Outlet Temperature, *F 617.5

Steam Generator Outlet Temperature, 'F 558.3

Steam Pressure at Full Power, psia 1000.0
J

~'

Steam Generator Steam Temperature, *F 544.6
6Steam Flow at Full Power, Ib/hr (total) 15.14 x 10

Feedwater inlet Temperature, "F 440.0

Pressurizer Spray Rate, max., gpm 900

Pressurizer Heat Capacity, kw 1800 -

)
3Pressurizer Rellef Tank Volume, f t 1800 #

Flows and Pressure Drops

(Based on Best Estimate Flow)
,

Best Estimate Flow, GPM/ Loop 101,700

Pump Head at B.E. Flow, ft 276
35

Reactor Vessel AP, psi 47 9 ,

Steam Generator 6P, psi 36.7

Piping AP, psi 8.0
;

f

/
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The long term containment transient calculation was reevaluated using the
LOTIC-1 computer code with initial containment temperatures of 60 F and-
reduced power. .This calculation was performed using the same input and
assumptions as those dete' led in Subdivision 6.2.1.3.4 except postfroth core
power was 5% of ESDR power,.=nd the initial temperature in the upper, lower
and dead end compartment was 60 F. It should be noted that this calculation
has the following conservatisms:

1) The blowdown, reflood, and froth mass and energy release were done at
100% of ESDR power.

.

2) All structural heat sinks were at temperatures consistent with the
'current analyses.

For this case the ice bed melted out at approximately 67500 seconds. The,

peak pressure following ice bed meltant was less than 4.0 psig. Since
'

design pressure is 15.0 psig, this transient results in insignificant con-
sequences with respect to demonstration of containment structural _ Integrity.

.

t
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is filled with a low density, closed cell,3; the
foamThe insulation cavity

The nominal density of the foam concrete is 35 lbs/ftconcrete. ,

compressive strength is 110 psi. The thermal conductivity per inch
thickness is nominally 1.0 Stu/hr-F-ft2 The insulation cavity for
the foam concrete is sealed by a vapor barrier to provide additional
assurance that the insulation section resists. infusion of water vapor

thus retains a high thermal resistance. The top surface of the
foam concrete is covered witn a course of grouting which provides
seating surface for the floor plate and cooling coil assemblies. s.

Floor Drain

Special consideration has been given in the design to prevent freezing
of the floor drains and to minimize check valve leakage.

The floor drains employ a Icw thermal conductivity (transite) section
of pipe 12 inches in diameter, inserted' vertically below the wear slab

. 2 | to minimize heat gain to the ice bed. The horizontal run is a 12 inch |
diameter steel pipe embedded in the subfloor which is at a relatively
warm temperature. The drain check valve is a 12 inch diameter horizontal'

valve fabricated from 304 or 316 SS welded per AWS D1.1-1972. The valve
is designed to remain closed against the cold air head in the ice condenser
to minimize any heat inleakage and air outleakage during normal operation.
The valve is designed to tolerate a 15 psi back pressure when closed.
The check valve is in a warm environment and no freezing will occur. To

35 minimize air currents induced by the temperature. difference between the ice
bed and the floor drain pipino, the floor drain openings are covered with
water soluble paper held in place wi th water soluble tape.

6.2.2.1.3 Design Evaluation
i

| Wear Slab

'; The wear slab, during normal operating conditions, is subject only to
its dead weight consisting of concrete, steel reinforcing, steel plates
and piping. Six inches of 100 percent density ice is assumed to be
uniformly distributed over the entire floor. The dead weight amounts

,

to 11,200 lbs per bay, the equivalent of 0.56 psi. The live load for

| maintenance purposes is assumed to be 250 lbs/ft2 The vertical seismic
input is 0.35 g for 1/2 SSE and 0.55 g for SSE. The dead load plus

i seismic loads are insignificant because the highest load on the floor
'

is contributed by blowdown pressure during design accident conditions. |
'

The blowdown pressure is 9 psi, and added to this value, for design
purposes, is a 40 percent design margin, and a dynamic load factor of
1.53 This results in a minimum value for design of 19.28 psi.

The most severe loading condition is the combination of the dead load,
the SSE seismic acceleration of 0.55 g, the 19.28 psi pressure load
and 8.1 psi locally near the deflectors due to flow inpulse loadings.
The wear slab is designed to accommodate the heatup and cooldown cycles
and 1/2 SSE without overstressing the concrete and coolant piping.

i
;

!'
' 6.2-62 Revision 35
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Floor Cooling System

The embedded piping for floor cooling is 1/2 inch schedule 80 pipe.
_

The maximura coolant pressure in the pipe is approximately 100 psi. ANSI
B31.5-68 data shows that the pipe can tolerate internal pressures of
4812 psi.

In addition, the piping is tested to 200 psi. The pipe is sized to
allow for at least 38 mils of corrosion. Nevertheless, the glycol
coolant contains corrosion inhibitors, and as a result pipe corrosion
is negligible. The 1/4 inch floor plate is integrated with the
concrete through 1/2 inch diameter anchors welded to the plate on
12 inch centers. These anchors prevent thermal loads f rom concentrating
in the piping.

Insulation Section

The insulation section supports wear slab loads. For a conservative
analysis the wear slab dead weight + seismic + DBA loads were assumed g

to be transferred to the foam concrete section. The compressive strength
of the foam concrete is sufficient to accept these floor loads.

b

Floorhrain
Drains are provided at the bottom of the ice condenser compartment to
allow the melt / condensate water to flow out of the compartment during
a loss-of-coolant accident. These drains are provided with check valves

that are designed to seal the ice condenser during normal plant operation )
to prevebt loss of cold air from the ice condenser. These check valves '

remain closed against the cold air head (I psf) of the ice condenser and
open before the water head reaches a value of 18 inches of water.

For a small pipe break, the water inventory in the ice condenser is
produced in (roportion to the energy added from the accident. The water
collecting on the floor of the condenser compartment then flows out -

through :he drains. For intermediate and large pipe breaks the ice
condenser doors are open and water drains through both the doors and
the drains.

For a large pipe break, a short time of the order of seconds is requirec
for the water to fall from the ice condenser tc the floor of the compartment.
Results of fulIscale section tests performed at Waltz Hiil show that,

for the design blowdown accident, a major fraction of the water drained
from the ice condenser, and no increase in Containment pressure was

indicated even for the severe case with no drains.

A number of tests were performed with the reference flow proportional-t ype
door installed at the inlet to the ice condenser and a representative

hinged door installed at the top of the condenser. Tests were condurtedy
with and without the reference water drain area, equivalent to 15 ft for

the plant, at the bottom of the condenser compartment.

N
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d. Does withstand accident transient and environmental. conditions.

e. Is missile protected.
,

Missile protection.for isolation valves is the same as that provided for contain-

1|mentpenetrations. Subdivision 3 9.2.8 describes penetration design criteria. |
. Penetrations and their isolation valves are located in areas which receive
j design considerations with respect to missiles. In addition to design

i criteria and physical considerations with respect to missiles, valve specift-
i cations speak directly to the requirement of post-accident and environmental

operation which must be substantiated by the valve supplier by actual test
results.,

Main steam line capability to withstand the dynamic forces of inadvertant
isolation valve closure is described in Subdivision 3 9.l.1.'

!
Isolation valves and valve operators are selected with the same consideration

' for safety that accompanies the selection of all ANS Safety Class 2 equipment.

6.2.4.3 Safety Evaluation
,

Based on the criteria set forth in the design basis, leakage through all piping
j penetrations is minimized during accident conditions. By using double auto-
; matic barriers, isolation is assured upon actuation of the engineered safety

i systems or upon a high radiation signal. All postulated conditions of adverse
; environment do not alter the proper operation of these valves. Selection of
'

valves of the proper quality plus periodic testing of the valve operability and ,

j leak tightness assures a reliable Isolation system under all conceivable
conditions.

All manually operated isolation valves have permanent tags attached statingt

that the valve is to remain closed during unit operation. The operating proce-
9 dure controlling unit startup includes requirements to verify that these valves

are closed prior to unit operation.

I -

! No system is provided to continuously monitor the leak-tightness of the Contain-
ment. However, the fact that redundant isolation is provided'in all cases for'

valves requi red to operate following an incident, the administrative procedures
concerning locked closed valves, and the testing procedures outlined in Techni-i

|
9 cal Specifications provide confidence that the Containment Isolation Systen

j will perform its intended function.

6.2.4.4 Tests and Inspections

Periodic testing of valves designed to effect containment isolation during
accident conditions is performed to determine their leak-tightness. Test

| connections, test vents, drain connections and manual isolation valves are
! provided to permit pressurization from the containment side of the valves

[ 9 with the following exceptions:
,

! Any globe or relief valve'may be tested with pressure under the seat.a.
I

b. Butterfly valves are tested in the direction identified in Table 6.2.4-2.
i 14 The butterfly valves to be tested in the reverse directic m %ve a seat

construction designed for sealing against pressure on eit <* side as

!

| 6.2-150 Revision 14
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shown in Figure 6.2.4-2. Thess butterfiy valves are leak tested in both

14I directions by the manufacturer to demonstrate equivalent leakage from ]'
Ieither direction. - Final ce/t:fication provided by the manufacturer

i indicated that the value seat leakage tests were performed with. acceptable
~f

. 35

results when tested from eith'er direction. Leak rate tests in the' reverse
| direction are considered acceptable by the ASME Code, Section XI, IWV-3420,'

i since the test pressure is less than 15 psi.

i- 14
c. Double disk gate valves may be tested by pressurizing between the seats.p

) 35 d. Diaphragm valves may be tested by pressurizing from either direction.
I Equivalent leakage rates were verified by testing (See Table 6.2.4-4).

Table 6.2.4-2 lists those valves subject to Type C leakrate testing per
~

j Appendix J'to 10CFR50. Also listed is the direction of test pressurizationg relative to post-accident containment pressure; however, this may be modified,
consistent with the above exceptions.

i

j Table 6.2.4-3 lists the penetrations not subject to Type C leakrate testing.
These penetrations are ' designed either as an open flow path through the con-

i 20 tainment vessel during post accident conditions or do not communicate with x <

the containment and are therefore not required for leaktightness. Also, with ) 4

the sxception of the four main feedwater penetrations, these penetrations all
connect to closed, seismic systems outside containment.'

In addition to those listed in Table 6.2.4-3, the.following penetrations are

; not subject to Type C leakrate testing:
"' '.

a. Main steam penetrations - main steam line isolation is provided for the
purpose of preventing reverse steam flow following a steam lir.e rupture.i

Containment atmosphere leak protection is provided by the seismic design j
,

of the steam generators and main steam piping within the containment.
~

'
i

b. Fuel transfer tube-testing of this penetration is not required when the
;

spent fuel pool is flooded since the pool water supplies a back pressure 42.60j g
greater than maximum containment pressure.

!

c. Containment pressure sensing lines - these penetrations must remain open*

i at all times to provide monitoring of. containment pressure. x

; ..)-
j d. Residual heat removal normal letdown line - this penetration connects

directly to an active ECCS subsystem.
,

4

e. Process instrument impulse line penetrations. {i

:
' Containment isolation valves located in lines where service can be interrupted

are exercised as described in subdivision 7 3.2.2. Containment isolation;
i valves which cannot be exercised during normal operation are tested during

shutdown periods. These valves are specified in the Technical Specifications.j.
,

6.2.4.5 Instrumentation Application

I Refer to Section 7.3 for a discussion of instrumentation employed for theJ

! actuation of the Containnent isolation System.
4

2
4

i .

_ L

i
!
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Containment atmosphere is circulated by natural convection through a recombiner
where hydrogen is removed by heating to a temperature sufficient to cause
recombination with the Containment oxygen.

The recombiner consists of a thermally insulated vertical metal duct with
electric resistance metal sheathed heaters provided to heat a continuous flow
of Containment air (containing a low concentration of hydrogen), up to a
temperature which is sufficient to cause a reaction between hydrogen and oxygen.
The recombiner is provided with an outer enclosure to keep out water coming from
the Containment Spray System. The recombiner consists of an inlet preheater
section, a heater-recambination section and a mixing chamber.

The unit is manufactured primarily of 300 series stainless steel or other
corrosion resistant, high temperature material for major structural components,
except for the base which is carbon steel. The electric hydrogen recombiner
uses conventional type electric resistance heaters sheathed with incoloy-800
which is an excellent corrosion resistant material for this service. These,-
heaters are designed to coerate with sheath temperatures equal to those used
in certain commercial heaters; however, these recombiner heaters are designed
to operate at significantly lower power densities than is commercial practice.

Air is drawn into the recombiner by natural convection and passes first through
the preheater section. This section consists of a shroud placed around the
central heater section to take advantage of heat conduction through the walls
to preheat the incoming air. This accomplishes the dual functions of reducing
heat losses from the recombiner and of preheating the air.

The warmed air passes through an orifice plate and then enters the electric
heater section where i t is heated to approximately 1150-1400 F causing
recombination to occur. Tests have verified that the recombination is not a
catalytic surface effect associated with the heaters but occurs due to the
increased temperature of the process gases. Since the phenomenon is not a
catalytic effect, poisoning of the unit as by fission products will not occur.
The heater section consists of five assemblies of electric heaters stacked
vertically. Each assembly contains individual heating elements. Operation
of the unit is virtually unaffected in the event of a few individual heating
elements failing to function properly.

Table 6.2 5-1 gives the recombiner design parameters.

The power panel for the recombiner is located outside the Reactor Building in
an area accessible after a Loss of Coolant Accident. The panel contains an
isolation transformer plus a controller to regulate power into the recombiner.
This equipment is not exposed to the Post-Loss of Coolant Accident environment.
The control panel for the power source will be located in the Electrical Pene-

.I tration Room. For equipment test and periodic checkout, a thermocouple readout
instrument is also provided on the control panel for moni toring temperatures
in the recombiner. To control the recombination process, the correct power
input which will bring the recombiner above the threshold temperature for .

35 recombination will be set on the controller. Setting of the controller is
'

accomplished at the local control panel and power input monitored by a
wattmeter. This predetermined power setting will cover variations in Con-

3; tainment pressure and hydrogen concentration in the Post-Loss of i rlant
Accident environment.
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15 | Table 6.2.4-I (Sheet I of II) |

Containment Pleing Penetrations & Isolation Valve Date

Thru
Line ($) (4) (1)

Item (2) Pen. Leak Pen Line Valve Valve Valve Actuation Velve Positten FSAR

Nuder Penetration System No, Class Class Stre Location Type Ooerator Stenal Normal Fell incident Flapr%

1 Pressurlser Rellef Tank NC M216 2 81 3" Inside Chec k --- --- --- --- --- p )-2
Makeup Outside Gate Motor T Open As is Closed rn I-h *

2 Nltrogen to Pressurlier NC M212 2 Al I" inside Globe Motor T Open As Is Closed . ), % -) *
Rellef Tank Outside Globe Motor T Open As is Closed 9 'l-)

3 Containment Spray, AC M274 IA B3 4" Inside 6,ec6 --- --- -- --- -- e,, l,2 --
Residual heat Removal, NS I)" Outside pellef --- --- - --- --- 6.5.2-1
S dety Injection and h5 I )"' Outside Rellef --- -- --- --- --- 6.5.2 1
CVt.5 Relief to ND l}" Outside Relief --- -- -- -- --- 5.5.7-1
Pressurirer Relief NO II" Outslie Rellaf --- --- --- --- --- 5.5,7-l

Tank NO I" Outside Relief --- --- --- --- -- $.$.7-l
NI 1" Outside Rellef --- --- --- -~ -- 6,3.2-3

6.3.2 3NO I" Outside Rollef --- --- --- --- - - -

NI I" Outside Relief --- --- --- --- --- 6.3.2-3
NI I" Outside Rollef -- --- --- --- -- 6.3.2-3

- - _
--- --- -- --- 9.3.4-3NV 11" Outside Relief

4 Reactor Coolent Pump NV M333 jg D6 7" Inside Check --- -- --- --- -" 9.3.4-I
5eal Water Supply I I

3.3.4 1$ Reactor Coolent Pug NV M343 IA D6 R" Inside Check --- --- --- --- --

Seal Water Supply ? f.

6 Reacter Coolent Pump NV M344 IA D6 f* Inside Check --- ~~~ --- --- --- 9.3.4-1
Seal W ter Supply I

7 Reacter Coolant Puq NV M350 IA D6 If ' Inside Check --- --- --- --- --- 9.3.4-8
Seal Water Supply 1

* I

8 Reactor Coolant Pump NV M256 |A A7 4" Inside Gate Motor T Open As is Closed 9.3.4-1
Seal Water Return 3/4" Inside Check --- --- --- --- -- 9.3.4-1

4" Outside Gate Motor T Open As is Closed 9.3.4-1

9 Charging Line NV M329 IA DI 3" Inslde Check --- --- --- --- == 9.3.4-1
3" Outside Gate Motor 5 Open As is Closed 9.3.4-3

10 Letdom Line NV M347 IA A6 2" Inside Globe O!aphragm T Open Closed Closed 9.3.4-1
2" Inside Globe Diaphragm T Closed Closed Closed 9.!.4-1
2" Inside Globe Olaphragm T Closed Clnsed Closed 9.3.le-I

-- --- --- --- -- 9.3.4-12" inside Relief

3" outside Globe Motor T open As is closed 9.3.4-1

Revision 15
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Table 6.2.4-1 (5heet 2 of II) -|4

,i 3g
Containment Ploing Penetrations & Isolation Valve Data

Thru(I}
Line (5) (4) (1) I+

. '; ,! Item (2) Pen. Leak Pen. Line Valve Valvo Valve Actuation Valve Position FSAR

thaube r Penetration System No. Class Class Stre tocation Tvoe Operator signal Normal fall incident Fiqure ho.

]
2 II Aeactor Makeup Water Tank N8 M259 2 el . 1" Inside Check -- --- -- --- --- 33.6-3- !
t to NV system la outside Globe Motor. T Closed As Is Closed 9.3.6-3 *

!-
t

! '.12- Ice Condenser Ice Blowing NF M394 2 C3 5" inside Weld Cap -- --- --- --- ---

-- .---
'

Air in 5" outslJe Weld Cap -- -- -- -- ---

..
. L

a 13 Sce Condenser Ice Blo=Ing NF M395 2 C3 6" Inside Weld Cap -- --- -- --- -- --- '|
Alr out 6" Outside Weld Cap -- -- --- -- .--- --- g;

.,

, 14 Ice Condenser Glycol in NF M373 2 81 4" inside Check --- --- --- --- --- --

'lt 4" Outsl ie Diaphragm Diaphragm T open As is Closed ---

!
6 15 Oce Condenser Glycol Out NF M372 2 A7 4" inside Gate Motor T Open As is Closed -- | ''

4" OutslJe Gate Diaphra c T- open As is ' Closed --
g '4

*-
2 . 5

1-

16 Steam Generator Slowdown 88 M3o; 13 . Al 2" luside Globe Motor T Open As Is Closed 10.4.8-1
2" Outslie Globe Motor T Open As is Closed 10.4.8-1

17 Steam Generator Slowdown 68 M301 It Al 2" Inside Globe Motor T Open As is Closed 10.4.8-1
2" Outside Globe Motor i Open As is Closed' 10.4.8-1

18 Steam Generator Slowdown 88 M304 is Al 2" Insida Globe Motor T Open As is Closed 10.4.8-II

2" Outslie Globe Motor T Open As is Closed 10.4.8-1
,

19 Steam Generator Slo =down BB M303 la Al 2" inside Globe Motor T open As is Closed 10.4.8 1 *-

2" Outside Globe Motor i Open As is Closed 10.4.8-1
Remote

20 RHR Out From toops NO M314 lA 05 14" insice Gate Motor Manual Closed As is Open/ Closed 5.5.7 5
4" insic e Relief --- --- -- -- -- 5.5.7 5

21 Baron injection NI M351 lA 84 3" InsIds. Check -- --- --- -- --- 6.3.2-1 .

3/4" Inside Globe Olaphragm Manual Closed closed --- 6.3.2-1
4" Outside Gate Motor 5 Closed As is Open 6.3.2-1
4" Outslie' Gate Motor 5 Closed As is Open 6.3.2-1
I" Outslia Globe Manual Locked Cicsed Closed As is --- 6.3.2-1

, 22 N!trogen to Acctenulators Ni M330 2 BI I" insids Check --- -- -- --- -- 6.3.2-2
l I" Outsi se Globe Motor. T. Closed As is closed 6.3.2-2

.

.

4 9

-
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Table 6.2.4-1 (Sheet 3 of I ) . |
15 | *

.'
Containment Piping Penetrations & lsolation Valve Data

k

IIIThru
Line ($} (4) (1)

*

Item (2) Pen. Leak Pen. Line Valve Valve Valve Actuation valve Position FSAR

Ninnber Penetration System M. Class Class Stre Location Type Operator Slanal Normal Fall l oc l d.-nt f lqure fo,

23 Safety injection Test Line kl M375 2 Al 3/4" InsI(e Globe Motor T Closed As is Closed 6. 3.; - .

3/4" Qtside Globe Motor T Closed As is Closed . 6.3.2 *,

3/4" Outside Globe Motor T, Closed As is Closed 6.3.2-3
j

I" leside Check --- -- --- -- --- .6.3.2-3 1

; 3 r, | Check -- --- -- -- --- 6.3.2-3-
2k Safety injectlon Pump To NI M316 1A 25 2" Insi le .

' Check --- - -- --- -- 6.3.2 3 L
4

7" insI feHot Leg Tjj Closed As is ' Open/ Closed 6.3.2-34" Outside Gate Motor M

3/4" Insite Globe fintor T Closed As is Closed 6 3 2-3 >
'

6. 3. 2- 38

! 25 Safety injection Pump To Nl M319 |A F5 2" insi le - Check -- -- --- --- ---

7" .Insile Check --

Dji ---Closed ' --
-- 6.3.2 3 r---

As is Open/ Closed 6.3.2 3
'

Mot leg '

4" Outside Gate Motor
i 6.3.2-3 1.3/4" lasi :e GIc Le flaphragm Manual Closed Closed --*
'

35 |
26 Safety injection Pump To Ni M352 1A f *i 2" Insl ie Check --- -- --- --- -- 6.3.23

6.3.2-37" losi *e Check - -- --- -- --- --
2

- Cold Leg
2" I ns l..e Check -- --- -- --- -- 6.3.2 3

| --- '~- - --- 6.3.7-32" Insl ie Check --

DT Open As is Cpen 6.3.2-3'+

4" Outside Gate Motor'

I" Insive Globe Diaphragm Manual Closed Closed -- 6.3.2-3

27 RHP Pung To Cold Leg ND M336 1A C5 6" I nsi 'e Check -- --- --- --- .--- . 6.3.2-3
'

6" Insl.e Check - - - gg, --- -- --- 6.3.2-3 ,-

6.3.2 3 '

I" Ins! 'e Globe Olaphragm Remnte Closed Closed ---

8" Outside' Cate Motor
'

Manual Open AS 6 s .. Open 6.3.2-3

6.3.2 3
28 RHR Pury To Cold Leg ND M306 1A PS 6" Inslee Check -- --- -- -- .---

- --- --- -- .-- 6.3.2r3 .A" los!.e Check
4 6. 3.2- 3
| la Inst e Globe Olaphragm y,"M Closed Closef* ---

8" Outside Gate Motor Manual Open As is Open 6.3.2-3 ,

*

6.3,1-?

29 RHR Pung To Hot Leg NO M277 1A ;,3 8" I nsl. c Check --- -- -- -- --

8" I nsl. e Checli -- --- -- --- --- 6.3.2-3
Remntc/ Manual Closed .is is open/ Closed 6.3.;-)12" Outs:de Gate Motor,
M '

I" Insira Globe Diaphragm gg"t Closed As is --
,_

6.3.2-?
6.3.2-3

ManuaT Closed As is -Open/ Closedi

30 pHR Out From 5 ump NI M278 lA Cl 18" Outside Gate' Motor
*

MT Closed As ;s . Opec /Close( 6.3.;-3I
'

31 RHR Out From Sump Ni M302 Ig C1 18" Outside Gate Motor

6.3.?4
'

~~ - ~~ ~~' -+

32 Upper Head injection Ni M334 lA BI 1" Insle'e Check -
12" Outs:3e Gate Piston Remote open As ;s open/ Closed 0.3.24 L4

Manual<
'

( ,3.? J.|
.

M34? (A Bl 12" InsII2 Check
.

-- -- --- -~ ~ .

33 Upper Head injection Ni
12" Outside Gate riston Remote, Oper As e t oper/ Closed' 6.1.24

Manual
!
4 $2" 04tslie Globe Motor T Closed ' . As is Closed 6.3 2-4
*

#

s3/4" Outsioe Globe Motor T Closed . As.ls . C lowd 6.3.2 4

sihese isolation valves are common to genetrations M334 and M349 stevi si..n J5 - [;

--. - . . - ;.-. -
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15l Table 6.2.4-1 (Sheet 4 of I;) |
,

!'
Contaltweent Piping Penctrations & lsolation Valvo Data ; ,

'
Thru +

Line . (5) (4) (I) |
'

' - Itan (2) , Pen. Leak Pen. Line Valve Valve Valve Actuation Valve Position FSAR:

leer Penetration System No. Class flass 51re tocation Tvoc Operator slanal hormal Fall incident Fiqure Iks.

! 34 tWr gened injection Ni M348 2 A6 ,2" inside Globe mtor T Closed As is Closed 6.3.2-4
i Test Line 2" Inside Globe Motor T Closed As is Closed 6.3.2-4
| 2" OutsI3e Globe Motor T Closed As is Closed 6.3.2-4

2" Insi(- Relief -5pring -- Closed Auto Auto 6.3 2-4 ,
a

I 35 Containment Spray in NS M362 IA SI 8" Insids Check -- -- --- --- - - - - 6.5.2-1
'

*

I 8" Outslie Gate Motor P Closed As is Open 6.5.2-1

f, "

36 Containment spray in N5 M370 IA 01 8" inside Check --- --- -- -- '--- 6.5.2 8
8" Outslie Gate Motor P Closed As is 1 Open - ~6.5.2-1;

1

A

37 Containment 5 prey in N5 M380 IA BI 8" insids Check --- -- --- --- -- '6.5.2-1
a

8" Outs!fe Gate Motor -P Closed As is Open 6.5.2 1

! 38 Containment spray In h5 M387 IA 81 8" insics Check -- .-- -- . --- --- 6.5.2-I!

8" Outsl ie Gate Motor P Closed As is Open 6.5.2-1

39 RHR To Contalrnent spray NS M?69 -1A 01 8" .insids Check --- w--- -- * =~ ~~ 6.5.2 1 I

8" Outside cate Motor memote Closed- As is Open/ Closed 6.5.2-1 I i

- Manual j
,

i 40 . RHA To containment Spray N5 M381 lA 81 8" Insida Check * -- -- --- --- --- 6.5.2-1 3

[' 8" Outslse Gate Motor Remote Closed As is ~ open/ Closed 6.5.2-1 <

Manual

5 | 41 Containment Floor Sump Incore WL M374 2 f6' 4" inside Diaphragm Motor T. Open As is Closed 11.2.2-1 1

11.2.2-1 |i
ll.2.2-1

; I inst. Sunp Olscharge 4" Outs!fe Olaphragm Motor .T Open As is Closed
3/4" Insite fteliel --- -- Closed Auto Auto

e
t
j 42 Aeactor Coolant Drain Tank Gas WL M360 2 Al 3/4" insids . Claphragm Motor T Open As is ' Closed' 11.2.2-2 Q .12

Space to Waste Gas System 3 /'"' Outslie Slaphragm Motor T Cpen As Is Closea- 18.7.2-2
|

M175 2 A7 3" Insids Diaphragm Motor T Open A* :s Closed II.2.2-2
1 20 43 Reactor Coolant Drain Tank WL 4

Heat Enchanger Discharge 1/2" . ins is;s Check -- --- --- -- -- I I . 2. 2- 2

f} 3" OutsiJe Diaphragm Motor T 0 pen As is - Closed ll.2.2 2 ,
>

t
. tod td

i 1.4 Equipment Decontaesination WE M356 2 .a I" Insids Globe Manual Closed flosed As is Cim e d 11.2.! fl

| 1" Outsile Globe M an a.i l Locked Closed As Is Closed 11.7.2-9
' Closed

1
'

I 45 Pressurlier Sample I.M ' M235 2 A6 3/4" I nsid's Globe Motor T Closed As Is closed 9.3.7-I *

3/4" insid Globe Motor T Closed ' As Is Closed 9.3.2-1 U II

,
3/4" Insids Relief Spring .-- Closed Auto Auto S.3.2 1 ,

1 3/4" Out sl ie Globe Motor T Closed As is Close: 9. ? . - l
_

-

,
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Table 6.2.4-1 (Sheet 5 of 1;) [

Contalnnent Piping Penetrations & Isol tion Valve Data

Thru
Line (5) (t,) t!)

Item (2) Pen. Leak Pen. Line Valve Valve Valve Actuation 'lalve Position TSA R

,,0p_erator Sl;Lnal tormal rail ;r>clunt rioure to,
_ Number Penetration System No. Class Class Slre Location Type e

46 Reactor Coolant Mot NM M309 7 A6 3/4" Inside Globe Motor T Closed A, it Closen ' 3. 1.

Leg Sample 3/4" inside Globe Motor T Closw As is Cl o < =. 9.1. '. I ;g',g-
3/4" Inside Relief Sprinq --- Closed Auto Auto 4.1.2-1 *

?/4" Outside Globe Motor T C loc av' A- 1* Closec o.3. -1

47 Safety injection Sample NM M780 18 A6 3/4" Inside Globe Motor T Clotec Ar .- Close- 9.3.2 1
3/4" Inside Globe Motor 1 Clo2c4 A: I_ Clo> a c, . -1

3/4" Inside Globe Motor T Close' Ar :r Close . 3. ' - l
3/4" inside Globe Motor T Closee As , Clow a . ! .: -l
3/4" Inside Relief Spring --- Cloted Acto Acto 9.1."-l
3/4" outside Globe Motor T Clo e- A. '- Close- c . ) . ' -l

48 Steam Generator Blowdown NM M335 18 Af 3/4" Inside Globe Motor T Cloud At it Closa, 13.-3
4 Sanple 3/4" Ir. side Globe Motor T Clo n As is Closed 9. 3.:. 3

3/4" inside Relief Sprins --- Clo m Auto Auto 3. 3.. - 3
3/4" Outside Globe Motor T Closec As !< Close4 9. 4.;- )

Clore- f. 3.. - 3
49 Steam Generator Slowdown NM M338 18 A6 3/k" insida Globe Motor T Clo:ce As =

Sample 3/4" inside Globe Motor T Closaf A. Closed 9.3J-3
3/;." inside Relief Spring - - - Clo w' A.sto A;to 9.3.2-3

20 3/4" Outside Glooe Motor T Closa. As Closa s c.3. -3

50 Steam Generator slowdown 4M M340 18 A6 3/4" lesid, Globe tetor 1 Closci At .s Clo=-a .3.; 3

6 Sa.apir * ?/4" Inside Globe Motor T Closec As : s Clos-; a.1.; 3

3/4" Inside Relief Sprino --- Closa* Alto AJto C.'. 3

1/4" Outsida Globe Motor T Clore4 Ar Cloo .?. 3

51 Steam Cencrator slowdown NM M341 18 Af. 3/4" Inside Globe Motor T Clo m A- Clot y. 5." . 3

Saciple 3/4" Inslie Globe Motor T Clo<e- A= Clos- c.3."-3.

3/4" Ins'de Rellef Spr ir. --- Clo ' Ado I :to 9.3.2 3
3/4- Outside Globe Motor T Clos *! At Clo- a. ' . * . 3

52 Component Cooling To Reactor RC M376 2 81 3" trside Check --- --- . . . . - 9 ' . 1-
.

, 3s; | Coolant Orsin Tank HX ?'' Outside hi.s hr.y . Motor T 3p t A- I tin:e: I..

I

g 53 Coevonent Coollag From Reactor RC M355 2 A7 ?" Inside b i as .ra,,,, Motor T Op-r. A Clo:
..?-

Coolant Drain Tank MX l' inside C 'wc '. - -- . . - . .-- -.- -.- ,

5 |
,

3" Outside u;nhr aq,, Motor . T op , At Clo a.-,

3, g

.-3
54 Component Cooling To Reactor EC M3*7 2 BI 8' Inside Checle - .- -.

e

3, |
Vessel Support Coolers & RCP 8" Outsida g,; ,,,b r oep , Motor r f'p r A. Clo a ..1 |

Confers

P -v i s i i 3',
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Table 6.2.4-1 (Sheet 6 of II)

Containment Piping Penetrations & Isolation Valve Data

Thru
Line (5) (4) (l) '

item (2) Pen. Leak Pen. Line Valve Valve Valve Actuation Valve Position FSAR

Number Penetration System No. Class Class Size Locat on Type Operator Signal Normal Fail incident Figure No.8

35 | 55 Component Cooling From Re- KC M320 2 A7 8" Inside Diaphragm Motor P Open As 15 Closed 9.2.4-3 |

8 g actor Vessel Support Coolers 1" Inside Check --- --- --- --- --- 9.2.4-3- 1 i.

35 g & RCP Coolers 8" Outside Diaphragm Motor P Open As is Closed 9.2.4-3 |'
56 Component Cooling To Excess KC M218 IB D2 3" Outside Gate Motor T Closed As is Closed 9.2.4-3

Letdown MX
30 t

57 Component Cooling From Excess KC M217 IB D2 3" Outside Gate Motor T Closed As is Cicsed 9.2.4-3 ?
tLetdown MX

5 | 58 Component Cooling To Com- KC M322 2 A7 2" Inside Globe Motor T Closed As is Closed 9.2.4-4 |

| ponent Cooling Drain Tank 3/4" inside Check --- --- ---- --- --- 9.2.4-4
2" Outside Globe Motor T Closed As is Closed 9.2.4-4 !

59 Nuclear Service Water To RN' M307 2 A7 6" inside Diaphragm Motor P Open As is Closed 9.2.2-4 ,

Reactor Coolant Pump 6" Outside Diaphragm Hotor P Open As is Closed 9.2.2-4
$

35
60 Nuclear Service Water From RN M3IS 2 A7 6" inside Diaphragm Motor P Open As is Closed 9.2.2-4,

Reactor Coolant Pump 6" Outside Diaphragm Motor P Open As is Closed 9.2.2-4

61 Incore instrumentation Room VP M213 2 A5 12" Inside . Butterfly Diaphragm T Closed closed Closed 9.4.5-1
Purge in Outside Butterfly Diaphragm T Closed Closed Closed 9.4.5-l

5 '
62 Incore instrumentation Room VP M138 2 AS 24" Inside Butterfly Diaphragm T Closed Closed Closed 9.4.5-1

Purge Out Outside Butterfly Diaphragm T Closed Closed Closed 9.4.5-1

63 Upper Compartment Purge VP M367 2 AS 24" inside Butterfly Diaphragm T Closed Closed Closed 9.4.5-1
Ir. l e t 'Outside Butterfly Diaphragm T Closed Closed Closed 9.4.5-1

64 Upper Compartment Purge VP M454 2 A5 24" inside Butterfly Diaphragm T Closed Closed Closed 9.4.5-1
20 l inlet Outside Butterfly Diaphragm T Closed Closed Closed 9.4.5-1 1

65 Lower Compartment Purge VP M357 2 A5 24" .inside Butterfly Diaphragm T Closed Closed Closed 9.4.5-1
Inlet Outside Butterfly Diaphragm T Locked Closed Closed 9.4.5-I

Closed

66 Lower Compartment Purge VP M456 2 ' A5 24" .Inside Butterfly Diaphragm T Closed closed closed 9.4.5-1
Inlet Outside Butterfly Diaphragm .T Locked Closed Closed 9.4.5-1

20 Closed

67 Containment Purge Exhaust VP M368 2 A5 24" Inside Butterfly Diaphragm T Closed Closed closed 9.4.5-1
'Outside Butterfly Diaphragm T Closed Closed Closed 9.4.5-1*

.

'
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15 j T ts t e i 1 (Sheet 7 of II)

Contain nt Piping Penet r at_f om E Isolation valve Data

Thr u' N
line (5) (4) (t) *

Item (2) Pen te k Pen. Line Valve Valve Valve Ac t ua t ion Valve Position FSAR

Nuenbe r Penetra lon System No. Clan Clrss Si e Coraeinn Ty Operator S i ') i . skirme l Mt inc i rstM Figure flo.

68 Containwns Purge Exhaust VP M455 2 A5 24' Insid? Butteefly Diaphragm T C tmed C lnsed C ar sed 9.8 r, l
28 Outsiie But* rfly Diaphragm T Clnsed Closco Closed 9.6 5-l q

20 6.12
69 Containment Purge Cthaust VP M119 2 A$ 2 te Insid! Butterfly Diarthr agm i Cimed Cimed Clmed 9.I. 5-0

2' Outsise Butterfly Diaphragm T Closed t imed C lmed 9.86 5-4

70 feedwater CF M440 IB Di l' OutsiJe Gate Piston 5 Open As is t imed 40.4.1-3 '
I" Outsiie Globe itanua l --- C imed As Is Closed 10.4.7-3.
2 OutslJe Globe tiotor 5 Closed AS 15 C '"*d

70 feedwater CT M308 19 01 IS Outsite Gate l'i t son 5 Or+n As is Closed 10.4.1-3
) Out s 11e Globe tianua l ~- f tmed As Is Cloaed to.4.7-3

20 2 Outside Globe tiot or 5 Closed As is C lmed

72 Teedwater CF M762 lb 01 10 Out s lie Gate Piston 5 Cren As 15 C lmed 10.4.7-3
I Outs}4e G lotic flanual --- Closed As is Closed 10.4.7-3
? Outslie Globe tint or 5 C Imed As is flosed

73 feedwater CF HIS) IC 08 10 Outs 41, e.a t e Piston 5 One n As is t imed 10.4.7-3
I Outsife Globe nanual --- Closed As is Closed in 4.7- 3
2' Outside Globe tlntor 5 Closed As is Cimed

74 Main Steam 5M M441 IP D3 34 Outsije Gate Piston P Oaen Closed Closed 10 3 2-1
6' Out s l ie Safety Sp.eng --- Closed Auto Auto t0.3.2-1
6' Outside Safety Spring --- C lmed Auto Auto 10.3.2-t

8 6' Outsife Safety Sprinq ~- Closed Auto Auto 10.3.2-1 , . -

6' Outsife Safety Spring --- C le sed Auto Auto 10.3.2-1 ,

6" Outslie Safety Spring --- C imed Auto Auto fC.J.2*l ,

6" Out s l Je Gate Diaphragm -- C lose d Closed Clased 1C. 3. 2- t i
20 l 3' Out s 4 Je Gate Diaphraga P CImed Closed timed IC.3 2-1

2 Outsi.te Globe Diaphragm Open Open open |C,3.2.t g

75 Main Steam SM F1393 le D3 38 Out s i .fe Gate Piston P Open Cimed . Closed IC.3.2-1 e

6' Outsife Safety Spring -- Closed Auto Auto 10 3.2-1 ' |6' OutsLie Safety Speing ~- Closed Auto Auto IC.3.2-1 I
6' Outsile Safety Spring --- Closed Auto Auto IC.3.2-I =

6* Outsiic Safety Spring --- Cimed Auto Aut a IC.3.7-f =

6' Outsile Safety Spring --- C losed Auto Auto IC.3.2-1 s

6' Outsile Gate Diaphragm -- C imed Closed C ime-d 1(.3.2-1
3" Outsile Gate Diaphragm P Closed C W ed r Ne d t' 3 2-f *

p | 2' Out si te C lde O bpfir agm Opco Open Open IC.3.2-l

'h '1''' ste.sm g ie 19 C$ 3! *-
- Outside Gate Piston P Open Closed Closei 1* -t

Outside Safety Spring --- C imed Auto auto ..; '- t6, .

Outside Safety Sgriny --- t im ed Auto Auto sf ;.Stg,
Outside Safety Spring -~ C imed Auto Auto IO.3.2-1,

A Outside Safety Spring --. rin W ?.u t n Puto 10.1.7-1

{
Outside Safety Spring --- Closed Auto Auto 10 3.2-t6, Outside c.a t e Diaphragm --- riased Closed C lmed in.3.'-I,,,

Outside Gate Diaphragm e C lmed C4med C tmed 10.3 2-1 *
p.

20 | Out s i tte Globe Diaphragm Open Open Open 10 3.2-1
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Table 6.2.4-1 (sheet 8 of 11) l
5| Containment Pipleg Penet rations & Isolation Valve Data |

I
!'Thru

Line (5) (4) (1)
Ites (2) Pen. Leak Pen. Line Valve Valvo Valve Actuation Valve Position FSAR i

M :r Penetration System M. Class Class Stre Location _ Type Ope _rator Slonel Normal Fall incident Fiqure No. 'I

77 Main Steam SM MI54 IB D3 34" Outside Gate Piston P Open Closed Closed 10.3.2-1
6" Outside Safety Spring -- Closed Auto Auto 10.3."-I
6" outside Safety Spring -~ Closed Auto Auto 10.3.* I
6" Outside safety Spring --- Closed Auto Auto 10,3.!-l

6" Outside Safety Spring --- Closed Auto Auto 10.3.2-1g
6" Outside safety Spring --- Closed Auto Auto 10.3.2-1
6" Outside Cete Olaphragm --- Llosed Closed Closed 10.3.2-1
3" Outside Gate Diaphragm P Closed Closed Closed 10.3.2-1
2" Outside Globe Diaphragm Open Open Open 80 3 2-8*

78 Deminerallied Water VM M337 2 BI 2" laside Check -- --- -- -- --- 9.2.6-8
2" Outside Glc,be Motor T Open As is Closed 9.2.6-8

79 Containment Ventilation RV M240 2 AF 12" Inside Butterfly Motor P Open As is Closed 10.4.5-3^
Cooling Water in 12" Outside But'erfly Motor F Oper. As is Closed 10.4.5-3

3/4" inside Check -~ --- -~ -~ --- 10.4.5-3, *
y

,5 * 80 containment Ventilation RV M385 2 At 6" Inside Diapt.ragm Motor P Open As is Closed 10.4.5-3*

Coollag Water in 6" Outside Diaphregm Motor P Open As is Closed 10.4.5-3 12

81 Contelnment ventilatloa RV M390 2 A7 6" inside Diaphragm Motor P Open As is Closed 10.4.5-3
Coeling Water Ous 6" outside Liaphragm Motor P Open As is Closed 10.4.5-3

e 82 Containment Ventilation RV M279 2 A7 12" Inside Butterfly Motor P Goen As is Closed 10.4.5-3 |-
Coellag Water out 12" Outside Butterfly Motor P Opee. As is Closed 10.4.5-3 I

3/4" inside Chec k -- --- --- ---

e 83 lastrument Alr- VI M220 2 BI 2" Inside Check --- --- --- --- --- 9.3.12
2" Outside (s, t el,e Motor T Open As is Closed 9. 3.1 - 2

84 Station Air V5 M219 2 BI 2" inside Check --- --- -- --- --- 9.3. I- 3
20 2* Outside Globe Motor T Open As is Closed 9.3. I. 3

85 Breathing Air VB M215 2 BI 2" Inside check --- --- --- -~ ---

2" Outside Gato Mot ar T Open As is Closed

86 Containment Pressure sensor Mil 8 IF 08 .

87 M247 IF C4
*

88 M402 IF 04

89 M313 IF 04
6.6.2 1-I" Inside Diaphragm Diaphragm T C osed Closed osed

90 cc,ntainment Sample Out VX M378 2 AI I '* l"5Id* Dimihragm Claphragm C osed Closed osed b.6.2-1
I" Outside Diaphragm Manual fod Closed C lc, sed Closed 6.6.2-1

55

i 31 Contatnment sample In V1 M325 2 BI I" Inside Check -- -~ -- --- --- - 6.6.2-1
{

I" Outside Diaphragm Manual Locked Closed As is Closed 6.6.2-1 0

- Closed
.
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Table 6.2.4-1 (. _et 9 of II)
.

Containment Piping Penetrations t. Isolation Valve Data

Thru
Line (5) (4) (1)

(2) Pen. Leak Pen. Line Valve Valve Valve Actuation Valve Position FSAR
*

Number Penetration System No. Class Class Size location Type . Operator Signal Normal Fall incident Figure No.Item

92 Auxiliary feedwater CA HI56 IB D1 4" Outside Gate Motor --- Open As is Open

IB DI 4" Outside Gate Motor --- Open As is Open

IB DI 6" Outside Gate Motor S Closed As is Closed

93 Auxiliary Feedwater CA H2R6 IB DI 4" Outside Gate Motor --- Open As is Open
Open As Is Open

IB DI 4" Outside Gate Motor ---

IB D1 6" Outside Gate Motor S Closed As is Closed
Open As is Open

94 Auxiliary Feedwater CA H310 IB DI 4" Outside Gate Motor ---
20

IB DI 4" Outside Gate Motor --- Open As is Open

IB D1 6" Outside Gate Motor S Closed As is Closed

95 Auxiliary feedwater CA M465 IB DI 4" Outside Gate Motor --- Open As is Open

fB DI 4" Outside Gate Motor --- Open As is Open

IB DI 6" Outside Gate Motor S Closed As is Closed
Locked

96 Refueling Cavity To FW M358 2 A4 4" inside Diaphragm Manual Closed Closed As is Closed 9 2.5-1

4" Outside Diaphragm Manual Locked Closed As is Closed 9.2.5-1
--- --- -- --- --- 9.2.5-I-RW Pump 3/4" Inside Check I

9/ Refueling Cavity From FW M377 2 B2 6" Inside Check -- -- --- --- --- 9.2.5-135 | 9.2.5-1
6" Outside Gate Manual Locked Closed --- --

RW Tank

35 | 98 Hydrogen Purge in VC 11331 2 BI 4" Inside Check -- --- -- --- -- 6.2.3-8 I 1

4" Outside Diaphragm Motor T Closed As is Closed /Open 6.2.3-1

30 99 liydrogen Purge Out VC H346 IF A5 4" Inside Gate Motor T Closed As is Closed /Open 6.2.3-1

4" Outside Gate Motor T Closed As is Closed /Open 6.2.3-l
Blind

100 Fuel Transfer Canal |(F IC C2 24" Inside Flange -- Bolted Closed As is Closed

Outside Gate Manual Locked Closed As is Closed
Closed
Lock-d

35 | 101 RCP Motor Drain Tank Pump NC H326 2 A4 2" Inside Diarbragm Manual Closed Closed As is Closed ---
|

2" Outside Diaphragm Manual Locked Closed As is Closed --- 8

| to Waste Oil Storage Closed

70 | 102 Containment Ventilation
WL H221 2 A7 6" Inside Butterfly Motor P Open As is Closed 11.2.2-6 |

6" Outside Butterfly Hotor P Open As is Closed 11.2.2-6

1" inside Check --- -- --- --- '--- |
Units Cond. Drains to

30 i Cond. Drain Tank

103 Instrument Air VI H359 2 BI 2" Inside Check --- --- ~~ --- --- 9 3 1-2

2" Outside Globe Motor i Open As is Closed 9.3 1-2
20 9. 3. i-l

104 Instrument Air Vf H386 2 BI 2" Inside Check --- -- --- --- ---

2" Outside Globe Motor T Open As is Closed 9 3 5-1

105 Instrument Air VI H317 2 Bl 2" Inside Check --- --- --- --- --- 9.3 1-1

2" Outside Globe Motor T Open As is Closed J.3 5-1
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Tahle 6.2.4-1 (10 of II) !
l

Con t .e innw .s t Pid ng Penetrat. ions (, isolation Valve Data

I3}-Thru
Line (5) (4) (I)

'

i t en. . (2) Pen. teak Pen. Line valve Valve- Volve ' Actuation Valve Positic > FSAR I
'

nun,tu r Penetration System No. Class Class Site Location Type Operator Signal Narmal Fall lucident Figure na - l

106 Cmtoineent Air VQ M243 2 Al 6" inside Diaph ragia Piston i Closed Closed 'Close.t'. 9.5.12-1 ' .

Release Outside Olaphragm Piston .T. Closed Closed Closed 9.S,12-1

35 j
10/ Containment Air VQ M334 2 BI 6" Inside Diachraum Piston T Closed Clo wd Closed 9.5.12-1 i

AJJition outside Diarbragm Piston T Closed CloseJ Closed 9 5 12-1 I
)

103 Reactor Coolant Pump NC H361 2 AS 2" inside Gloh Motcr T Closed As es c losed [
'

20 totor Oil Supply Outside Glotm Motor i Closed As is Closed [

35 g Inside Check --- -- --- --- ---

!
109 Fire Protection FF M353 2 82 4" Inside Check --- -- --- .--- --- - 9,5.l-2 1

'

! Header 6" Outside Diaphrag's Manual -- Locked C losed Closed' 9.$.1-2 - I

| {
35 Caused

110 Au4iliary Spray NV M228 1A B2 3" inside Check --- -- .--- .

Closed | Closed 9 3.4-!
--- --- 9 3.4-1 J *

yn
to Pse wuriser 2" Outside Globe Diaphragm. -- Closed ,

t
t
I
i

t
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Table 6.2.4-2 Sheet 1 of 4s

Containment isolation _ Valves Subject
to Type C Leakrate Tests

,

Pene- FSAR Valve Valve Line Actuation Direction of Test Press.
s tration Fig. No. Number Type Size Signal Relative to Cont. Press.

20 6 M216 5.1-2 NC57 Check 3" Normal
4 5.1-2 NC56B Diaphragm 3" T Normal

M212 5.1-2 NC54A Globe 1" T Normal
5.1-2 NC53B Globe 1" T Normal'

NC141 Diaphragm 2" L.C. Reverse35 M326 ---

NC142 Diaphragm 2" L.C. Normal---

M330 6.3.2-2 Nl48 Check 1" Normal
I 6.3.2-2 N147A Globe 1" T Normal

20
M321 6.3.2-2 NIS5A Globe 3/4" T Reverse

6.3.2-2 N1968 Globe 3/4" T Normal
6.3.2-3 N1120B Globe 3/4" T Normal

35 I N1436 Check 1" Normal |

M259 9.3.6-3 NB260B Globe 1" T Normal
9.3.6-3 NB262 Check 1" Normal

i 20 M373 NF228A Diaphragm 4" T Normal---

NF229 Check 4" Normal---
4

NF234A Diaphragm 4" T NormalM372 ---

NF233B Diaphragm 4" T Reverse35 ---
>

M348 6.3.2-4 N1266A Globe 2" T Reverse
6.3.2-4 Ni267A Globe 2" T Reverse<

,

6.3.2-4 NI264B Globe 2" T Normal
20 6.3.2-4 N1336 Relief 2" Reverse

M374 11.2.2-1 WL658 Diaphragm 4" T Normal

| 11.2.2-1 WL64A Diaphragm 4" T Reverse I!

35 11.2.2-1 WL264 Relief 3/4" Reverse |
-

40 1

35 I M360 11.2.2-2 WL39A Diaphragm 3/4" T Reverse i
11.2. -2 WL41B Diaphragm 3/4" T Nornial |20 |

35 | M375 11.2.2-2 WL2A Diaphragm 3" T Reverse |

11.2.2-2 WLIB Diaphragm 3" T Norma;
|20 11.2.2-2 WL24 Check 1/2" Normal

'
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Table 6.2.4-2 Sheet 2 of 4

Containment Isolation Valves Subject
to Type C Leakrate Tests .

Pene- FSAR Valve Valve Line Actuation Direction of Test Press.
tration Fig. No. Number Type Size Signal Relative to Cont. Press.

M356 11.2.2-9 WE13 Globe 1 1/2" L.C. Normal
11.2.2-9 WE23 Globe 1 1/2" L.C. Reverse

M235 9.3.2-1 NM3A Globe 3/4" T Normal
9.3.2-1 NM6A Globe 3/4" T Normal
9.3.2-1 NM67 Relief 3/4" Reverse
9.3.2-1 NM78 Globe 3/4" T Normal

M309 9.3.2-1 NH26B Globe 3/4" T Normal
9.3.2-1 NM25A Globe 3/4" T Normal
9.3.2-1 MM22A Globe 3/4" T Normal ''T

20 9.3.2-1 N'i68 Relief 3/4" Reverse

M280 9.3.2-1 NM72B Globe 3/4" T Normal
9.3.2-1 NM758 Globe 3/4" T Normal
9.3.2-1 NM788 Globe 3/4" T Normal
9.3.2-1 NM818 Globe 3/4" T Normal
9.3.2-1 NM69 Relief 3/4" Reverse
9.3.2-1 NM82A Globe 3/4" T Normal ,

,

H322 9.2.4-4 KC47 Check 3/4" Normal
9 2.4-4 KC429B Globe 2" T Normal
9.2.4-4 KC430A Globe 2" T Normal

M307 9.2.2-4 RN2528 Diaphragm 6" P Normal
9.2.2-4 RN253A Diaphragm 6" P Reverse

")35
H315 9.2.2-4 RN2778 Diaphragm 6" P Normal

9.2.2-4 RN276A Diaphragm 6" P Reverse

M213 9.4.5-1 VP17A Butte fly 12" T Reverse
3.4.5-1 VP18B Jutterfly 12" T Normal

M138 9.4.5-1 VP19A Butterfly 24" T Reverse
9.4.5-1 VP20B Butterfly 24" T Normal

20 M367 9.4.5-1 VPIB Butterfly 24" T Normal
9.4.5-1 VP2A Butterfly 24" T Reverse

M454 9.4.5-1 VP3B Butterfly 24" T Normal
9.4.5-1 VP4A Butterfly 24" T Reverse

M357 9.4.5-1 VP6B Butterfly 24" T Normal ii

| 9.h.5-1 VP7A Butterfly 24" T Reverse
'

:
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Table 6.2.4-2 Sheet 3 of 4

Containment isolation Valves Subject
to Type C Leakrate Tests*

Pene- FSAR Valve Valve Line Actuation Direction of Test Press.
tration Fig. No. Number Type Size Signal Relative to Cont. Press.

M456 9.4.5-1 VP8B Butterfly 24" T Normal

9.4.5-1 VP9A Butterfly 24" T Reverse

M368 9 4.5-1 VP10A Butterfly 24" T Reverse

9.4.5-1 VP11B Butterfly 24" T Normal

20
M455 9.4.5-1 VP12A Butterfly 24" T Reverse

9.4.5-1 VP13B Butterfly 24" T Normal

M119 9.4.5 1 VP15A Butterfly 24" T Reverse

9.4.5.1 VP16B Butterfly 24" T Normal

('
M337 9.2.6-8 YM116 Check 2" Normal

'

9 2.6-8 YM115B Globe 2" T Normal
'

35 M240 10.4.5-3 RV32A Butterfly 12" P Normal

10.4.5-3 RV33B Butterfly 12" P Normal _

20 | 10.4.5-3 RV130 Check 3/4" Normal |

M390 10.4.5-3 RV101A Diaphragm 6" P Reverse

10.4.5-3 RV102B Diaphragm 6" P Normal

M385 10.4.5-3 RV79A Diaphragm 6" P Normal
Reverse

35 10.4.5-3 RV80B Diaphragm 6" P

M279 10.4.5-3 RV76A Butterfly 12" P Normal

10.4.5-3 RV778 Butterfly 12" r' Normal

10.4.5-3 RV126 Check 3/4"~

20 M215 VB49B Gate 2" T Normal

VB50 Check 2" Normal

35 I M219 9.3.1-3 VS12B Globe 2" T Normal 1

20 | 9.3.1-3 VS13 Check 2" T Normal |

M378 6.6.2-1 Vx34 Diaphragm 1" L.C. Normal
Reverse

35 6.6.2-1 Vx33g Diaphragm 1" T
Reverse6.6.2-1 VX31A Diaphragm 1" T

20 1 M325 6.6.2-1 VX30 Check 1" L.C. Normal 1

35 | 6.6.2-1 VX40 Diaphragm 1" Reverse |

| M358 9.2.5-2 FW11 Diaphragm 4" L.C. Normal
|20

9.2.5-2 FW13 Diaphragm 4" L.C. Normal

35 | 9 2.5-2 FW67 Check 3/4" -- Normal |
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Table 6.2.4-2 Sheet 4 of 4

Containment isolation Valves Subject
to Type C Leakrate Tests

Pene- FSAR Valve Valve Line Actuation Direction of Test Press.
tration Fig. No. Number Type Size Signal Relative to Cont. Press.

M377 9.2.5-1 FW4 Gate 6" L.C. Normal
9.2.5-1 FW5 Check 6" Normal

M221 11.2.2-6 WL321A Butterfly 6" P Normal
11.2.2-6 WL322B Butterfly 6" P Normal
11.2.2-6 WL385 Check i" Normal

! M359 9.3.1-1 V1161 Check 2" Normal
20 9 3.1-1 V1160B Globe. 2" T ' Normal-

.

M386 9 3.1-1 V1149 Check 2" Normal- \

9.3.1-1 V11488 Globe 2" T Normal

H317 9.3.1-1 V1124 Check 2" Normal
9.3.1-1 V11508 Globe 2" .T Normal

,

M220 9.3.1-2 V1129B Globe 2" T Normal
9.3.1-2 V1140 Check 2" T Normal ,

35 M331 6.2.3-1 VE10A Diaphragm 4" Normal -

VEll Check 4" Normal20
|

M243 9.5.12-1 VQ1A Diaphragm 6" T. . Normal
35 9 5.12-1 VQ2B Diaphragm 6" .T - Normal

i

30 M384 9.5.12-1 VA6A Gate 6" T Normal --

)9.5.12-1 VQ5B Gate 6" T Normal
--

M361 --- NC195 Globe 2" T Normal
|20 NC196 Globe 2" T Normal_.-

35 i NC259 Check 3/4" Normal |

M353 9.5.1-2 RF823 Check 4" Normal -

9.5.1-2 RF821 Globe 6" L.C. Normal
30-

M376 9.2.4-3 KC322 Check 3" Normal
92.4-3 KC320A Diaphragm 3" T Normal

i

i 35 M355 9. 2.4- 3 KC333A Diaphragm 3" T Normal
9. 2.4-3 KC332B Diaphragm 3" T Normal

!30 | 9. 2. 4- 3 KC280 Check 1" Normal
35 -

M327 9. 2.4-3 KC338B Diaphragm 8" T Normal
30 9. 2. 4-3 KC340 Check 8" Normal

M320 9. 2. 4-3 KC425A Diaphragm 8" T Normal '

j

35 9. 2.4-3 KC424B Diaphragm 8" T Normal
9. 2.4- 3 KC279 Check 1" Normali
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Table 6.2.4-3 sheet 3 of 3

Containment Penetrations Not subj ect
To 'sype C Leakrate Tests

20 Penetrations FsAR Fig. No. Line size Function

M340 9.3.2-3 3/4" Steam Generator sample

M335 9 3.2-3 3/4" Steam Generator sample

M341 9.3.2-3 3/4" steam Generator Sample

30

t

M218 9.2.4-3 3" component cooling

20
M217 9.2.4-3 3" component Cooling
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Table 6.2.4-4
I

Bi-directional Leakage Test Results for Typical Diaphragm Value

TEST DESCRIPTION

A 2" diaphram valve was flanged on both sides. Test connections
were provided on both flanges. A leak was imposed by inserting
a 26 gauge wire under the valve seat.
Twelve (12) test runs with different leak magnitudes (by changing
the torque on the valve seat) were performed at 14.2 PSIG.

.

A B C D E

Ruti LEFT DIRECTION RIGHT DIRECTION RIGitT DIRECTION % LEAK RATE REPEATABILITY

LEAK RATE LEAK RATE LEAK RATE REFEATED B-A C-B
D= C x 100 E= C x 100

I (SCCM) (SCCM) (SCCH) (%) (%)~

i

i i 146 146 0. ;

4 2 160 160 0.

3 178 185 3.780 ;

2

4 195 197 '1.011
!

5 213 224 4.910

f 6 239 241 0.829

7 256 256 0.

8 283 278 281 1.766 1.060

9 307 300 303 2.280 0.990

to 332 324 326 2.409 0.613

11 357 346 350 2.521 0.571

12 382 371 375 2.880 1.066
.

:

|

.
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7.2 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM

7.2.1 DESCRIPTION

7.2.1.1 Sys tem Description

The Reactor Protection System automatically keeps the reactor operating within
a safe region by shutting down the reactor whenever the limits of the region
are approached. The safe operating region is defined by several considerations
such as mechanical / hydraulic limitations on equipment, and heat transfer
phenomena. Therefore, the Reactor Protection System keeps surveil .'ance on
process variables which are directly related to equipment mechanicel limitations,
such as pressure, pressurizer water level (to prevent water discharge through
safety valves, and uncovering heaters) and also on variables which directly
af fect the heat transfer capability of the reactor (e.( flow, reactor coolant

temperatures). Still other parameters utilized in the kaactor Protection
System are calculated f rom various process variables. In any event, when-
ever a direct process or calculated variable exceeds a setpoint the reactor
is shut down in order to protect against either gross damage to fuei cladding
or loss of system integrity which could lead to release of radioactive fission

,

products into the Containment.

The following subsystems make up the Reactor Protection System:

35|a. Process instrumentation (Reference 1)
b. Nuclear Instrumentation System (Reference 2)

Solid State Logic Protection System (Reference 3)c.

d. Reactor Trip Switchgear (Reference 3)

e. Manual Actuation Ci rcui t

The Reactor Protection System consists of sensors which, when connected with
analog ci rcuitry consisting of two to four redundant channels, monitor various
unit parameters and digital circuitry, consisting of two redundant logic
trains which receive inputs from the analog protection channels to complete
the logic necessa ry to automatically open the reactor trip breakers.

Each of the two logic trains, A and B, is capable of opening a separate and
independent reactor t rip breaker, RTA and RTB, respectively. The two trip

breakers in series connect turee phase ac power f rom the rod drive motor
generator sets to the rod drive power cabinets, as shown on Figure 7.2.1 -1,
Sheet 2. During unit power operation, a de under-voltage coil on each reactor
trip breaker holds a trip plunger out against its spring, allowing the power
to be available at the rod control power supply cabinets. For reactor trip ,

a loss of de voltage to the undervoltage coil releases the trip plunger and
trips open the breaker. When either of the trip breakers opens, power is
interrupted to the rod drive power supply, and the control rods f a l l , by
gravity, into the core. The rods cannot be withdrawn until the trip breakers
are manually reset. The trip breakers cannot be reset until the abnormal
condition which initiated the trip is corrected, bypass breakers BYA and BYB
are provided to permi t testing of the trip breakers, as discussed in 7.2.2.2.3
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the pressurizer pressure measurements . (compensated for rate of change)
fall below preset limits. The_ trip logic is automatically enabled

above P-7 This signal is compensated to account for the fact that
the measurement is in the pressurizer rather than in the core
proper. This trip is blocked below P-7 because at low power levels
the trip is not required. The trip logic and interlocks are given in
Table 7.2.1-1.

The trip logic is shown on Figure 7.2.1-1, Sheet 6. A detailed func-
tional description of the process equipment associate; with the
function is contained in Reference 1.

2. Pressurizer high pressure trip

The purpose of this trip is to protect the Reactor Coolant System
against system overpressure. .

The same sensors and t.ansmitters that are used for the pressurizer
low pressure trip are also used for the high pressure trip except
that separate bistables are used for high pressure trip. These
bistabics trip when uncompensated pressurizer pressure signals exceed
preset limits on coincidence as listed in Table 7.2.1-1. There

,

a'e no interlocks or permissives associated with this trip function.!

.

This trip protects against overstressing the reactor coolant
pressure boundary.

The logic for this trip is shown on Figure 7.2.1-1, Sheet 6. The
detailed functional description of the process equipment associated
with this trip is provided in Reference 1.

3 Pressurizer high water level trip

'he purpose of this trip is to prevent water relief through the
prassurizer safety valves and therefore provide for equipment

; protection. This trip is automatically blocked below P-7 to
permit startup. The coincidence logic and interlocks of pressu-izer
high water level signals are given in Table 7.2.1-1.

The trip logic for this function is shown on Figure 7.2.1-1, Sheet
6. A detailed description of the process equipment associated with
this function is contained in Reference 1.

d. Reactor Coolant System Low Flow Trips

These trips protect the core from DNB in the event of a loss of coolant
flow. The means of sensing the loss of coolant flow are as follows:

1. Low reactor coolant flow
1

The parameter sensed is reactor coolant flow. Four elbow taps in
each coolant loop are used as a flow sensing device that indicates
the status of reactor coolant flow. The basic function of this
device is to provide reduction in flow information. An output
signal from two out of the three bistables in a loop indicates a
low flow in that loop.

,

7.2-6
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Above P-7 two-out-of-four loop low flow trips the reactor; above P-8
low flow in any one loop causes a reactor trip.

The coincidence logic and interlocks are given in Table 7.2.1-1.

The detailed functional description of the process equipment associated
with the trip function is contained in Reference 1.

2. Reactor coolant pump bus undervoltage trip

This trip is required in order to protect against low flow which can

5 result from loss of voltage to the reactor coolant pumps (e.g., from
plant blackout).
There is one undervoltage sensing monitor connected to the motor side
of each reactor coolant pump breaker. (These reactor coolant pump
breakers are located in the Category 1 Auxiliary Building.) These
djust ble monitors provide an output signal when the voltage goes

35 below approximately 60-80 percent of normal operating voltage. Signals
from monitors connected to any two of the pumps (time delayed up to N,

1approximately 0.20 seconds to preven: spurious trips cause by short
5 term voltage perturbations) trip the reactor if the power level is

above P-7 The coincidence logic and interlocks are given in Table
7.2.1-1.

3. Reactor coolant pump bus underfrequency trip

This trip is required for the protection of the reactor from low flow
resulting f rom bus underf requency (e.g., major power grid frequency )
disturbance). . This trip trips the reactor for an underfrequency condition. -

The setpoint of the underfrequency monitors is adjustable between 54 and
5 59 Hz.

One underfrequency sensing monitor is connected to each reactor coolant
pump bus. (The reactor coolant pump bus is located in the Category 1

1
24 i Auxiliary Building.) Signals f rom monitors connected to any two of the
5I buses (time delayed up to spproximately 0.2 seconds to prevent spurious i

trips caused by short term frequency perturbations) will cause a direct )
35 trip of the reactor if the power level is above P-7 An underfrequency *

condition will trip the reactor coolant pump breakers at any power level.|

! Figure 7.2.1-1, Sheet 5, shows the logic for the Reactor Coolant System
'

low flow trips.

e. Steam Generator Trip

The specific trip function generated is as fallows:

35

-
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1. Low-low steam generator water level trip

This trip protects the reactor from loss of heat sink in the eventThis trip is
of a sustained steam /feedwater flow mismatch.35

.

actuated on'two-out-of-three low-low water level signals occurring
in any steam generator.

The logic is shown on Figure 7 2.1-1, Sheet 7 A detailed func-
tional description of the process equipment associated with this
trip is provided in Reference.l.

.

/

35

.

f. Safety injection Signal Actuation Trip
TheA reactor trip occurs when the Safety injection System is actuated.

means of actuating the Safety injection ~ System are described in Section
7.3 This trip protects the core against a loss of reactor coolant or
steam.

.
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Figure'7.2.1-1, Sh'eet 8, shows the logic for this' trip. A detailed -

'

functional description of the process equipment associated wi,th this ,

trip function is provided in Reference 1.

g. Manual Trip a.

.

The manual trip consists of two switches with two outputs on each
35 switch. One output is used to actuate the train A trip breaker; the

other output actuates the train B trip breaker. Operating either
manual trip switch removes the voltage from the undervoltage trip
coil, energizes the shunt trip coil, and trips the reactor.

There are no interlocks which can block this trip. Figure 7.2.1-1,
Sheet 3, shows the manual trip logic.

,

7.2.1.1 3 Reactor Protection System Interlocks

a. Power Escalation Permissives
4

The overpower protection provided by the out-of-core nuclear instrumenta-
tion consists of three discrete, but overlapping, ranges. Continuation
of startup operation or power increase requires a permissive signal from
the higher range instrumentation channels before the lower range level
trips can be manually blocked by the operator.

A one-of-two intermediate-range permissive signal (P-6) is required )
prior to source range level trip blocking. A source-range manual block
is provided for each logic train and the blocks must be in effect on
both trains in order to proceed in the intermediate range. Source
range level trips are automatically reactivated and high voltage
restored when both intermediate range channels are below the permissive
(P-6) level. There is a manual reset switch for administratively
reactivating the source range level trip and detector high voltage j
when between the permissive P-6 and P-10 level, if required. Source ./
range level trip block and high voltage cutoff are always maintained
when power is above the permissive P-10 level in order to prevent
detector damage.

The intermediate-range level trip and power-range (Iow setpoint) trip
can only be blocked after satisfactory operation and permissive
information are obtained from two-of-four power-range channels.
Individual blocking switches are provided so that the low setpoint
power range trip and intermediate-range trip can be independently
blocked. These trips are automatically reactivated when any three of
the four power range channels are below the permissive (P-10) level,
thus ensuring automatic activation to more restrictive trip protection.

;

The development of permissives P-6 and P-10 is shown on Figure 7.2.1-1,
'

Sheet 4. All of the permissives are digital; they are derived from
analog signals in the nuclear power range and intermediate-range
channels. . ,

./

See Table 7.2.1-2 for the list of protection system interlocks.
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b. Blocks of Reacsar Trips at Low Power

Interlock P-7 blocks a reactor trip at low power (below approximately 10
percent c' +211 power) from low reactor coolant flow. reactor coolant pump

5| under voltage, reactorcoolantpumpunderfrequency,pressurizerlowpressure,|
25 -|

r, pressurizer high water level. See Figure 7.2.1-1,
|

35 | Sheets 5, 6 and 16, for permissive applications. The low power signal is i
derived from three-out-of-four power range neutron flux signals below the

# setpoint in coincidence with two-out-of-two turbine impulse chamber
pressure signals below the setpoint (low unit load).

The P-8 Interlock blocks a low reactor coolant flow reactor trip when the
unit is below approximately 47 percent of full power. The block action
(absence of the P-8 Interlock signal) occurs when three-nut-of-four

'
neutron flux power range signals are below the setpoint. Thus, below
the P-8 setpoint, the reactor is allowed to operate with one inactive
loop and trip does not occur until two loops are indicating low flow.

See Figure 7.2.1-1, Sheet 4, for derivation of - P-8, and Sheet 5 for'

'

applicable logic. See Table 7.2.1-2 for the list of protection system
blocks.

7.2.1.1.4 Coolant Temperature Sensor Arrangement

The hot and cold leg resistance temperature detectors are inserted into
reactor coolant bypass loops. A bypass loop from upstream of the steam
generator to downstream of the steam generator is used for the hot leg
resistance temperature detectors and a bypass loop from downstream of the
reactor coolant pump to upstream of the pump is used for the cold leg
resistance temperature detectors. The complete bypass loop is inside the
Containment. The resistance temperature detectors are located in manifolds
and are directly inserted into the reactor coolant bypass loop flow without
thermowells. Thermowells are not used in order to keep the detector thermal
lag small. The bypass arrangement permits replacement of defective tempera-
ture elements while the unit is at hot shutdown without draining or depres-
surizing the reactor coolant loops.

Three sampling probes are installed in a cross sectional plane of each hot
leg at approximately 120 degree intervals. Each of the sampling probes, which
extends several inches into the hot leg coolant stream, contains five inlet

i orifices distributed along its length. In this way a total of fifteen loca-
tions in the hot leg stream are sampled providing a representative coolant
temperature measurement. The two inch diameter pipe leading to the resistance
temperature manifold provides mixing of the samples to provide average hot

,
leg temperature measurement.

1

Care is taken to distribute the flow evenly among the five orifices of each
probe by effectively restricting the flow through the orifices. ,This
is done by designing a smaller overall orifice flow area than that of the
common flow channel within the probe. This arrangement is also applied to
the flow transition from the three probe flow channels to the pipe leading
to the temperature element manifold. The total flow area of these channels
is, therefore, designed to be less than that of the two inch pipe connecting
the probes to the manifold.
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The cold leg reactor coolant flow is well mixed by the reactor coolant pump
thereby eliminating any cold leg temperature spatial dependence. Therefore,
the cold leg sample is taken directly from a two inch pipe tap off the cold
leg downstream of the pump.

7.2.1.1.5 Analog System

The process analog system is described in Reference 1.

7.2.1.1.6 Solid State Logic Protection System

The solid state logic protection syst;m takes digital inputs (voltage /no
voltage) from the process and nuclear instrument channels corresponding to
conditions (normal / abnormal) of unit parameters. The system combines these
signals in the required logic combination and generates a trip signal (no
voltage) to the undervoltage coils of the reactor trip circuit breakers when
the necessary combination of signals occur. The system also provides
annunciator, status light and computer input signals which Indicate the S
condition of bistable input signals, partial trip and full trip functions ,

and the status of the various blocking, permissive and actuation functions.
In addition, the system includes means for semi-automatic testing of the
logic circuits. A detailed description of this system is given in Reference
3.

7.2.1.1.7 isolation Amplifiers

in certain applications, it is considered advantageous to employ control 3

signals derived from individual protection channels throtgh isolation >

amplifiers contained in the protection channel, in accordance with IEEE-279

In all of these cases, analog signals derived f rom protection channels for
nor protective functions are obtained through isolation amplifiers located
in the analog protection racks. By definition, non protective functions
include those signals used for control, remote process indication, and
computer monitoring.

Isolation amplifier qualification type tests are described in References 4
'

and 5

7.2.1.1.8 Energy Supply ard Environmental Variations

The energy supply for the Reactor Protection System, including the voltage
' and frequency variations, is described in Section 7.6 and Chapter 8. The

| environmental variations, throughout which the system performs, is given in
' Section 3.11 and Chapter 8.

7.2.1.1.9 Setpoints

The setooints that require trip action, when reached, are given in thej

! Technical Specifications.

J

/
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7.2.1.1.10 Seismic Design
,

t
The selsmic design considerations for'the Reactor Protection System are given
in Section 3.10. This design meets the requiremcnts of Criterion 2 of the
1971 GDC.

7.2.1.2 Design Bases information

The information given below presents the design bases information requested
by Section 3 of IEEE 279, 1971 Reference 8. Functi?nal logic diagrams are

presented in Figure 7.2.1-1.

7.2.1.2.1 Unit Conditions

The following are the generating station conditions requiring reactor trip.

a. DNBR approaching 1.30.

b. Power density (kilowatts per foot) approaching rated value for Condition
il faults (See Chapter 4 for fuel design limits).

c. Reactor Coolant System overpressure creating stresses approaching the
limits specified in Chapter 5

7.2.1.2.2 Unit Variables

The following are the variables required to be monitored in order to provide
reactor trips (See Table 7.2.1-1).

a. Neutron. flux

b. Reactor coolant temperature

c. Reactor Coolant System pressure (pressurizer pressure)

d. Pressurizer water level

e. Reactor coolant flow

i 25 f. Reactor coolant pump operational status (bus voltage and frequency)

| g. Steam generator water level
35

|

25

7.2.1.2.3 Spatially Dependent Variables

The following variable is spatially dependent: Reactor coolant temperature -
see Section 7.3.1.2 for a discussion of this variable spatial dependence.
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7.2.1.2.4 Limits, Margins and Levels

The parameter values that require reactor trip are given in Technical
Specifications, and in Chapter 15, Accident Analysis. The Accident
Analysis proves that the setpoints used in the Technical Specifications
are conservative.

The setpoints for the various functions in the Reactor Protection System
have been analytically determined such that the operational limits so
prescribed prevent fuel rod clad damage and loss of integrity of the
Reactor Coolant System as a result of any Condition 11 incident (anti-
cipated malfunction). As such, the Reactor Protection System limits the
following parameters to:

a. Minimum DNBR = 1.3
,

b. Maximum System Pressure = 2750 psia y

c. Fuel rod maximum linear power = 21.1 KW/ft.

The accident analyses described in Section 15.2 demonstrate that the func--

tional requirements as specified for the Reactor Protection System are
adequate.to meet the above considerations, even assuming, for conservatism,
adverse combinations of instrument errors. A discussion of the safety
limits associated with the reactor core and Reactor Coolant System, plus

I the limiting safety system setpoints, are presented in the Technical j
Specifications. '

7.2.1.2.5 Abnormal Events

The malfunctions, accidents or other unusual events which could physically
damage Reactor Protection System components or could cause environmental
changes are as follows: <

a. Earthquakes (refer to Chapter 3 and Chapter 2).

b. Fire (refer to Section 9.5).

c. Explosion (Hydrogen Buildup inside Containment). (Refer to Section 6.2).

d. Missiles (refer to Section 3 5).

e. Flood (refer to Chapter 2 and 3).

f. Wind and Tornadoes (refer to Section 3.3).

7.2.1.2.6 Minimum Performance Requirements
a

The performance requirements are as follows:

a. System response times: y

The time delays are defined as the time required for the reactor trip
(i.e., the time the rods are free and begin to fall) to be initiated

7.2-13
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following a step change in the variable being monitored from 5 percent
below to 5 percent above the trip setpoint. During preliminary startup-
tests, it is demonstrated that actual time delays of installed equipment
are equal to or less than the values assumed in the accident analyses.

1. Typical maximum allowable time delays in generating the reactor trip
signal:

Time (sec.)

a) Power range nuclear power 0.5
(High and low setpoint)

b) Neutron flux rates (positive 0.5
and negative)

c) Overtemperature 'aT (maxin.uta) 6.0
(including transport time of
2 sec.)

d) Overpower AT (maximum) (including 6.0
transport time of 2 sec.)

e) Pressurizer pressure (low 1.0
and high)

f) Pressurizer high water level 2.0

g) Low reactor coolant flow 1.0
i
'

h) Reactor coolant pump bus 0.6
underfrequency

5| 1) Reactor coolant pump bus 1.5 |
under voltage

J) Low-low steam generator water level 2.0
35

25

b. Reactor trip accuracies are given in Table 7.2.1-3,

7.2.1 3 Final System Drawings

Functional block diagrams, electrical elementaries and other drawings required
to assure electrical separation and perform a safety review are provided
in the McGuire Electrical Schematics.
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)7.2.2 ANALYSES

7.2.2.1 Failure Mode and Effects Analyses

A failure mode and effects analyses of the Reactor Protection System has been
performed. Results of this study and a fault tree analysis are presented in
Reference 6.

7.2.2.2 Evaluation of Design Limits

While most setpoints used in the Reactor Protection System are fixed, there
are variable setpoints, most notably the overtemperature 4T and overpower AT
setpoints. All setpoints in the Reactor Protection System have been selected
on the basis of engineering design and safety studies. The capability of the
Reactor Protection System to prevent loss of integrity of the fuel cladding
and/or Reactor Coolant System pressure boundary during Condition || and lli
transients is demonstrated in the Accident Analysis, Chapter 15 These .

3safety analyses are carried out using those setpoints determined from results j

of the engineering design studies. Setpoint limits are presented in the
Technical Specifications. A discussion of the intent for each of the various
reactor trips and the accident analysis (where appropriate) which utilizes
this trip is presented below. It should be noted that the selected trip
setpoints all provide for margin before protective action is actually
required to allow for uncertainties and instrument errors. The design
meets the requiremer.ts of Criteria 10 and 20 of the 1971 GDC.

)
7.2.2.2.1 Trip Setpoint Discussion >

lt has been pointed out previously that below a DNB ratio of 1.3.there may be
a potential for local fuel cladding failure. The DNB ratio existing at any
point in the core for the core design has been determined as a function of
the core inlet temperature, power output, operating pressure and flow. Con-
sequently, core safety limits in terms of a DNBR equal to 1.30 for the hot
channel have been developed as a function of core AT, Tavg and pressure for
a specified flow as illustrated by the solid lines in Figure 7.2.1-3

-

Also shown as solid lines in Figure 7.2.1-3 are the loci of conditions
equivalent to 118 percent reactor power as a function of AT and T avg
representing the overpower (KW/ft) limit on the fuel. The dashed lines
indicate the maximum permissible set point (AT) as a function of Tavg
and pressure for the overtemperature and overpower reactor trip. Actual'

setpoint constants in the equation representing the dashed lines are as
given in the Technical Specification. These values are conservative to
allow for instrument errors. The design meets the requirements of Criteria
10, 15, 20 and 19 of the 1971 GDC.

DNBR is not a directly measurable quantity; however, the process variables
that determine DNBR are sensed and evaluated. Small isolated changes in
various process variables may not individually result in violation of a
core safety limit. The design concept of the Reactor Protection System

,
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takes cognizance of this situation by providing reactor trips associated
with individual process variables in addition to the overpower /overtempera-
ture safety limit trips. Process variable trips prevent reactor operation
whenever a change in the monitored value is such that a core or system
safety limit is in danger of being exceeded should operation continue.
Basically, the high pressure, low pressure and overpower /overtemperature
AT trips provide sufficient protection for slow transients as opposed to

35 | such trips as reactor coolant pump undervoltage, high flux, or rate, which |
trip the reactor for faster changes in flow or flux, respectively, that
would result in fuel damage before actuation of the slower responding AT
trips could be effected.

Therefore, the Reactor Protection System is designed to provide protec-
tion for fuel cladding and Reactor Coolant System pressure boundary
integrity where: (1) a rapid change in a single variable or factor could
potentially result in exceeding a core or a system safety limit, and (2) a
slow change in one or more variables will have an integrated effect which
potentially could cause safety limits to be exceeded. Overall, the
Reactor Protection System offers diverse and comprehensive protection
against fuel cladding failure and/or loss of Reactor Coolant System integ-
rity for Condition il and 111 accidents. This is demonstrated by Table
7.2.1-4 which lists the various trips of the Reactor Protection System,
the corresponding Technical Specification on safety limits and safety
system settings and the appropriate accident discussed in the Accident
Analyses in which the trip could be utilized.

It should be noted that the Reactor Protection System automatically pro-
vides core protection during non-standard operating configuration, i.e.
operation with a loop out of service. Although operating with a loop
out of service over an extended time is considered to be an unlikely
event, no protection system setpoints need to be reset. This is because
the nominal value of the power (P-8) interlock setpoint restricts the
power levels such that DNB ratios less than 1.30 are not realized during
Condition 11 transients occurring during this mode of operation.
This restricted power level is considerably below the boundary of
permissible values as defined by the core safety limits for operation
with a loop out of service. By first resetting the coefficient set-
points in the overtemperature AT function to more restrictive values as
listed in Technical Specifications, the P-8 setpoint can then be
increased to the maximum value consistent with maintaining DNBR above
1.30 for Condition 11 transients in the one loop shutdown mode. Thus
the P-8 interlock acts essentially as a high nuclear power reactor trip

,

when operating with one loop not in service. The resetting of the AT|
| overtemperature trip and P-8 is carried out under prescribed administrative
l procedures and only under the direction of authorized supervision.

[ danual adjustnent of the Overtemperature AT reactor trip setpoint to a
l

more restrictive setting when operating with a loop out of service is not
essential for unit safety, if the more restrictive setting is not made,

4 reactor trip occurs when tne power exceeds the P-8 setpoint. Thus the Q223.B
use of administrative procedures permits higher power when operating with a

j loop out of serv ce, but implementation of the procedures is not required toi

j assure protection action.
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- The Reactor Protection System design was evaluated in detail with respect
d failure and is presented in Reference 6 and 7 The design

.to common mo e*

meets the requirements of Criterion 21 of the 1971'GDC.

j Preoperational testing is performed on Reactor Protection System com-
Thisponents and systems to determine equipment readiness for startup.

testing serves as a further evaluation of the system design.
!

Analyses of the results of Condition I,11, Ill and IV events, including
considerations of instrumentation installed to mitigate their consequences
are presented in Chapter 15 The instrumentation installed to mitigate'

.the consequences of load rejection and turbine trip is.given in Section
,

7.4.'

i

7s7.2.2.2.2 Reactor Coolant Flow Measurement
.I

,

The elbow taps used on each loop in the primary coolant system are instru- 1

ment devices that Indicate the status of the reactor coolant flow. TheJ basic function of this device is to provide information as to whether or
i

not a reduction in flow has occurred. The correlation between flow,

and elbow tap signal is given by the following equation:

..s
1

: - re J
o o

where AP is the pressure differential at the reference flow w , and APo
is the pressure differential at the corresponding flow, w. -The fuli flowo

reference point is established by extrapolating along the correlation
~

The expected absolute accuracy of the channel is within 10 -
,

percent of full flow and fleid results have shown the repeatability of )i- curve.
'

the trip point to be within 1 percent.
4

7 2.2.2.3 Evaluation of Compliance to Applicable Codes and
,
'

Standards

The Reactor Protection System meets the criteria of tiie AEC General Design
Criteria as indicated. The Reactor Protection System meets the criteria of'

j IEEE-Standard 279, Reference 8, as indicated below.

Single Failure Criteriona.

The protection system is designed to provide two, three, or four
instrumentation channels for-each protective function and two logic

)
. -
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train circuits. These redundant channels and trains are electrically
isolated and physically separated. Thus, any single failure within a
channel or train does not prevent protective action at the system level
when required. Loss of input power to a channel or logic train results
in a signal calling for a trip. This design meets the requirements of

Criterion 23 of the 1971 GDC.

To prevent the occurrence of common mode failures, such additional
measures as functional diversity, physical separation, and testing as
well as administrative control during design, production, installation
and operation are employed, as discussed in Reference 6. The design
meets the requirements of Criteria 21 and 22 of the 1971 GDC.

b .- Quality of Components and Modules

For a discussion of the quality of the components and modules used in
the Reactor Protection System, refer to Chapter 17. The quality
assurance applied conforms to Criterion 1 of the 1971 GDC.

c. Equipment Qualification

For a discussion of the type tests made to verify the performance require-
ments, refer to Section 3.11. The test results demonstrate that the
design meets the requirements of Criterion 4 of the 1971 GDC.

d. Independence

Channel independence is maintained throughout the system, extending from
the sensor through to the devices actuating the protective function.
Physical separation is used to achieve separation of redundant trans-
mitters. Separation of wiring is achieved by using separate wireways,
cable trays, conduit runs and Containment penetrations for each redundant
channel. Redundant analog equipment is separated by locating modules in
separate protection cabinets. Each redundant channel is energized from
a separate ac power feed. This design meets the requirements of
Criterion 21 of the 1971 GDC.

independence of the logic trains is discussed in Reference 3 Two reactor
,

; trip breakers, actuated by separate logic matrices, interrupt power to the

( control rod drive mechanisms. The breaker main contacts are connected in
series with the power supply so that opening either breaker interrupts
power to all full length control rod drive mechanisms, permitting the rods
to free fall into the core. See Figure 7.2.1-4.

|
1

,

'
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The design philosophy is to make maximum use of a wide variety of measure-
raen t s . The protection system continuously monitors numerous diverse sys-
tem variables. The extent of this diversity has been evaluated for a '

i

wide variety of postulated accidents and is discussed in Reference 7.
'

Generally, two or more diverse protection functions would terminate an
.

accident before intolerable. consequences could occur. The design meets"'

the requirements of Criterion 22 of the 1971 GDC. .>

e. Control and Protection System interaction

The protection system is designed to be independent of the control system.
In certain applications the control signals and other.-non-protective
functions are derived from individual protective channels through isola-
tion _ amplifiers. The isolation amplifiers are classified as part of the
protection system and are located in the analog protective racks, .Non-
protective functions include those signals used for control, remote pro-
cess indication, and computer monitoring. The isolation amplifiers are
designed such that a short circuit, open circuit, or the application of
118VAC or 140VDC on the isolated portion of the circuit (i.e., the non-
protective side of the circuit) will not ef fect the input '(protective)- 3

side of the circuit. The signals obrained through the isolation ampli- )
fiers are never returned to the protective racks. This design meets the
requirements of Criterion 24 of the GDC and Section 4.7 of IEEE 279, 1971,
Reference 8.

A detailed discussion of the design and testing of the isolation amplifiers
is given in Reference 4 and 5 These reports Include the results of_ap-

plying various malfunction conditions on the output portion of the isola-
tion amplifiers. The results show that no significant disturbance to th'e }
isolation amplifier input signal occurred. -

The redundant, isolated control signal cables leaving the protection racks
come into close proximity at locations such as the control board. It could
be postulated that electrical faults, or interference, at these locations
might be propagated into all redundant racks and degrade protection circuits
because of the close proximity of_ protection and control wiring within each .

35
-]rack.

Westinghouse test programs have demonstrated that Class IE' protection
systems Nuclear instrumentation System (NIS), Solid State Protection
System (SSPS) and 7300 Process Control System (7300 PCS) are not degraded
by non-Class lE circuits, sharing the same enclosure, which could be
postuisted to carry electrical faults or interference into the enclosures.

Tests conducted on the as-built designs of the NIS and SSPS were reported
and accepted by the NRC in support of the Diablo Canyon application
(Docket No's 50-275 and 50-323) . Westinghouse considers these programs
as applicable to all plants, including McGuire. Vestinghouse tests on
the 7300 PCS were covered in a report entitled "7300 Series Process Control
System Noise Tests" subsequently reissued as WCAP-8892 (Reference 10). In
a letter dated April 20, 1977, R. Tedesco to C. Eicheidinger, the NRC
accepted the report in which the applicability of the McGuire plant is
established.

f. Capability for Testing )
,

The Reactor Protection System is capable of being tested during power
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operation. Where only parts of the system are tested at any one time, the
testing sequence provides the necessary overlap between the parts to as-
sure complete system operation. The testing capabilities are in confor-
mance with Regulatory Guide 1.22 as discussed in Subdivision 7.1.2.1.

The protection system is designed to permit periodic testing of the ana-
log channel portion of the Reactor Protection System during reactor
power operation wi thout initiating a protective action unless a trip con-
dition actually exists. This is because of the cuincidence logic required
for reactor trip. Note, however, that the source and intermediate range
high neutron flux trips must be bypassed during testing.

The following types of sensors provide input to the protection sets of
Process Control System and Solid State Protection System for Engineered
Safety Features Actuation and Reactor Protection System:

1) Differential Pressure Transmitters (Level)
2) Differential Pressure Transmitters (Flow)
3) Pressure Transmitters
4) Frequency Transmitters
5) Voltage Transmitters
6) Circuit Breaker Auxiliary Contacts
7) Pressure Switches
8) Valve Limit Switches
9) Resistance Temperature Detectors

The response time of differential pressure transmitters (level), differen- q
tial pressure transmitters (flow), pressure transmitters, frequency trans- 223.35
mitters, and voltage transmitters are' tested by one of the following methods:

1) Test sensor in place by perturbing the process being monitored3 using existing equipment used for normal plant operation

2) Test sensor in place by perturLing the process input-using
additional equipment provided for response time testing.

3) Remove the sensor from service and bench test the device.

Circuit breaker auxiliary contacts, pressure switches, and valve limit
switches are tested for operation only. Since these are bistable
devices, no significant change in response time is anticipated when com-
pared to the overall response time of the system.

No significant deterioration in response time of resistance temperature de-
tector elements is anticipated. For this reason, the response time of RTD
elements are not tested. Duke Power is following the EPRI study concern-
ing sensor response time testing and will consider implementation of any re-
commendations resulting from the study.

The operability of the process sensors is ascertained by comparison with re-
dundant channels monitoring the same process variables or those with a fixed
known relationship to the parameter being checked. The incontainment process
sensors.can be calibrated during unit shutdown if required.

Analog channel testing is performed at the analog instrumentation rack set
i by individually introducing dummy input signals into the instrumentation.

|
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channels and observing the tripping of the appropriate output bistables.
Process analog output to the logic circuitry is interrupted during
individual channel test by a test switch which, when thrown, de-energizes
the associated logic input and inserts a proving lamp in the bistable
output. Interruption of the bistable output to the logic circuitry for
any cause (test, maintenance purposes, or removed f rom service) causes
that portion of the logic to be actuated (partial trip) accompanied by a
partial trip alarm and channel status light actuation in the Control Room.
Each channel contains those switches, test points, etc. necessary to test

the channel. See Reference 1 for additional information.

The power range channels of the Nuclear Instrumentation System are tested
by superimposing a test signal on the actual detector signal being re-
ceived by the channel at the time of testing. The positive and negative
flux rate trips are tested by applying an appropriate step change to the
input of each power range channel. This is accomplished in the test mode
by alternating between 2 test signals where one test signal is adjusted to
be the required percent of full power above the second test signal.

*

Turning the Test Signal Selector from the higher valve signal to the lower
valve signal Introduces the negative step change. Turning the selector

5 back to the higher valve introduces the positive step change. Bistable q
action is verified by control board annunciator and trip status lights. 223,9

The test signals are introduced at a point equivalent to the detector
signal inputs on each power range drawer assembly.

Figure 7.2.1-1 (Sheet 3) of 'the FSAR shows the output of the " rate trip."
The power range channel showing test injection points is shown in Figure
2-3 of WCAP-8255, Reference 2. A description of the test circuit operation'

for each channel is also included on Page 3-13 in Section 3.6_of WCAP-8255,
Reference 2. The output of the bistable is not placed in a tripped condition
prior to testing. Also, since the power range channel logic is two-out-of-
four, bypass of this reactor trip function is not required.

To test a power range channel, a TEST OPERATE switch is provided to require
deliberate operator action. The operation of the test switch initiates
the CHANNEL TEST annunciator in the Control Room. Bistable operation is
tested by increas'ng the test signal level to bistable trip setpoint and
verifying bistable relay operation by control board annunciator and trip

*

status lights.

It should be noted that a valid trip signal causes the cha'nnel under test
to trip at a lower actual reactor power level. A reactor trip occurs
when a second bistable trips. No provision is made in the channel test
circuit for reducing the channel signal level below that signal being
received from the Nuclear Instrumentation System detector.

A Nuclear instrumentation System channel which can cause a reactor trip
through one of two protection logic (source or intermediate range) is
provided with a bypass function which prevents the initiation of a reactor
trip from that particular channel during the short period that it is
undergoing test. These bypasses are annunciated in the Control Room.

For a detailed description of the Nuclear Instrumentation System see
Reference 2.

4
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The design of the Reactor Coolant Pump Monitor Panel provides a high degree
of flexibility for testing of the trip logic circuits. Each of the under- '}voltage and underfrequency trip signals is generated by an individual two-
out-of-four logic system. Use of the two-out-of-four SSPS logic permits
calibration and/or tasting of one channel at a time during reactor operation

5 without jeopardizing overall system performance. Key lock test switches are q223.4
provided to break the potential inputs to the voltage sensing circuits to
functionally test each channel. The underfrequency channels can be tested
in the same manner. The ACP undervoltage and underf requency monitors comoly
with the requirements of IEEE 279-1971

The reactor logic trains of the Reactor Protection System are designed to be
capable of complete testing at power. Annunciation is provided in the Control
Room to indicate when a train is in test (train output bypassed) and when a
reactor trip breaker is bypassed. Details of the logic system testing are
given in Reference 3.

The reactor coolant pump breakers cannot be tripped at full power without
causing a unit upset by loss of power to a coolant pump.

,

Manual trip cannot be tested at power without causing a reactor trip since
35! operation of either manual trip switch actuates both trains. Note, |

however, that manual trip could also be initiated from outside the Control
Room by manually tripping one of the reactor trip breakers.

The reactor trip function that is derived from the automatic safety injection
signal is tested at power as follows:

a. The analog signals, from which the automatic safety injection signal is )derived, are tested at power in the same manner as the other analog
'

signals and as described in Subdivision 7.2.2.2.3. The processing of
'

these signals in the Solid State Protection System (SSPS) wherein their
8 channel orientation converts to a logic train orientation is tested at Q223.27

power by the built-in semi-automatic test provisions of the SSPS as
described in Reference 3. The reactor trip breakers are tested at power
as discussed in Subdivision 7.2.2.2.3. The testing of reactor trip from
safety injection during refuelinj refers only to the manual safety T

injection actuation function. /

|

25f
!
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hot leg and cold leg bypass loop resistance temperature detectors as a function
of unit power is also checked during unit startup tests. The absolute value of
L T versus unit power is not important, per se, as far as reactor protection is
conce rned. Reactor Protection System setpoints are based upon percentages of
the !ndicated LT at nominal full power rather than on absolute values of LT.
This is done to account for loop differences which are inherent. The re fo re, the
percent LT scheme is relative, not absolute, and provides better pro-
tective action. For this reason, the linearity of the LI signals as a function
of power is of importance rather than the absolute values of the LT. As part
of the unit startup tests, the bypass loop resistance temperature detector
signals are compared with the core exit thermoccuple signals.

Reactor control is based upon signals derived from protection system channels
af ter isolation by isolatior amplifiers such that no feedback effect can per-
turb the protection channels.

Since control is based on the temperature of the loop with the highest average
temperature, control rod movement is based upon the most conservative temperature
measurement with respect to DNB margin. A spurious low average temperature
measurement from any loop temperature control channel does not effect control
action. A spurious high average temperature measurement causes rod insertion
(safe di rection).

Individual low flow alarms with individual status lights for each reactor
coolant loop bypass flow are provided on the main control board. The ala rm
and status lights provide the operator with immediate indication of a low flow
condition in the bypass loops associated with any reactor coolant loop.

Local indicators are provided to monitor total flow through the resistance
temperature detector bypass manifolds for each loop. The indicators are located
inside Containment but are accessible during power operations.

Flow is locally monitored:

a. Prior to restoring temperature channels to normal service following re-
opening of bypass loop stop valves whenever a bypass loop has been out
of service.

b. Following any bypass loop low flow alarm (see above) .

! In addition, channel deviation signals in the control system give an alarm if
any temperature channel deviates significantly from the auctioneered (highest),

1 value. Automatic rod withdrawal blocks and turbine runback (power demand re-
duction) also occur if any two of the four overtemperature or overpower LT
channels indicate an adverse condition.

7.2.2.3.3 Pressurizer Pressure

The pressurizer pressure protection channel signals are used for high and low,

pressure protection and as inputs to the overtemperature GT trip protection
function. Isolated output signals f rom these channels are used for pressure,

control. These are used to control pressurizer spray and heaters and power
operated relief valves. Pressurizer pressure is sensed by fast response

] pressure transmi tters.

o

I
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A spurious high pressure signal from one channel causes decreasing pressure by
actuation of either spray or relief valves. Additional redundancy is provided 3
in the low pressurizer pressure reactor trip logic and in the logic for safety )
injection to ensure low pressure protection.

!n the uniikely event that the Control Room must be evacuated, the Reactor
Ccolant System pressure can be maintained by use of the auxiliary spray supply Q212.40

9 valves and the pressurizer heaters . Controls for these valves and heaters
are located on the auxiliary shutdown panel.

The pressurizer heaters are incapable of overpressurizing the Reactor Coolant
System. Overpressure protection is based upon the maximum positive surge of
the reactor coolant produced as a result of turbine trip under full load,
assuming the core continues to produce full power with normal feed flow
maintained. The self-actuated safety valves are sized on the basis of steam
flow from the pressurizer to accommodate this surge at a setpoint of 2500
psia and an accumulatiori of 3 percent. Note that no credit is taken for the
relief capability provided by the power operated relief valves, or the steam
dump system.

In addition, operation of any one of the power operated relief valves maintains
pressure below the high pressure trippoint for most transients. The rate of
pressure rise achievable with heaters is slow, and ample time and pressure
alarms are available to alert the operator of the need for appropriate action.

Redundancy is not compromised by having a shared tap since the logic for this
t rip is two out of four. If the shared tap is plugged, the affected channels
remain static. If the impulse line bursts, the indicated pressure drops to
zero, in either case the fault is easily detectable, and the protective )

'f unction remains operable.

7.2.2.3.4 Pressurizer Water Level

Three pressurizer water level channels are used for high pressurizer water
level reactor trip. Isolated signals from these channels are used for
pressurizer water level control . A failure in the level control system could
fill or empty the pressurizer at a slow rate (on the order of half an hour or i

more), which allows ample time for corrective action by the operator. /

The high water level trip setpoint provides sufficient margin such that the
undesirable condition of discharging liquid coolant through the safety valves
is avoided. Even at full power conditions, which produces the worst thermal
expansion rates, a failure of the water level control does not lead to any

j liauid pressurizer pressure reactor trip actuating at a pressure sufficiently
below the safety valve setpoint, or to the high pressurizer water level
reactor trip.

For cont rol failures which tend to empty the pressurizer, two out of four
logic for safety injection action on low pressure ensures that the protection!

system can withstand an independent failure in another channel. In addition,'

ample time and alarms exist to alert the operator of the need for appropriate
action.

I 7.2.2.3.5 Steam Generator Water level

35 The basic function of the reactor protection circuits associated with low-low
steam generator water level is to preserve the steam generator heat sink for j
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removal of long-term residual heat. Should a complete loss of feedwater occur,

the reactor would be tripped on low-low steam generator water level. In addi-

tion, redundant auxiliary feedwater pumps are provided to supply feedwater in
order to maintain residual heat removal after trip. This reactor trip acts be-
fore the steam generators are dry. Tliis reduces the required capacity, increases
the time interval before auxiliary feedwater pumps are required, and minimized
the thermal transient on the Reactor Coolant System and steam generators. There-
fore, a low-low steam generator water level reactor trip circuit is provided for
each steam generator to ensure that sufficient initial thermal capacity is avail'
able in the steam generator at the start of the transient. Two-out-of-four low-low
steam generator water level trip logic ensures a reactor trip if needed even with
an independent failure in another channel used for control and when degraded by an
additional second postulated random failure.

A spurious low signal from the feedwater flow channel being used for control would
cause an increase in feedwater flow. The mismatch between steam flow and feed-
water flow produced by the spurious signal would actuate alarms to alert the operator
of the situation in time for manual correction, if the condition continues, a two-

out-of-three high-high steam generator water level signal in any loop, independent
of the indicated feedwater flow, will cause feedwater isolation and trip the
turbine. The high-high steam generator water level trip is an equipment protec-
tive trip preventing excessive moisture carryover which could damage the turbine
blading.

In addition, the three element feedwater controller incorporates reset action on
the level error signal, such that with expected controller settings a rapid
increase or decrease in the flow signal would cause only a small change in level
before the controller would compensate for the level error. A slow change in the
feedwater signal would have no effect at all. A spurious low or high steam flow
'ignal would have the same effect as high or low feedwater signal, discussed
<oove.

A spurious high steam generator water level signal from the protection channel
used for control will tend to close the feedwater valve. A spurious low steam
generator water level signal will tend to open the feedwater valve. Before a
reactor trip would occur, two -out-of-four channels in a loop would have to
indicate a low-low water level. Any slow drift in the water level signal will
permit the operator to respond to the level alarms and take corrective action.

Automatic protection is provided in case the spurious high level reduces feed-
water flow sufficiently to cause low-low level in the steam generator. Automatic
protection is also provided in case the spurious low level signal increases feed-
water flow sufficiently to cause high level in the steam generator. A turbine
trip and feedwater isolation would occur on two-out-of-three high-high steam
generator water level in any loop.

Revision 357.2-23 Entire Page Revised
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7.2.2.4 Additional Postulated Accidents

Loss of station instrument air or loss of component cooling water is discussed
in Section 7.3.2. Load rejection and turbine trip are discussed in further

detail in Section 7 7

The control interlocks, called rod stops, that are provided to prevent abnormal -

power conditions which could result from excessive control rod wi thdrawal are
discussed in Subdivision 7 7.1.4.1 and listed on Table 7.7.1-1. Excessively
high power operation (which is prevented by blocking of automatic rod withdrawal), ^;

if allowed to continue, might lead to a safety limit (as given in Technical
Specificecions) being reached. Before such a limit is reached, protection is
availabl f rom the Reactor Protection System. At the power levels of the rod
block sL: points, safety limits have not been reached, and therefore these rod
withdrawal stops do not come under the scope of safety related systems, and
are considered as control systems.

723 TESTS AND INSPECTIONS ,

|
The Reactor Protection System meets the testing requirements of IEEE 338, 1971,
Reference 9, as discussed in Subdivision 71.2.1. The testability of the system

is discussed in Subdivision 7 2.2.2.3 The initial test Intervals are specified

in Chapter 16. Written test procedures and documentatlan, conforming to the
requirements of Reference 9, will be available for audit by responsible
personnel. Periodic testing complies with Regulatory Guide 1.22 as discussed
in 7.1.2.1 and 7.2.2.2.3 i

7231 In-Service Tests and Inspections
~

Periodic surveillance of the Reactor Protection System is performed to ensure
proper protective action. This surveillance consists of checks, calibrations,
and channel functional testing which are summarized as follows:

a. Checks

A check consists of a qualitative determination of acceptability by ob-
servation of channel behavior during operation. It includes comparison
of the -channel wi th other independent channels measuring the same variable.
Failures such as blown instrument fuses, defective indicators, or faulted

ampi t fiers which resul t in " upscale" or "downscale" indication can be
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easily recognized by simple observation of the functioning of the instru-
ment or system. Furthermore, in many cases such failures are revealed by
alarm or annunciator action, and a check supplements this type of sur-
veillance.

b. Calibration

A channel calibration consists of adjustment of channel output such .that
it responds, within acceptable range and accuracy, to known values of the
parameter which the channel measures. Calibration encompasses the entire

channel including alarm and/or trip, and includes the channel functional
test discussed below. Thus, the calibration ensures the acquisition and
presentation of accurate informatien.

c. Channel functional test

A channel functional test consists of injecting a simulate'd signal into
the signal conditioning portion of the channel to verify its operability,

) including alarm ar.d/or trip initiating action.

The minimum frequency for checks, calibration and testing are defined in
Technical Specifications. Based on experience with both conventional and

j nuclear systems, when the unit is in operation the minimum checking fre-
quencies set forth therein are considered adequate.

7.2.3.2 Periodic Testing of the-Nuclear Instrumentation System
,

The following periodic tests of the Nuclear instrumentation System are performed:

a. Testing at unit shutdown

1. Source range testing

2. Intermediate range testing

3 Power range testing

b. Testing between P-6 and P-10 permissive power levels

1. Source range testing

2. Intermediate range testing

3 Power range testing

c. Testing above P-10 permissive power level

1. Source range testing

2. Intermediate range testing

3 Power range testing
l

'
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Any deviations noted during the performance of these tests are investigated )
and corrected in accordance with the established calibration and trouble -

shooting procedures provided in the technical manual for the Nuclear
Instrumentation System. Control and protection trip settings are Indicated
in the technical manual under Precautions, Limitations and Setpoints.

7.2.3.3 Periodic Testing of the Process Analog Channels of the
Protection Circuits

The following periodic tests of the analog channels of the protection
circuits are performed:

a. T and AT protection channelsavg

b. Pressurizer pressure protection channels

c. Prassurizer water level protection channels
's
'

d. Steam flow protection channels

Steam generator water level protection channelse.

f. Reactor coolant low flow protection channels
.

g. Impulse chamber pressure channels

)h. Containment pressure ,

i. Steam pressure protection channels

The following conditions are required for these tests:

These tests may be performed at any unit power from cold shutdown toa.
full power.

. . .

b. Before starting any of these tests with the unit at power, all redundant
reactor trip channels associated with the function to be tested must be
in the normal (untripped) mode in order to avoid spurious trips.

Setpoints are referenced in Precautions, Limitations and Setpointsc.

portion of the manual.

d. Reference is made to Supplier (s) Systems Manual for systems description,
static and dynamic testir.,. (To be supplied with the equipment).

Reference is made to 'destinghouse's or Supplier's Block Diagrams whiche.
identify the fur.ctions provided in the instrument channels.

.

.J
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/. 3 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM
'N

in aadition to the requirements for a reactor trip for anticipated abnornal ;
transients, the facility is provided with adequate instrumentation and controls
to sense _ accident situations and initiate the operation of necessary Engineered
Safety Features. The occurrence of a limiting fault, such.as a loss of coolant
accident or a steam break, requires a reactor trip plus actuation of one or more

,

of the Engineered Safety Features in order to prevent or mitigate damage to the
core and Reactor Coolant System components, and insure Containment integrity,

in order to accomplish these design objectives the Engineered Safety Features
system has proper and timely initiating signals wFlch' are supplied by the
sensors, transmitters and logic components making up the various instrumentation
channels of _ the Engineered Safety Features Actuation System.

7 3.1 DESCRIPTION

The Engineered Safety Features Actuation System senses selected unit parameters,
determines whether or not predetermined safety limits are being exceeded and,
if they are, combines the signals into logic matrices sensitive to combinations
indicative of primary or secondary system boundary ruptures (Class til or IV j

faults). Once the required logic combination is completed, the system sends
actuation signals to those engineered safety features components whose aggregate
function best serves the requirements of the accident. The Engineered Safety
Features Actuation System meets the requirements of Criteria 13 and 20 of the
1971 GDC.

7 3.1.1 System Description

The Engineered Safety Features Actuation System is a functionally defined
system described in this section. 'The equipment which provides the actuation
functions identified in Subdivision 7 3.1.1.1 is listed below and discussed
in this section and the referenced WCAPs.

1. Process Instrumentation
35

(Reference 1)

)2. Solid State Logic Protection System
~'

(Reference 3)

3 Engineered Safety Features Test Cabinet
(Reference 4)

4. Manual Actuation Circuits;

The Engineered Safety Features Actuation System consists of two discrete portions
' of circuitry: 1) An analog portion consisting of three to four redundant

channels per parameter or variable to monitor various unit parameters such as
4

the Reactor Coolant System and steam system pressures, temperatures and flows
! and Containment pressures; and 2) a digital portion consisting of two redundant
| logic trains which receive inputs from the analog protection channels and

perform the needed logic to actuate the engineered safety features. Each,

' digital train is capable of actuating the engineered safety features equipment
requ i re d. The intent is that any single failure within the Engineered Safety
Features Actuation System does not prevent system action when required.

,$
" "' " 3'
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tolerate a single failure without the loss of its core protective functions.
This failure is limited to an active failure during the short term (injection)
phase following a LOCA, or to an active or passive failure during the long-
term (recirculation) phase. An active failure being defined as the failure
of a powered component to act to accomplish its design functions. A passive
failure is a structural failure.

The Safety injection System is automatically actuated by a Safety injection
Signal as a consequence of one of the following events:

A. Low steam line pressure.

B. Low pressurizer pressure.

35 C. High Containment pressure.

D. Manual Actuation.

The SIS is electrically interlocked to start the injection mode on a Safety
injection Signal as follows:

A. The centrifugal charging pumps start. Simultaneously, pump suction
valves from the RWST (INV221A and 1NV2228), BIT suction and discharge 1223.3
valves (IN14A, INISB, IN19A, INil0B) open to provide a clear flow path
from RWST to RCS. Simultaneously, normal charging path valves INV141A,
INV142B, and INV244A, INV245B close as do the valves on the mini-flow
line INV1508, INV151A. Valves IN141A and IN123A and IN1246 are closed
to isolate the boron injection recirculation loop,

i

B. The SIP's and RHRP's start.

C. The normally open accumulator isolation valves (IN154A, IN1458, IN176A,
g and IN1888) open if any have been closed.

The injection mode continues until the low level is reached in the refueling
water storage tank (RWST). The water level in the RWST is measured by three

'

separate channels of instrumentation each with read-outs v the main control
board. Two-ou t-o f-t h ree logic from all three channels provides an alarm when
the low level is reached in the RWST. At this point it is necessary to switch
from the injection phase to the cold leg recirculation phase of operation,
Additional two-out of-three logic provides an alarm when the low-low level is,

i 13 reached in the RWST indicating that only 10,000 gallons of water is available for
) removal from the tank. Switchover from the injection to the recirculation
| mode is accomplished manually by the operator. The switchover sequence

(outlined in Table 6.3.2-3) is followed regardless of which power supply is
available (of fsite or emergency onsite) . Controls for the Safety injection
System are grouped together on the main control board. Component position
indication lights are also provided to verify that the function of a given
switch has been completed.

7.4-18 Revision 3E
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in addition to the manual switchover, an automatic switchover is provided to
backup the operator. When the automatic switchover level is reached in the
RWST, two-out-of-three logic from all three channels automatically opens the.

Containment sump valves (INil848 and INil85A). The Containment sump valves Q223.3
13 are interlocked with the RWST isolation valves to the RHR pumps (IND4B and

IND19A) such that these isolation valves will close when the Containment sump
valves leave their seats. This automatic switchover provides an uninterrupted
flow of water to the RHR pumps.

There are four accumulator tanks in SIS. Each tank contains dilute boric
acid with a pressurized non-reactive cover gas (nitrogen) over it. Contents
of the tanks are used to flood the core following Reactor Coolant System
depressurization as a result of a LOCA. Water from only three tanks need to

S be injected in order to partially cover the core. During normal plant operation Q212.9
each accumulator tank is isolated from the Reactor Coolant System by two check
valves in series. The re is one motor operated valve in e ach accumulator tank
discharge line which may be used to isolate the accumulator from the rest of
the system. Each of these valves is interlocked to open completely within ten
seconds af ter either (a) the primary coolant system pressure exceeds a pre-

3*39 T8 selected value (refer to the Technical Specifications) or (b) a safety
'injection signal has been initiated. Both signals are provided to the valves.

Diverse position indication is provided in the Control Room by means of two
diverse sensors mounted on each valve. An audible alarm is actuated by a
sensor on the valve when the valve is not in the fully open position. The
position and audible alarm are independent of the motor control center power.
Due to this diverse interlock and indication scheme, no local controls have
been provided in the control scheme to close these isolation valves from

I '9outside the Control Room. However, means are available at the motor control
center to close these valves under extremely critical circumstances.

}

7.4.1.6.1.2 Analysis

IEEE 279-1971 " Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating
Stations", establishes minimum requirements for the reactor protective and
engineered safety features instrumentation and control systems. Conformance
witht(eapplicableportionsofIEEE279,Section4isdiscussedinthe Q223.3
following sections.

)
I

"

7.4.1.6.1.2.1 General Functional Requirements

' The instrumentation and controls provided for the Sefety injection System
enable the operator to evaluate the system performance and detect malfunctions.
The Safety injection System instrumentation essential to the system safety
function is designed for operation under the environmental conditions
specified in Section 3.11.

7.4.1.6.1.2.2 Single Failure Criterion

The instrumentation and controls required for Safety injection System are
designed such that no single failure can prevent proper action at the system
level. Single failures considered include electrical faults (e.g., open,
shorted or grounded circuits) and physical events (e.g., fires, missiles)
resulting in mechanical damage. Compliance with single failure criterion is
accomplished by providing separation of the redundant elements electrically
and physically to achieve the required independence. Electrical separation is
assured through the provision of independent power supplies and the elimination
of electrical interconnection between redundant elements. A failure analysis }for this system is present in Table 6.3.2-7. s
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7.4.2 ANALYSIS>

Hot shutdown is a stable unit condition, automatically reached following a
unit shutdown. . The hot shutdown condition can be maintained safely for an-
extended period of time. In the unlikely event that access to the Control
Room is restricted, the unit can be safely kept at a hot shutdown until: the
Control Room can be re-entered.

The safety evaluation of the maintenance of a shutdown with these systems
! and associated instrumentation and controls has included consideration of

. the accident consequences that might Jeopardize safe shutdown conditions.
, The accident consequences that are germane are those that would tend to
'

degrade the capabilities for boration, adequate supply for auxiliary
feedwater, and residual heat removal.

The results of the accident analyses are presented Ira Chapter 15. Of these
the following produce the most severe consequences that are pertinent: #

a. Uncontrolled Boron Dilution

; b. Loss of Normal Feedwater

c. Loss of External Electrical Load and/or Turbine Trip,

d. Loss of all A.C. Power to the Station Auxiliaries

It is shown by these analyses that safety is 7ot. adversely'affected by these
incidents with the associated assunptions being that the Instrumentation and
controls indicated in Section 7.4 are available to control and/or monitor
shutdown. These available systems allow a maintenance of hot shutdown,

! even under the accident conditions listed above which would tend toward a
return to criticality or a loss of heat sink.

1

| 7.4.3 REFERENCES
,
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7.5 SAFETY RELA'r: DISPLAY INSTRUMENTATION

7.5.1 DESCRIPTION

D
Tables 7.5.1-1 and 7.5.1-2 list the information readouts provided to the j
operator to enable him to perform required manual safety functions, and to
determine the effect of manual actions taken following a reactor trip due
to a Condition 11, Ill , or IV event, as defined in Chapter 15 The tables
list the information readouts required to maintain the unit in a hot shutdown
condition or to proceed to cold shutdown within the limits of the Technical
Speci fica ti ons. Reactivity control af ter Condi tion 11 and til faults is

maintained by administrative sampling of the reactor coolant for boron to
ensure that the concentration is sufficient to maintain the reactor succri tical.
The display instrumentation needed to enable the operator to perform*

requi red manual safety functions for post-accident moni toring of Condition
|| and ill faults involves the following seven parameters, for each one of
which at least two channels of instre,rentation are provided, which are
presented in Table 7.5.1-l: ,

1. T I ****" " ' * * #8"9"cold hot

5 2. Pressurizer Water Level
T

!3 System Pressure (wide range)

4. Containment Pressure

5 Steam Line Pressure

35 6. Steam Generator Water Level (narrow range)

)
-

Each of the above channels is either recorded, as shown in Table 7.5.1-1 or
logged.

Q
The display instrumentation needed to enable the operator to perform required 223.6
manual safety functions for post-ac-ident m6nitoring of Condition IV faults
invloves the following six parameters, for each one of which at least two

5 cnannels of instrumentation are provided which are presented in Table 7.5.1-2:

)
'1. Containment Pressure

2. RWST Water Level

3 Steam Generator Water Level (narrow range)

35 4 Steam Line Pressure

5. Pressurizer Water Level

|
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7.7 CONTROL SYSTEMS 'NOT REQUIRED FOR SAFETY

The _ general design objectives of the unit control systems are:

a. To establish and maintain- power equilibrium between primary and
secondary system during steady state unit operation;

b. To constrain operational transients so as to preclude -unit trip and
re establish steady statt unit operation;

c. To provide the reactor operator witn monitoring instrumentation that r

indicates all required input and output control parameters of the systems
and provides the operator the capability of assuming manual control of
the system.

7.7.1 DESCRIPTION

The unit control systems described in this section perform the following
functions:

,

a. Reactor Control System

1. Enables the nuclear unit to accept a step load increase or decrease.
of 10 percent and a ramp increase or decrease of 5 percent per minute '

within the load range of 15 percent to 100 percent without reacto r
trip, steam dump, or pressurizer- relief actuation, subject to possible
xenon limitations.

2. Maintains reactor coolant average temperature T within prescribed -avg
limits by creating the bank demand signals for moving groups of full
length rod cluster control assemblies during normal operation and
operational transients. The Tavg control also supplies a signal to
pressurizer water level control, and steam dump control.

b. Rod Control System

1. Provides for reactor power modulation by manual'or automatic control
of full length control rod banks in a preselected sequence and for
manual operation of individual banks.

35

Systems for Monitoring and Indicating.

Provide alarms to alert the operator if the requi red core reactivity

shutdown margin is not available due to excessive centrol rod inser-
tion.

-

Display control rod position.

Provide alarms to alert the operator in the event of control rod
deviation exceeding a preset limit.

7.7-1 Revision 35
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c. Unit Control System interlocks

1. Prevent further withdrawal of the control banks when signal limits
are approached that predict the approach of a DNBR limit or kw/f t

i limit.

!
2. Inhibit automatic turbine load change as required by the Nuclear

Steam Supply System.

d Pressurizer Pressure Control

1. Maintains or restores the pressurizer pressure to the design pressure

135 psi (which is well within reactor trip and relief and safety
valve actuation setpoint limits) following normal operational trans-
lents that induce pressure changes by control (manual or automatic)
of heaters and spray in the pressurizer. Provides steam relief by
controlling the power relief valves.

e. Pressurizer Water Level Control
s.

1. Establishes, maintains, and restores pressurizer water level within
specified limits as a function of the average coolant temperature.
Changes in level are caused by coolant density changes induced by
loading, operational, and unloading transients. Level changes are
produced by means of charging flow control (manual or automatic) as
well as by manual selection of letdown orifices. Maintaining coolant
level in the pressurizer within prescribed limits by actuating the
charging and letdown system thus provides control of the reactor

)coolant water, inventory. ,

,

f. Steam Generator Water Level Control

1. Establishes and maintains the steam generator water level to within
predetermined limits during normal operating transients.

2. The Steam Generator Water Level Control System also restores the
,')steam generator water level to within predetermined limits at

unit trip conditions. It regulates the feedwater flow rate such /
that under operational transients the heat sink for the Reactor

35 Coolant System does not decrease below a minimum. Steam generator
water inventory control is manual or automatic through the use of
feedwater control valves.

g. Steam Dump Control

1. Permits the nuclear unit to accept a sudden loss of load without -

Incurring reactor trip. Steam Is dumped to the condenser and/or the
atmosphere as necessary to accommodate excess power generation in the
reactor during turbine load reduction transients.

2. Insures that stored energy and residual heat are removed following a
reactor trip to bring the unit to equilibrium no load conditions
without actuation of the steam generator safety valves.

s'
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3 Maintains the unit at' no load conditions and permits a manually

controlled cooldown of the unit.

h. in-Core Instrumentation

Provides information on the neutron flux distribution and on the core
outlet temperatures at selected core ' locations. /

7.7.1.1 Reactor Control System

The Reactor Control System enables the nuclear unit to follow load changes
automatically including.the acceptance of step load' increase or decreases
of 10 percent and ramp increases or_ decreases of 5 percent per minute within
the load range of 15 percent to 100 percent without ~ reactor trip, steam dump,
or pressure relief - subject to possible xenon limitations. The. system is
also capable of restoring coolant average temperature to within the. programmed :
temperature deadband following a change in load. Manual cont rol rod. opera-
tion may be performed at any time.

The Reactor Control System controls the reactor coolant average . temperature
- by regulation of control rod bank position. The reactor coolant loop average

temperatures are determined f rom hot leg and cold leg measurements in each
reactor coolant loop. There is an average coolant temperature (Tavg) com-
puted for each loop, where:

'T =Thot +Tcoldavg
2

The error between the programmed reference- temperature (based on turbine
impulse chamber pressure) and the highest of the average measured temperatures
(which is processed through a' lead-lag compensation unit) from each of the
reactor ~ coolant loops' constitutes the primary control signal as shown- in
general on Figure 7.7.1-1 and in more detail on the functional ' diagrams shown
in Figure 7.2.1-_l, sheet 9 The system is capable of restoring coolant average
temperature to the programmed value following a change in load. The pro-

' ' grammed coolant temperature increases linearly with turbine load from zero
i power to the full power condition. The-T also supplies a signal to

pressurizer level control and steam dump co0 trol and rod insertion limitav

monitoring.,

The temperature channels needed to derive the temperature input signals for
the reactor control system are fed from protection channels via isolation
amp l i f i e rs .

,.

i
An additional control input signal is derived f rom the reactor power versusj

' turbine load mismatch signal. This additional control input signal improves
system performance by enhancing response and reducing transient peaks.

The core axial power distribution is controlled during load follow maneuvers
by changing (a manual operator action) the boron concentration in the reactor;

i 33 coolant system. The control board tM displays (7.7.1.3.1) indicates the
; need for an adjustment in the axial power distribution. Adding boron to the

reactor coolant will reduce Tavg and cause the. rods (through the rod control
system) to move toward the top of the core. This action will reduce power

!,
peaks in the bottom of the core. Likewise, removing boron from the reactor
coolant will move the rods further into the core tn centrol power peaks in
the top of the core.

! 7.7-3
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7.7.1.2 aod Control System )*

!
7.7.1.2.1 . Full Length Rod Control System

The full length Rod Centrol System receives rod speed and direction signals
: from the T control system. The rod speed demand signal varies over theavg

corresponding range of 3 75 to 45 inches per minute (6 to 72 steps / minute)
depending on the magnitude of the input signal. The rod direction demand
signal is determined by the positive or. negative value of the input signal.
Manual control is provided to move a control bank in or out at a prescribed-

fixed speed.

When the turbine load reaches approximately 15 percent of rated load, the
operatur may select the AUTOMATIC mode, and rod motion is then controlled
by the Reactor Control System . A permissive interlock C-5 (See Table 7 71-1)
derived f rom measurements of turbine impulse chamber pressure prevents auto-
matic control when the turbine load is below 15 percent. In the AUTOMATIC
mode, the rods are again withdrawn (or inserted) in a predetermined programmed
sequence by the automatic progranrning equipment. The manual.and automatic
controls are further interlocked with the control interlocks (see Table
7.7.1-1). )
The shutdown banks are always In the ' ully withdrawn position during normalf

'

operation, and are moved to this position at a constant speed by manual
control prior to criticality. A reactor trip signal causes them to fall by
gravi ty into the core. There are four shutoown banks.

i

The control banks are the only rods that can be manipulated under automatic
4 control. Each control bank is divided into two groups to obtain smaller -

incremental reactivity changes per step. All rod cluster control assemblies
;

in a group are electrically paralleled to move simultaneously. There is
individual position indication for each rod cluster control assembly.

Power to rod drive mechanisms is supplied by. two motor generator sets
.

operating from two separate 600 volt, three phase buses. Each generator
is the synchronous type and is driven by a 150 hp induction motor. The AC
power is distributed to the rod control power cabinets through the two
series connected reactor trip breakers.

1
The variable speed rod drive programmer affords the ability to insert '

,

i small amounts of reactivity at low speed to accomplish fine control of
reactor coolant average temperature about a small temperature deadband, as
well as furnishing control at high speed. A summary of the rod cluster

,

control assembly sequencing characteristics is given below,

a. Two groups within the same bank are stepped such that the relative
position of the groups does not differ by more than one step.

b. The control banks are programmed such that withdrawal of the banks is
j'~~ sequenced in the following order: control bank A, control bank B,

control bank C, and control bank D. The programmed insertion sequence
is the opposite of the withdrawal sequence, i.e., the last control bank-

withdrawn (bank 0) is the first control bank inserted.
t c. The control bank withdrawals are programmed such that when the first

bank reaches a preset position, the second bank begins to move out
simultaneously with the first bank. When the fi rst bank reaches the

i top of the core, it stops, while the second bank continues to move ,

toward its fully withdrawn position. When the second bank reaches a M

Revision 35
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preset position, the third bank begins to move out, and so on. .This
withdrawal sequence continues until the unit reaches the desi red power -
level. The control bank insertion sequence is the opposite.

I d. Overlap between successive cont rol -banks is adjustable between 0 to
50 percent (o to 115 steps)', with an accuracy of.t I step.

i e. . Rod speeds for either shutdown. banks or control banks are capable of
being controlled between a minimum of 6 steps per minute and a maximum
of 72 steps per minute.

I

b

'5
,

i

t

i

!,

7.7.1.3 Unit control signals for Monitoring and Indicating

7.7.1.3.1 Monitoring Functions Provided by the Nuclear Instrumentation
System

The Nuclear Instrumentation System is described in Reference 2.,

The power range channels are important because of thei r use in monitoring
poaer distribution in the core within 'specified-safe limits. They are
used to measure power level, axial power imbalance, and radial power,

i imbalance. These channels are capable of recording overpower excursions up
j~ to 200 percent of full power. Suitable alarms are derived from these
' signals as described below.

! Basic power range signals are:
1

a. Total current f rom a power range detector (four such signals f rom
separate detectors); these detectors are vertical and have an active
length of 10 feet.

b. Current f rom the upper half of each power range detector (four such
signals).

!
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c. Current f rom the lower half of each power range detector (four such
signals). ')

Derived from these basic signals are the following (including standard
signal processing for calibration):

a. Indicated neutron flux (four such) .

b. Indicated axial flux imbalance, derived from upper half flux minus
lower half flux (four such).

Alarm functions derived are as follows:

Deviation (maximum minus minimum of four) in indicated nuclear power.a.

b. Upper radial tilt (maximum to average of four) on upper-half currents.

c. Lower radial tilt (maximum to average of four) on lower-hal f currents.
.T

Provision is made to continuously record, on strip charts on the control
ocard, the 8 ion chamber signals, i.e. , upper and lower currents for each
detector. Nuclear power and axial unbalance is selectable for recording as
well. Indicators are provided on the control board for nuclear power
and for axial power imbalance.

A comprehensive discussion of the Nuclear instrumentation System can be
found in Reference 2. 3

7 7 1.3.2 Control Rod Drive Position Indication System for-Full and
Part Length Rods

Two separate systems are provided to sense and display control rod position,
as described below:

a. Digital Rod Position Indication System '\
.J

The digital rod position indication system is described in Reference 6.
It measures the actual position of each full length rod using a detector
which consists of 42 discrete coils mounted concent ' with the rod,

drive pressure housing. The coils are located axially along the
pressure housing on 3.75 inch spacing. They magnetically sense the entry
and presence of the rod drive shaf t through its center line. The coils
are interlaced into two data channels, and are connected to the
Containment electronics (Data A and B) by separate multi-conductor,

cables. -Multiplexing is used to transmit the digital position signals
f rom the Containment electronics to the control board display unit. The
digital position signal is displayed on the main control board by light-

,
'

emitting-diodes (LED) for each full length control rod. The one LED
illuminated in the column shows the position .for that particular rod.
By employing two separate channels of information, the digital rod position
indication system can continue to function (at reduced accuracy) when
one channel fails.

Included in the system is a rod at bottom signal that operates a local #

alarm and a Control Room annunciator.

7.7-6
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b. Deman d Pos i t i on Indication System

The demand position indication system counts pulses generated in the
Rod Control System to provide a digital readout of the demanded
bank position.

The demand position and digital rod position indication systems are
separate syste c; each serves as backup for the other. Operating procedures
require the reactor operator to compare the demand and actual reading from
the rod position indicating system so as to verify proper operation of the
rod cont rol system.

35

7.7.1.3.3 Cont rol Bank Rod Insertion Monitoring

Wnen the reactor is critical, the normal indication of reactivity status
in the core is the position of the control bank in relation to reactor
powe r (as indicated by the Reactor Coolant System loop ' T) and coolant
average temperature. These parameters are used to calculate insertion
limi ts for the cont rol banks. Two alarms are provided for each control
bank.

The " low" alarm alerts the operator of an approach to the rod insertiona.

limits requiring boron addition by following normal procedures with
the Chemical and Volume Control System.

b. The " low-low" ala rm alerts the operator to take immediate action to add
boron to the Reactor Coolant System by any one of several alternate
methods.

The purpose of the cont rol bank rod insertion monitor is to give warning to
the operator of excessive rod insertion. The inse rt ion limit maintains
sufficient core react ivi ty shutcown margin following reactor trip and
provides a limi t on the maximum inserted rod worth in the unlikely event of
a hypothetical rod ejection, and limits rod insertion such that acceptable
nuclear peaking factors are maintained. Since the amount of shutdown
reactivity requi red for the design shutdown margin following a reactor trip
increases with increasing power, the allowable rod insertion limits mus t
be decreased (the rous must be withdrawn further) with increas ing powe r.
Two parameters which are proportional to power are used as inputs to the
insertion monitor. These are the T between the hot leg and the cold leg,
which is a diract function of reactor power, and Tavg, which is programmed
as a function of power. The rod insertion monitor uses these parameters
for each control rod bank as follows :
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= A(.1T)auct + B(T,yg)auc~t + CZg

whe re

ZLL = Maximum permissible insertion limit for affected
control bank

1
~

(IT)auct = Highest AT of all loops

(Tavg)auct = Highest T,yg of all loops
*

A,B,C = Constants chosen to maintain Z actual limit*

LL
based on physics calculations

as follows :The control rod bank demand position (Z) is compared to ZLL

iIfZ-Ztt D a low alarm is actuated.

If Z - Ztt - E a low-low alarm is actuated.
'

}-

Since the highest values of T and.NT are chosen by auctioneering, aavg
conservatively high representation of power is used in the insertion
1imit calculatlon.

Actuation of the low alarm alerts the operator of an approach to a reduced
shutdown reactivity situation. Administrative procedures requi re the
operator to add boron through the Chemical and Volume Control System.
Actuation of the iow-low alarm requires the operator to initiate emergency )
boration procedures. The value for "E" is chosen such that the low-low
alarm is normally actuated before the insertion limit is reached. The

,

value for "D" is chosen to allow the-operator to follow normal boration'

| procedures. Figure 7.7.1-2 shows a block diagram representation of the.
control rod bank insertion monitor. The monitor is shown in more detail
on the function diagrams shown in 7.2.1-1, shee; 9 In addition to the rod
insertion monitor for the control banks, the unit computer, which monitors

)individual rod positions, provides an alarm system that is associated with , , -,

the rod deviation alarm discussed below (7.7.1.3.4) to warn the operator
if any shutdown rod cluster control assembly leaves the fully withdrawn
position.

Rod insertion limits are established by:

a. Establishing the allowed rod reactivity insertion at full power
consistent with the purposes given above.

b. Establishing the differential reactivity worth of the control rods
when moved in normal sequence.

c. Established the change in reactivity with power level by relating
power level to rod position.

d. Linearizing the resultant limit cu rve. All key nuclear parameters in
this procedure are measured as part of the initial and perio'dic

'

; physics testing program. >
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Any unexpected change in the position of the control bank under automatic
control, or a change in coolant temperature under manual control, provides,

I a direct and immediate indication of a change in the reactivity . status of
the reactor. In addition, samples are taken periodically of coolant boron

i concentration. Variations in concentration during core life provide an
<

additional check on the reactivity status of the reactor, including core
!

depletion.
4

7 7.1.3.4 Rod Deviation Alarm

The demanded and measured rod position signals are displayed on the control
board. They are also monitored by the unit computer which provides a
visual printout and an audible alarm whenever an individual rod position
signal deviates from the other rods in the bank by a preset limit. The
alarm can be set with appropriate allowance for instrument error and
within sufficiently narrow limits to preclude exceeding core design hot

! channel factors.

Figure 7.7.1-3 is a block diagram of the rod deviation comparator and Alarm'

System.

7.7.1.3.5 Rod Bottom Alarm

A rod bottom signal for the full length rods bistable in the Digital Rod
Position System as described in Reference 6, is used to operate a control;

relay, which generates the ROD BOTTOM ROD DROP alarm.
j

7.7.1.4 Unit Control System interlocks

The listing of the unit control system interlocks, along with the descrip-! tion of their derivations and functions, is presented in Table 7 7.1-1. It

is noted that the designation numbers for these interlocks are preceeded by
"C." The development of these logic functions is shown in the functional
diagrams (Figure 7.2.i-1, sheets 9 to 16).

\

7.7.1.4.1 Rod Stops

Rod stops are provided to prevent abnormal power condi tions which could
result f rom excessive control rod wi thdrawal initiated by either a control

,
system malfunction or operator violation of administrative procedures.

t

f The Cl, C2, C3, C4, and C5 control interlocks identified in Table 7 7.1-1
: are rod stops. The C3 rod stop derived f rom overtemperature iT and the C ,

rod stop, derived from overpower T are also used for turbine runback, which!

is discussed below:

7.7.1.4.2 Automatic Turbine Load Runback
.

Automatic turbine load runback is initiated by an approach to an overpower
or overtemperature condition. This prevents high power operation that
might lead to an undesi rable condition, which, if reached, is pro-
tected by reactor t rip.

1

Turbine load reference reduction is initiated by either an overtemperature

;
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or overpower AT signal . Two-oct-of-fcur coincidence logic is used.
'

A rod stop and turbine runback are initiated when

i

u 'O
rod stop

for both the overtemperature and the over power condition.

For either condition in general

rod stop " O setpoint ~0
p

where

B = a setpoint bias
p

where AT setpoint refers to the overtemperature aT reactor trip value and
the overpower AT reactor trip value for the two conditions.

?

The turbine runback is continued until aT is equal to or less than AT
ThisfunctionservestomaintainanessentiallyconstantmarginYostop.

trip.

7.7.1.4.3 Turbine Loading Stop

An interlock (C-16) is provided to limit turbine loading during a rapid

._}return to power transient when a reduction in reactor coolant temperature
is used to increase reactor power (through the negative moderator coefficient) .

35 This interlock limits the drop in coolant temperature to exceed cooldown
accident limits and preserves satisfactory steam generator operating condi-
tions. Subsequent automatic turbine loading can begin af ter the interlock has
been cleared by an increase in coolant temperature which is accomplished by
reducing the boron concentration in the coolant.

]7.7.1.5 Pressurizer Pressure Control

The reactor Coolant System pressure is controlled by using either the heaters
(in the water region) or the spray (in the steam region) of the pressurizer
plus steam relief for large transients. The electrical immersion heaters
are located near the bottom of the pressurizer. A portion of the heater group
is proportionally controlled to correct for small pressure variations. These
variations are due to heat losses, including heat losses due to a small con-
tinuous spray. The remaining (backup) heaters are turned on when the pressurizer
pressure controlled signal demands approximately 100 percent proportional heater
power.

The spray nozzles are located on the top of the pressurizer. Spray is initiated
when the pressure controller spray demand signal is above a given setpoint. The
spray rate increases proportionally with increasing spray demand signal until it
reaches a maximum value.

Steam condensed by the spray reduces the pressurizer pressure. A small con-
tinuous spray is normally maintained to reduce thermal stresses and thermal _)
shock and to help maintain uniform water chemistry and temperature in the
pressurizer.

7.7-10 Revision 35
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Power relief' valves limit system pressure for large positive' pressure-
transients. In the event of a large load reduction, not exceeding the
design unit load rejection capability, the pressurizer power operated
relief valves might be actuated for the most adverse conditions, e.g.,

t tne most negative Doppler coefficient, and the minimum _ incremental rod
worth. The relief capacity of the power operated relief valves is sized
large enough to limit the system pressure to prevent actuation of high-
pressure reactor trip for the above condition. The power relief valves
also limit' system pressure during cold start-up to avoid exceeding

i
* '35 reactor vessel stress limits, by opening the valves when the reactor

coolant system pressure exceeds setpoint limit and the system temperature -

setpoint is below the vessel nil-ductility temperature limit.

A block diagram of the pressurizer pressure control system is shown on
Figure 7.7.1-4.

7.7.1.6 Pressurizer Water Level Control-

The pressurizer operates by maintaining a steam cushion over the reactor.
' coolant. As the density of the reactor coolant adjusts to the various-

,

temperatures, the steam water interface moves to absorb the variations with;

relatively small pressure disturbances.

The water inventory in the Reactor C-oolant System is maintained by the
' Chemical and Volume Control System. . During normal plant operation, the
charging flow varies to produce the flow demanded by the pressurizer water

.

level controller. The pressurizer water level is programmed as a function
of coolant average temperature, with the highcot average temperature
(auctioneered) being used. The pressurizer water level decreases as the.
load is reduced from full laod. This is a result of coolant contraction
following programmed coolant temperature reduction from full power to low
power. The programmed level is designed to match as nearly as possible
the level changes resulting from the coolant temperature changes.

.

To control pressurizer water level during startup and shutdown operatins,
the charging flow is manually regulated from the main Control Roem.'

A block diagram of the pressurizer water level control system is shown on
Figure 7.7.1-5

7 7.1.7 Steam Generator Water Level Control

Each steam generator is equipped with a three element feedwater flow con-
troller which maintains a programmed water level which is a function of

35 | neutron flux. The three element feedwater controller regulates the feed- |4

| water valve by continuously comparing the feedwater flow signal, the water
level signal, the programmed level and the pressure compensated steam flow
signal. In addition, by using turbine driven main feedwater pumps, the
feedwater pump speed is varied to maintain a programmed pressure differential
between the steam header and the feed pump discharge header. The speed
controller continuously compares the actual AP with a proarammed AP which
is a linear function of steam flow. Continueddeliveryoffeedwater*[othe

'

steam generators is required as a sir.k for the heat stored and generated in
,

the reactor following a reactor trip and turbine trip. An override signal

! closes the feedwater valves when the average coolant temperature is below a

{ 7.7-11 Revision 35
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given temperature and the reactor has tripped. Manual override of the
. hen the nuclear plant ]W

.
feedwater control system is available at all times.

~

'
is operating at very low power levels (as during startup) . the steam and feed-'

water flow signals will not be usable for control. Therefore, a secondary
automatic control system is provided for operation at low power. This system

35 uses the steam generator water level and nuclear power signals in a feed~

forward control scheme to position a bypass valve which is in parallel with'
the main feedwater regulating valve. Switchover from the bypass feedwater
control system (low power) to the main feedwater control system is initiated
by the operator at approximately 25 percent power.

A block diagram of the steam generator water level control system is shown
,

in Figures 7.7.1-6 and 7.7.1-7

'.
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7.7.1.8 Steam Dumo Cnntrol

The steam dump system is designed to accept a 100 percent loss of net load
without tripping the reactor.

The automatic steam dump system is able to accommodate this abnormal load
rejection and to reduce the effects of the transient imposed upon the Reactor
Coolant System. By bypassing main steam directly to the condenser, an arti-
ficial load is*thereby maintained on the primary system. In the event load
rejection exceeds 50 percent, main steam is also dumped to the atmosphere. The
Rod Control System can then reduce the reactor temperature to a new equilibrium
value without causing overtemperature and/or overpressure conditions.

If the difference between the reference Tavg(Tref) based on turbine impulse
. chamber pressure and the lead / lag compensated auctioneered T exceeds aavinterlockmentionedbelowissat!sfied,apredetermined amcunt, and the
demand signal actuates the steam dump to maintain the Reactor Coolant
System temperature within control range until a new equilibrium condition,

,

( is reached.

To prevent actuation of steam dump on small load perturbations, an indepen-
dent load rejection sensing circuit is provided. This circuit senses the
rate of decrease in the turbine load as detected by the turbine impulse
chamber pressure. It is provided to unblock the dump valves when the rate
of load rejection exceeds a preset value corresponding to a 10 percent step
load decrease or a sustained ramp load decrease of 5 percent / minute.

A block diagram of the steam dump control system is shown on Figure-7.7.1-8.

7.7.1.8.1 1.oad Rejection Steam Dump Controller

This circuit prevents large increases in reactor coolant temperature follow-
25 | ing a large, sudden load decrease or a turbine trip without a reactor trip. |

The error signal is a dif ference between the lead / lag compensated auctioneered,

T and the reference T is based on turbine impulse chamber pressure.avq avg

The T signal is the same as that used in the Reactor Coolant System.
Theleah/lagcompensationfortheTvgsignal is to compensate for lags in

av
a

the plant thermal response and in valve positioning. Following a sudden
load decrease, Tref is immediately decreased and T tends to increase,avg
thus generating an immediate demand signal for steam dump. Since control
rods are available, in this situation steam dump terminates as the error
comes within the maneuvering capability of the control rods.

7.7.1.8.2 Plant Trip Steam Dump Controller

25

35 | Following a reactor trip, the load rejection steam dump controller is defeated |

and the plant trip steam dump controller becomes active. Since control rods
are not available in this situation, the demand signal is the error signal

and the no load referencebetween the lead / lag compensated auctioneered T3yg
T When the error signal exceeds a predetermined setpoint, the dump valves ,

avg.
are tripped open in a prescribed sequence. As the error signal reduces in
magnitude indicating that the Reactor Coolant System T is be*ng reduced
toward the reference no-load value, the dump valves are#Eodulated by the plant

7.7-12 Revision 35
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trip controller to regulate the rate of removal decay heat and thus gradually
establish the equilibrium hot shutdown condition.

35 | . Following a reactor trip the steam dump capacity requirement 's only that !;
necessary to maintain steam pressure below the steam generator relief valve
setpoint (=40 percent capacity to-the condenser); therefore, only the first
two groups of valves are opened. The error signal determines whether a'

group is to be tripped open or modulated open. In either case,'they are

modulated when the error is below the trip-open setpoints.
;

7.7.1.8.3 Steam Header Pressure Controller-

Residual heat removal is maintained by the steam generator pressure controller
_

(manually selected) which controls the amount of steam flow to the condensers,
j This controller operates a portion of the same steam dump valves which goes

to the condensers and which are used during the initial transient following
, 25| a reactor trip.
!

7.7.1.9 In-Core Instrumentation,
.

The In-Core Instrumentation System consists of Chromel-Alumel thermocouples
at fixed core outlet positions, movable miniature neutron detectors used by

' the flux mapping system which can be positioned at the center of selected
fuel assemblies, anywhere along the length of the fuel assembly vertical
axis. The basic system for insertion of these detectors is shown in
Figure 7.7.1-9 Sections 1 and 2 of Reference 5 outline the In-Core
Instrumentation System in more detail.

7.7.1.9.1 Thermocouples
I

Chromel-Alumel thermocouples are threaded into guide tubes that penetrate
the reactor vessel head through seal assemblies, and terminate at the exit
flow end of the fuel assemblies. The thermocouples are provided with two
primary seals, a conoseal and swage type seal from conduit to head. The

,

thermocouples are supported in guide tubes in the upper core support
,

assembly. Thermocouple readings are monitored by the computer with. backup
readout provided by a precision indicator with manual point selection-

located in the Control Room. Information from the in-core instrumentation

|
is available even if the computer is not in service.

7.7.1.9.2 Movable Neutron Flux Detector Drive System

Miniature fission chamber detectors can be remotely positioned in retractable

: guide thimoles to provide flux mapping of the core. See Reference 5 for
| neutron flux detector parameters. The stair.less steel detector shell is

| welded to the leading end of helical wrap drive cable and to stainless
steel sheathed coaxial cable. The retractable thimbles, into which the

i , miniature detectors are driven, are pushed into the reactor core through
j conduits which extend from the bottom of the reactor vessel down through

the concrete shield area and then up to a thimble seal table.
2

The thimbles are closed at the. leading ends, are dry inside, and serve as
the pressure barrier between the reactor water' pressure and the atmosphere,

i
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Mechanical seals between the retractable thimbles and the conduits are pro- ]vided at the seal line. During reactor operation, th'e retractable thimbles .

are stationary. They are extracted downward from the core during refueling
to avoid interference within the core. A space above the seal line is pro-
vided for the retraction operation.' '

~

The drive system for the insertion of the miniature detectors consists basical-
ly of drive assemblies, five path rotary transfer assemblies, and ten path
rotary transfer assemblies, as shown in Figure 7.7.1-9 These assemblies are
described in Reference 5. The Drive System pushes hollow helical wrap drive

- cables into the core with the miniature detectors attached to the leading ends
of the cables and small diameter sheathed coaxial cables threaded through the;

hollow centers back to the ends of the drive cables. Each drive assembly
consists of a gear motor which pushes a helical wrap drive cable and a detec -
tor through a selective thimble path by means of a special drive box and
includes a storage device that accommodates the total drive cable length.

The leakage detection and gas purge provisions are discussed in Reference 5 3
:
,

Manual isolation valves (one for each thimble) are provided for closing the
thimbles. When closed, the valve forms a 2500 psig barrier. The manual
isolation valves are not designed to isolate a thimble while a detector / drive
cable is inserted into the thimble. The detector / drive cable must be
retracted to a position above the isolation valve prior to closing the valve.

A small leak would probably not prevent access to the isolation valves and4

i
')| thus a leaking thimble could be isolated during a hot shutdown.

A large leak might require cold shutdown for access to the isolation valve.

7.7.1.9.3 Control and Readout Description

The control and readout system provides means for inserting the miniature
! neutron detectors into the reactor core and withdrawing the detectors while

)plotting neutron flux versus detector position. The control system consists ~"of two sections, one physically mounted with the drive units, and the other
contained in the Control Room. Limit switches in each transfer device pro-
vide feedback of path selection operation. Each gear box drives an encoder
for position feedback. One five path operation selector is provided for each
drive unit to insert the detector in one of five functional modes of opera-
tion. A ten path rotary transfer assembly is a transfer device that is used
to route a detector into any one of up to ten selectable paths. A common
path is provided to permit cross calibration of the detectors.

The Control Room contains the necessary equipment for control, position!

indication, and flux recording for each detector. Additional panels are
provided for such features as drive motor controls, core path selector
switches, plotting and gain controls.

1

Flux mapping is accomplished by selecting (by panel switches) flux thimbles
in given fuel assemblies at various core quadrant locations. The detectors'

are driven to the top of the core and stopped automatically. An X-Y plot
(position versus flux level) is initiated with the slow withdrawal of the detec- ,/

tors through the core from the top to a point below the bottom of the core. In

7.7-14
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7.7.1.14.3 Alarms .

Annunciator alarms for filter malfunction, high temperature and -fire alarm
.

i are provided.
9 Q310.13

Alarm bells' are provided at each end of the fuel pool to -indicate . loss of
exhaust f an operation.1

7.7.1.14.4 -Bypass
.

A dampered bypass is provided around the fuel pool exhaust filter train for
use during normal operation. Bypass position status is indicated on the

20
j HVAC panel in the Control Room.

Refer to Table 9.4.2-2, page 4, " Exceptions and Comments," C-2-f , for a
.

complete description of the filter bypass.'

<

i 7.7.2 ANALYS IS

The Unit Control Systems are designed to assure high reliability in any
anticipated operational occurrences. Equipment.used in these systems is
designed and constructed with a high level of reliability.

Proper positioning of the control rods is monitored in the Control Room by
bank arrangesnents of the individual position columns for each rod cluster
control assembly. A rod deviation alarm alerts the operator of a. deviation
of one rod cluster control assembly f rom the other rack in that bank
position. There are also insertion limit monitors with visual and audible
annunciation. A rod bottom alarm signal is provided to the Control Room3-
for each full length rod cluster control assembly. ~ Four excore long lon
chambers also detect asymmetrical flux distribution indicative of. rod

i mi sa l i gnme nt .
J

Overall reactivity control is achieved by the combination of soluble boron
and rod cluster control assemblies. Long term regulation of core reactivity
is accomplished 'by adjusting the concentration of boric acid in the reactor
coolant. Short term reactivity control for power changes is accomplished by
the unit control systems which automatically move rod cluster control4

assemblies. The: input signals to the unit control systems include r.eutron
flux, coolant temperature, and turbine load.

The axial core power distribution is controlled by moving the controi rods
through changes in reactor coolant system boron concentration. Adding

35
boron causes the rods to move out thereby reducing the amount of power in
the bottom of the core, this allows power to redistribute toward the top
of the core. Reducing the boron concentration causes the rods to move2

into the core tnereby reducing the power in the top of the core, the result
redistributes power towards the bottom of the core.

.

;-

.
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7.7.2.2 Response ' Considerations of Reactivi ty

Reactor shutdown with control rods is completely independent of the control
functions since the trip breakers Interrupt power to the full length rod
drive mechanisms regardless of existing control signals. The design is such
that the system can withstand accidental' withdrawal of control groups or
unplanned dilution of soluble boron without exceeding acceptable fuel design
limits. The design meets the requirements of criteria 25 of the 1971 GDC.

No single electrical or mechanical failure in the Rod Control System can,

cause the accidental withdrawal of a single rod cluster control assembly
from the partially inserted bank at full power operation. The operator
can deliberately withdraw a single rod cluster control assembly in the
control bank; this feature is necessary in order to retrieve a rod, should
one be accidentally dropped, in the extrecely unlikely event of simultan--
eous electrical failures which could result in single RCCA withdreaal, rod
deviation is displayed on the unit annunciator, and the individual rod
position readouts indicate the relative positions of the rods in the bank.
Withdrawal of a single rod cluster control assembly by operator action,
whether deliberate or by a combination of errors, results in activation of

,

the same alarm and the same visual indications.

Each bank of control and shutdown rods in the system is divided into two
groups of up to 4 or 5 mechanisms each. The rods comprising a group operate

; in parallel through multiplexing thyristors. The two groups in a bank move
sequentially such that the first group is always within one step of the
second group in the bank. A definite schedule of actuation or deactuation
of the stationary gripper, moveable gripper, and lif t coils of a mechanism
is required to withdraw the rod cluster control assembly attached to the
machan ism. Since the four stationary grippers, moveable gripper, and lif t
coils associated with the rod cluster control assemblies of a rod group are
driven in parallel, any single failure which could cause rod withdrawal
would affect a minimum of one group of rod cluster control assemblies.
Mechanical failures are in the direction of insertion, or immobility.

,

The identified multiple failure involving the least number of components
consists of open circuit failure of the proper two out-of sixteen wires

connected to the gate of the lif t coil thyristgrs. The probability of
- per hour by MIL-HDB217A.open wire (or terminal) failure is 0.016 x 10

These wire failures would have to be accompanied by failure, or disregard,
of the indications mentioned above. The probability of this occurrence is

;

therefore too low to be significant.

.

Concerning the human element, to erroneously withdraw a single rod cluster
control assembly, the operator has to improperly set the BANK SELECTOR
swi tch, the LIFT C0ll DISCONNECT swi tches, and the IN-0UT-HOLD swi tch.

i in addition, the three indications have to be disregarded or ineffective.
Such series of errors requires a complete lack of understanding and4

administrative control . A probability number cannot be assigned to a series
of errors such as these.;

'

The Rod Position Indication System provides direct visual displays of each

i
6
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control rod assembly position. The unit computer alarm is actuated for devia-

tion of. rods from their banks. In addition a rod insertion limit monitor pro-
"

vides an audible and visual alarm to warn the operator that an abnorma! con-
'

dition is approaching due to dilution. The low-low insertion limit alarm
alerts the operator to follow emergency boration procedures. The facility
reactivity control systems are such that. acceptable fuel damage limits are
not exceeded even in the event of a single malfunction of either system.

An important feature of the Rod Control System is that insertion is
provided by gravity fall of the rods.

In all analyst;s involving reactor trip, the single, highest worth rod
cluster control assembly is postulated to remain untripped in its full out
position.

One way of detecting a stuck control rod assembly is available f rom ~the
actual rod position information displayed on the control board. The control

35 | board posi tion readouts, one for each full length rod, give the operator |
the actual position of the rod in steps. The indications are grouped by banks
(e.g., CONTROL BANK A, CONTROL BANK B, etc.) to indicate to the operator the

-)deviation of one rod with respect to other rods in a bank. This serves as a
means to identify rod deviation.

The computer monitors the actual position of all rods. Should a rod
be misaligned from the other rods in that bank by more than 15 inches, the
rod deviation alarm is. actuated.

Misaligned rod cluster control assemblies are also detected and alarmed in
the Control Room via the flux til t moni toring portion of the Nuclear Ins t ru- ')
mentation System which is independent of the unit computer. -'

isolated signals derived from the Nuclear Instrumentation System are
compared with one another to determine if a preset amount of deviation of
average power level has occurred. Should such a deviation occur, the
comparator output operates a bistable unit to actuate a control board
annunc ia to r. This alarm alerts the operator to a power imbalance caused
by a misaligned rod. By' use of individual rod position re-douts, the -l
operator can determine the deviating control rod and take corrective
action. The design of the plant control systems meets the requirements
of criteria 23 of 10CFR50 Appendix A.

35

The Boron Recycle System can compensate for all xenon burnout reactivity
transients without exception.

The Rod Control System can compensate for xenon burnout reactivity transients
over the allowed range of rod travel. Xenon burnout transients of larger
magnitude must be accommodated by borat.lon or by reactor trip (which ,

eliminates the burnout).,

.|
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The Boron Recycle System is not used to compensate for the reactivity effects
of fuel / water temperature changes accompanying power level changes.

The Rod Control System can compensate for the reactivity effect of fuel / water
temperature changes accompanying power level changes over the full range from
full load to no load at the design maximum load uprate.

Automatic control of the rods is limited to the' range of approximately 15
percent to 100 percent of rating.

The Boron Recycle System maintains the reactor in the cold shutdown state
irrespective of the disposition of the control rods.

7 7.2.3 Step Load Changes Without Steam Dumo

The Reactor Control System restores equilibrium conditions, without a trip,
following a plus or minus 10 percent step change in load demand, over the
15 to 100 percent power range for automatic control. Steam dump is_ blocked
for load decrease less than or equal to 10 percent. A load demand greater
than full power is prohibited by the turbine control-load Ilmit devices.

The Reactor Control System minimizes the reactor coolant average temperature
deviation during the transient within a given value and restores average
temperature to the programmed setpoint. Excessive pressurizer pressure
variations are prevented by using spray and heaters and power relief valves
in the pressurizer.

The control system must limit nuclear power overshoot to acceptable values
i following a 10 percent increase in load to 100 percent.

7.7.2.4 Loading and Unloading

Ramp loading and unloading of 5 percent per minute can be accepted over the
15 to 100 percent power range under automatic control without tripping the
unit. The function of the control system is to maintain the coolant
average temperature as a function of turbine generator load.

The coolant average temperature increases during loading and causes a con-
tinuous insurge to the pressurizer as a result of coolant expansion. The
sprays limit the resulting pressure increase. Conversely, as the coolant
average temperature is decreasing during unloading, there is a continuous
outsurge from the pressurizer resulting from coolant contraction. The
pressurizer water level is programmed such that the water level is above the
setpoint for heater cutout during the loading and unloading transients.
The primary concern during loading is to limit the overshoot in nuclear .

power and to provide sufficient margin in the overtemperature AT setpoint.

The automatic load controls are designed to adjust the unit generation to
match load requirements within the limits of the unit capability and
licensed rating.

35 |Duringrapidloadingtransients,adropinreactorcoolant temperature is |
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sometimes used to increase core power. This mode of operation is apnlied when
the control rods are not inserted deep enough into the core to supply all the '}reactivity requirements of the rapid load increase (the boron control system
is relatively ineffective for rapid power charges). The reduction in tempera-
ture is initiated by continued turbine loading past the point where the control
rods are completely withdrawn from the core. The temperature drop is recovered
and nominal conditions restored by a boron dilution operation.

Excessive drops in coolant temperature are prevented by interlock C-16. This
interlock circuit monitors the auctioneered low coolant temperature indications
and the programmed reference temperature which is a function of turbine impulse
pressure and causes a turbine loading stop when the decreased temperature reaches
the setpoints. |

The core axial power distribution is controlled during the reduced temperature
return to power by placing the control rods in the manual mode when the ad operat-
ing limits are approached. Placing the rods in manual will stop further changes in
46 and it will also initiate the required drop in coolant temperature. Normally
power distribution control is not required during a rapid power increase and the '\rods will proceed, under the automatic rod control system, to the top of the core.
The bite position is reestablished at the end of the transient by decreasing the
coolant boron concentration.

7.7.2.5 Load Rejection Furnished By Steam Dump System

)

N.
N,

f
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,3|whenaloadrejectionoccursand>thedifferencebetween,therequired' tempera- |'

ture setpoint of the Reactor Coolant System and the actual average cemoera-
ture exceeds a predetermined amount, a signal actuates the steam dump to
maintain the Reactor Coolant System temperature within control range until
a new equilibrium condition is reached..

The reactor power is reduced at a . rate consistent with the capability of the
Rod Control System. Reduction of the reactor power is automatic. The steam
dump flow reduction is as fast as rod cluster control assemblies are capable
of inserting negative react,vity.

The Rod Control System can then reduce the re:ctor temperature to a new
equilibrium value without causing overtemperature and/or overpressure
conditions. The steam dump steam flow capacity is 85 percent of full load
steam flow at full load steam pressure.

The steam dump flow reduces proportionally.as the control rods act to reduce
the average coolant temperature. The artificial load is therefore removed

; as the coolant average temperature is restored to its programmed equilibrium
' value.t

The dump valves are modulated by the reactor coolant average temperature
signal. -The required number of steam dump valves can be tripped quickly to
stroke full open or modulate, depending upon the magnitude of the temperature
error signal resulting from loss of' load.

7 7.2.6 Reactor Trip

| 25

$ The unit i s ope ra ted wi th a p ro-
grammed average temperature as a function of load, v..th the full load average,

temperature significantly greater than the equivalent saturation pressure of
the safety valve setpoint. The thermal capacity of' the Reactor Coolant
System is greater than that of the secondary system, and because the full

; load average temperature is greater than the no load temperature, a heat
sink is required to remove heat stored in the reactor coolant to prevent
actuation of steam generator safety valves for a trip from full power. This

~

i

'

heat sink is provided by the combination of controlled release of steam to
the condenser and by makeup of cold feedwater to the steam generators.

A

The Steam Dump System is controlled by the reactor coolant average temper-
atere signal whose setpoint values are programmed as a function of turbine

; load. Actuation of the steam dump is rapid to prevent actuation of the

! steam generator safety valves. With the dump valves open, the average coolant
temperature starts to reduce quickly to the no load setpoint. A di rect

i feedback of temperature acts to proportionally close the valves to minimize
the total amount of steam which is bypassed.

i 25| Following a reactor trip, the feedwater flow is cet of f when the average |
j coolant temperature decreases below a given temperature or when the steam
j generator water level' reaches a given high level.

t

:
!
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- Additional feedwater. makeup is then controlled manually to restore and main-
tain steam generator water level while assuring that the reactor coolant
temperature is at the desi red value. Residual heat removal is neintained-
by the steam header pressure controller (manually selected) which controls
the amount of steam flow to the condensers. This controller operates a
portion of the same-steam dump valves to the condensers which are used during

25| the initial transient following a reactor trip. |
~

The pressurizer pressure and level fall rapidly during the transient because
of coolant contraction.

25
If. heaters become uncovered following the trip',

the Chemical and Volume Control System provides full charging flow to
restore water level in the pressurizer. Heaters are then turned on to
restore pressurizer- pressure to normal .

The steam ' dump and feedwater control systems are designed to prevent the
average coolant temperature f rom falling below the programmed no load temp-
erature following the trip to ensure adequate reactivity shutdown margin.

<,

I

A
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Table 7.2.1-1 (Page 2 of 4)

List of Reactor Trips

Reactor Trip Coincident logic Interlocks Comments

7. . overpower AT 2/4 No Interlocks

8. Pressurizer low pressure 2/4 Interlocked with P-7 Blocked below P-7

9 Pressurizer high pressure 2/4 No Interlocks

10. Pressurlzer high water level 2/3 Interlocked with P-7 Blocked below P-7

11. Low reactor coolant flow 2/3 in any loop Interlocked with P-7 and Low flow in one loop will cause

P-8 a reactor trip when above P-8

and a low flow in two loops will

cause a reactor trip when above

P-7 Blocked below P-7

12. Reactor coolant pump 2/4 Interlocked with P-7 Low . voltage to DCP notors permitted

35 below P-7under voltage

.

.
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Table 7.2.1-1 (Page 3 of 4)

List of Reactor Trips

Reactor Trip Coincident Logic Interlocks Comments

13 Reactor coolant pump bus 2/4 Interlocked with P-7 under frequency on 2 buses will

trip all reactor coolant pumpunderfrequency

breakers and cause reactor trip;

reactor trip blocked below P-7.

14, Low-low steam 2/4 in any loop No Interlocks

35
generator water level

15. Safety injection Coincident with No Interlocks (See Section 7.3 for Engineered

signal actuation of Safety Features actuation con-

sdfety injection dItIons)

25
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Table 7.2.1-1 (Page 4 of 4)

List of Reactor Trips

Reactor Trip Coincident Logic Interlocks Comments

|35 16. Manual 1/2 No Interlocks"

.
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Table 7.2.1-2 (1 of 2)
'

Protection System Interlocks

Desig-
nation De riva t ion Function

i POWER ESCALATION PERMISSIVES

P-6 1/2 Neutron flux (intermediate- Allows manual block of source
range) above setpoint range reactor trip

2/2 Neutron flux (intermediate- Defeats the. block of source
range) below setpoint range reactor trip

P-10 2/4 Neutron flux (power-range) Allows manual block of power
above setpoint range (Iow setpoint) reactor .')

'
trip

Allows manual block of
intermediate range reactor
trip and intermediate range
rod stops (C-1)

Blocks source range reactor T

trip (de-energizes source range j
high voltage for equipment
protectior.) ,

3/4 Neutron flux (power-range) Defeats the block of power
below setpoint range (low setpoint) reactor

trip.

Defeats the block of inter- ,/
.

mediate range reactor trip
and intermediate range rod
stops (C-1)

Input to P-7

11 BLOCKS OF REACTOR TRIPS

P-7 3/4 Neutron flux (power-range) Absence of sinnal blocks'~

below setpoint (from P-10) reactor trip o..:

and Low flow in more than one loop.

5.| 2/2 Turbine impulse chamber under vol tage, underfrequency,- |

25|
pressure below setpoint pressurizer low

|(from P-13) pressure, and pressurizer high
level

j
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Table 7.2.1-1 (Page 4 of 4)

List of Reactor Trips

Reactor Trlp Coincident logic Interlocks Comments

35|16. Manual I/2 No Interlocks

35
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Table 7.2.1-2 (1 of 2) .

~.

.

Protection System Interlocks

Des ig-
nation De riva t ion Function

i POWER ESCALATION PERMISSIVES

P-6 1/2 Neutron flux (intermediate- Allows manual block of source
range) above setpoint range reactor trip

2/2 Neutron flux (intermediate- Defeats the block of source
range) below setpoint range reacto? .rlp

P-10 2/4 Neutron flux (power-range) Allows manual block of pcwer s

above setpoint range (low setpoint) reactor )
'

trip

Allows manual block of
intermediate range reactor
trip and intermediate range
rod stops (C-1)

^Blocks source range reactor g-

trip (de-energizes source range j-
high voltage for equipment
protection)

3/4 Neutron flux (power-range) Defeats the block of power

below setpoint range (Iow setpoint) reactor
trip

Defeats the block of inter- ,,/

mediate range reactor trip
and intermediate range rod
stops (C-1)

Input to P-7

11 BLOCKS OF REACTOR TRIPS

P-7 3/4 Neutron flux (power-range) Absence of signal blocks
below setpoint (from P-10) reactor trip on:

and Low flow in more than one loop.

5| 2/2 Turbine impulse chamber under vol tage, underf requency, |

25|
pressure below setpoint pressurizer low

|(from P-13) pressure, and pressurizer high
level

)

Revision 25
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Table 7.2.1-2 (2 of 2)
.

; Protection System Interlocks

'

Desig-
' nation Derivation Function

P-8 2/4 Neutron . flux (power-range) Absence of signal blocks
above setpoint reactor trip on low flow

35| P-13 2/2 Turbine impulse chamber input to P-7 1

20 pressure below setpoint

!

4

e

i

d

Revision 35
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Table 7.2.1-3

Reactor Protection System Instrument Accuracles

See
Reactor Trip Signal System Accuracy Note

_

: . -

1. Power-range high neutron flux il percent of full power

2. Inte rmed ia te-range . hi gh +5 percent of full scale (a)'

'Ilpercentgffullgcale ' ( a) .neutron flux
- from 10 to 10"

~

,

ampe res

| 3 Source range high 15 percent of full scale (a)
neutron flux;

i
; 4. Power-range high positive - 15 percent (a) -

neutron flux rate )
5 Power-range h"igh negative 15 percent' (a)

neutron flux rate

6. Overtemperature AT 13.2 F

7 Overpower AT 12 7 F

8. Pressurizer low pressure 118 psi

9 Pressurizer high pressure 114 psi

10. Pressurizer high water level 12.3 percent of full range
op between taps at design
temperature and pressure. I,

4

11. Low reactor coolant flow 12.5 percent of full flow (a) ./
within range of 70
percent to 100 percent>

of full flow

35 l 12. Reactor coolant pump 15 percent of rated voltage |
51 under voltage,

| -

;- 13. Reactor coolant pump bus 10.1 Hz
underfrequency

,

.

35 14. Low-low steam generator 12.3 percent of ap signal
water level over pressure range of

700 to 1200 psig

35 | (a) _ Reproducibility
| j.

Revision 35
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Table 7.2.1-4 (1 of 5)

Reactor Trip Correlation

Trtp (a) Accident (b) Tech. Spec. (c)

21 | 1) Power-Range 1) Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control 2.2 |

. High Neutron Assembly Bank Withdrawal From A
Flux Trip Suberitical Condition (15.2.1)
(Low
Setpoint)

2) Excessive Heat Removal Due to
Feedwater System Malfunctions
(15.2.10)

3) Rupture of a Control Rod Drive
Mechanism Housing (15.4.6)

t

'21 | 2) Powe r-Range 1) Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control 2.2 i

High Neutron Assembly Bank Withdrawal From A
Flux Trip Subcritical Condition (15.2.1)
(High
Setpoint)

2) Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control
Assembly Bank Withdrawal at
Power (15.2.2)

3) Startup of an inactive Reactor
Coolant Loop (15.2.6)

4) Excessive Heat Removal Due to
Feedwater System Malfunctions
(15.2.10)

5) Excessive Load increase
incident (15.2.11),

6) Accidental Depressurization
of the Main Steam System
(15.2.13)

7) Major Secondary Systam Pipe
Rupture (15.4.2)

8) Rupture of a Control Rod Drive
Mechanism Housing (Rod Cluster
Control Assembly Ejection) -

(15.4.6)

Revision 21
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Table 7.2.1-4 (4 of 5)

Reactor Trip Correlation

Trip (a) A:cident (b) Tech. Spec. (c)

21| 11) Pressurizer 1) Uncontrolled Rod Cluster 2.2 !

High Water Control Assembly Bank at
Level Trip Power (15.2.2)

2) Loss of External Electrical
Load and/or Turbine Trip
( 15.2. 7)

!21| 12) Low Reactor 1) Partial Loss of Forced Reactor 2.2
; Coolant Flow Coolant Flow (15.2.5)

2) Loss of Off-Site Power to the
Station Auxillaries (Station
Blackout) (15 2.9)

3) Complete Loss of Forced Reactor
Coolant Flow (15.3.4)

21 | 13) Reactor Complete Loss of Forced 2.2 |
Coolant Reactor Coolant Flow (15 3.4) i

l Pump

35| g
5 Under voltage

Trip

21 | 14) Reactor Complete Loss of Forced 2.2 |
Coolant Reactor Coolant Flow (15.3.4)
Pump Bus
Underfre-
quency Trip

35
Lw-lw L ss of Normal Feedwater 2.2

15) Steam Gen- (15.2.8)
erator Water
Level Trip

35 | 16) Turbine 1) Loss of Off-Site Power to the 2.2 {
Trip upon a Station Auxiliaries (Station

| Reactor Trip Blackout) (15.2.9)25

2) Excessive Heat Removal due to
| Feedwater System Malfunction

.

Revision 35
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Table 7.2.1-4 (5 of 5)

,

Reactor Trio Correlation

Trio (a) Accident (b) Tech. Soec. (c)

25

35 | 17) Safety Accidental Depressurization of see note e l
injection the Main iteam System (15.2.13)
Signal
Actuation
Trip

35 | 13) Manual Trip Available for all Accidents see note d |(chapter 15)

|

.s

Revision 35
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TABLE 7.3 1-1

Instrumentation Operating Condition For Enoineered Safety Features

NO. OF
NO. OF CHANNELS

NO. FUNCTIONAL UNIT CHANNELS TO TRIP

1 SAFETY INJECTION
.

a. Manual 2 1

b. High Cocieinment Pressure 3 2

c. Low Steam Line Pressure 3/ Steam line 2/ Steam line in
any steam line. '

35, s

d. Pressurizer Low Pressure * 4 2

35

2 CONTAINMENT SPRAY

a. Manual -2 1
r

b. Containment Pressure 4 2

High-High

Permissible bypass if reactor coolant pressure less than 1900 psig.*

Revision 35
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TABLE 7 3 1-2

Instrument Doeratino Conditions For Isolation Functions

NO. OF
NO. OF CHANNELS

NO. FUNCTIONAL UNIT CHANNELS TO TRIP

1. CONTAINMENT ISOLATION

a. Automatic Safety See item No. 1
injection (Phase A) (b) through (d)

of Table 7.3.1-1

b. Containment Pressure See item No. 2
(Phase B) (b) of Table 7 31-1

* c. Manual
Phase A 2 1

Phase B See item No. 2 (a)
of Table 7.3 1-1

2. STEAM LINE ISOLATION

a. Low Steam Line Pressure See item No. 1 (c)
of Table 7 3.1-1

b. Containment Pressure See item No. 2 (b)
High-High of Table 7.3.1-1

c. Manual I/ loop l/ loop

d. H gh Negative Steam Line 3/ Steam line in 2/ Steam line
35 Pressure Rate any steam line

3 FEEDWATER LINE ISOLATION

a. Safety injection See item No. 1
of Table 7.3.1-1

|
|

Revision 35
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TABLE 7.3.1-3 (1 of 2)
D.

Interlocks For Engineered Safety Features Actuation System ,/
,

Designation input Function Performed'

'
P-4 Reactor trip Actuates turbine' trip

Closes main feedwater falves
on T,yg below setpoint

Prevents opening of main
feedwater valves which were
closed by safety' injection
or high steam generator
water level f<

Allows manual reset / block
of the automatic reactuation
of safety injection .

Blocks steam dump control
via load rejection T

35 controller. '"9'

Makes steam dump valves
available for either tripping ,

.

or modulation )_

Reactor not tripped Defeats the manual reset / block
preventing automatic reactuation
of safety injection

Blocks steam dump control

35 via plant trip T,yg controller. ,,
,

o-

P-11 2/3 Pressurizer pressure Allows manual block of safety |
*

; below setpoint injection actuation on low

| pressurizer pressure signal. -

| Allows manual block of safety
injection actuation and steam
line is lati n n I w c mpensatedj

35 steam line pressure signal and
allows steam line isolation on
high steam line negative pressure
rate.,

>

>

i

''
| Revision 35
,
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TABLE 7 3 1-3 (2 of 2)

Interlocks For Engineered Safety Features Actuation System

Designation input Function Performed

2/3 Pressurizer pressure Defeats manual block of
above setpoint safety injection actuation and

steam line isolation on Ita-
steam line pressure and de wats
steam line isolation on high sicam-

35
line negative pressure rate.

Reinstates automatically safety
injection and steamline isolation
on low steam line pressure and
automatically blocks steam line
negative pressure rate.

,

P-12 2/4 T below setpoint Allows manual bypass of steam
8V9 dump block for the cooldown valves

only

Blocks steam dump

3/4 T above setpoint Defeats the manual bypass of
avg steam dump block

P-14 2/3 Steam generator water -Closes all feedwater control valves
level above setpoint on

any steam generator

Trips all main feedwater pumps

35
which closes the pump discharge
valves.

Actuates turbine trip.

35
|

!

i

Revision 35
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Table 7.4.1-1

Auxillary Shutdown Control Panel

Controls and Indicators Available for Hot Shutdown

Indicators

Pressurizer Level*

Pressurizer Pressure
|

-11 | Reactor Coolant Loop D Hot Leg Temperature
Controls

Reciprocating Charging Pump
Nuclear Service Water Pump 1A

,

Nuclear Service Water Pump IB'

Component Cooling Water Pump 1A1

Component Cooling Water Pump 1A2

Component Cooling Water Pump 181

Component Cooling Water Pump 1B2
'

Pressurizer Heater Backup Group 'l A'
Pressurizer Heater Backup Group '18'
Boric Acid Transfer Pump 1A
Boric Acid Transfer Pump IB
Letdown Orifice Isolation Valve - INV457A
Letdown Orifice isolation Valve - INV458A !

Letdown Orifice isolation Valve - INV459A ,

11 ,

Centrifugal Charging Pump 1A
Centrifugal Charging Pump 13

( Boric Acid Charging Pumps Valve - INV265B
Auxiliary Spray Supply to Pressurizer isolation Valve - INV21A
NV Supply to NC Loop 4 isolation Valve - INV16A

yy NV Supply to NC Loop 1 Isolation Valve - INV138 y
' '

Pressurizer #1 Power Operated Safety Relief Valve - INC34A
19 Pressurizer !! Power Operated Safety Relief Valve - INC32B '

Pressurizer #1 Power Operated Safety Relief Valve - INC368 s
/NC Loop 3 Supply to Excess Letdown Hx. #1 Isolation Valve - INV24B

NC Loop 3 Supply to Excess Letdown Hx, #1 Isolation Valve - INV25B
NC Letdown isolation To Regenerative Hx. #1 Valve - INVIA

11 NC Letdown isolation To Regenerative Hx. !! Valve - INV2A
BA To BA Blender Control Valve - INV267A
Excess Letdown Hx. #1 Tube Outlet Control Valve - INV26
Regenerative Hx. #1 Tube inlet Control Valve - INV241-

Note: While not used for hot shutdown, RHR controls as described in
7.4.1.5.1.6, have been provided on this panel for the operators
convenience.

.

Revision 19
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Table 7 5.I-3 Sheet 6 of 9

Control Room Indicators and/or Recorders Available to the Operator to

ibni t o r Significant Unft Parameters During Normal Operation

t:o. o'

Channels Indicated Indicator /
Parame g Avaltable Ranqe Accuracy (1) Recorder Locatlon Notes

3 T I 540 to 590*F 4*F The one channel is Control

recorded. Board

if system not available.
4. Control Rod

borate and sawle
Position

accordingly.

a. t' umber of s teps I/ group 0 to 230 steps + I step Each group is Control These signals are used-

indicated during Board in conjunction with the
of demanded rod

f rod motion. measured position signals
withdrawalj (4c) to detect. deviation of

any individual rod from the

fdemanded position. A devi-

ation will actuate an alarm |

and annunciator.

|

35

b. Full I for 0 to 228 steps 1 3 steps at Each rod position Control

length rod each full accur- is indicated. Board

measured rod acy

! 6 steps at
positton

1/2 accuracy

fievision 35
|
|

|
|
'
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Table 1.5.l-3 Sheet 7 of 9

Cnnt rol Roma indic ators and/or Recorders Available to the Operator to

Honitor significant Unit Parameters Durinq Normal Operation

tio, of

Channels Indicated Indicator /
P.ir aw w r Available R a n <w- Accu r ac y (l) Recorder tocatinn Notes

e
s. , Cor.t ro l rod 4 0 to 230 steps - 2.5/ of All 4 control rod Control 1. One channel for each

t>ank snessured total bank bank positions are Board control rod

travel recorded along with 2. An alarm and annunciator

the low-low limit is actuated when the last
alarm for each rod control bank to be

bank. withdrawn reaches the
withdraval limit, when

any rod Control l'ank

reaches the low insettlon

limit av i wher any rod

control bank reaches the

low-law insertion limit

CONTAINn[NT SYSTEM

Con t a i narn t 4 0-115/ of design 1 3.sv of All 4 channels Control
' Pressure pressure full scale indicated, one Board

E
I 15 recorded

fjf tDWATER AND STE AM SYSTEMS

1. Auxiliary feed- t/ Feed 50 to 800 9pm 3.5/ All channels Control One channel to measure the

water flow line Indicated. Board flow to each steam generator

2. Steam 9enerator 3/ Steam +7 to -5 f eet 1 4! of All channels Control

level (nairow generator from nominal full AP indicated. The Board

sany) load level (hot) channels used

f or cont rol are

recorded.

____.

RevIslon 8
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PRESSURIZER PRESSURE
SIGNAL

REFERENCE PRESSURE

(+) E (-)

U

FID
CONTROLLER

WIDE RANGE WIDE RANGE
LOOP TEMP. RCS PRESS.

REMOTE MANUAL
POSITIONING

SPRAY
CONTROLLER

../

'r u u y u U 't

'*% POWER POWER TO BACKUP TOVARIABLE

OVER PROTECTION RELtEF RELIEF HEATER HEATER

CONTROL FUNCTION VALVES VALVE CONTROL CONTROL
#2 & 3 #1

BLOCK D? AGRAM OF PRESSURIZER '
,

( - PRESSURE CONTROL SYSTEM ./

Sna ren McGUIRE NUCLEAR STATION'W Figure 7.7.1-4
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NUCLEAR FLUX
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STEAM GENER ATORPROGRAMMER
WATER LEVEL SIGNAL
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1I

STEAM FLOW FEEDWATER FILTER
SIGNAL FLOW SIGNAL

I
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v
!

PI CONTROLLER PICONTROLLER-

!

REMOTE MANUAL POWER RANGE
POSIONING NEUTRON FLUX

,

\
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U U

*
PiCONTROLLER GAIN ; ['
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MAIN FEEDWATER FEEDWATE R
CONTROL VAI.VE BYPASS VALVE
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!-
"

FEEDWATER BYPASS
MAIN FEEDWATER VALVE POSITION

CONTROL VALVE POSITION

'
BLOCK DI AGRAM OF STEAM GENERATOR
WATER LEVEL CONTROL SYSTEM,

I Natt McGUIRE NUCLEAR STATION,*M Figure 7.7.1-6 ./
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35| Table 9.3.1-3 (Page I of 3)
|

Unit i Valves Aligned to Blackout Air Supply

26| Blackout g
Air lleader

Number Location Alignment Valve Name

ICA36 AB B Aux FDWP No 1 Disch to Stm Gen ID Control

ICA40 AB B Aux FDWP IB Disch to Stm Gen ID Control

ICA44 AB B Aux FDWP IB Disch to Stm Gen IC Control

ICA48 AB B Aux FCWP No 1 Disch to Stm Gen 1C Control

ICA52 AB A Aux FDWP No 1 Disch to Stm Gen IB Control

ICA56 AB A Aux FDWP 1A Disch to Stm Gen IB Control

ICA60 AB A Aux FDWP 1A disch to Stm Gen IA Control

ICA64 AB A Aux FDWP No 1 Disch to Stm Gen 1A Control
20 INC328 RB B Pressurizer No 1 Power Operated Safety ReIIef

INC34A RB A Pressurizer No 1 Power Operated Safety Relief

INC368 RB B Pressurizer No 1 Power Operated Safety Rellef

IN123A A8 A BIT Recirc Auto isolation

IN120B AB B BIT Recirc Auto isolation
IN141A AB A Boron inj Recirc Pumps Discharge Auto Block

' INVIA RB A NC Letdown isol to Regenerative HX No 1

INV2A RB A NC Letdown Isol to Regenerative HX No 1

I NVl38 RB B NV Supply to NC Loop 1 Isolation

INV16A RB A NV Supply to NC Loop 4-isolation

INV21A RB A NV Aux Spray Supply to Pressurizer Isolation

INV24B RB B NC Loop 3 Supply to Excess Letdown HX No 1 Isolation

INV258 RB B NC Loop 3 Supply to Excess Letdown llX No 1 Isolation

Revision 35
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33 | Table 9.3.1-3 (Page 2 of 3) !

26| Blackout |
Air Header

Nun.be r Location Alignment Valve Name

INV26 RB B Excess Letdown HX No 1 Tube Outlet Control

INV124 AB A Low Pressure Letdown Control

INV137A AB A NC Filters Outlet Three Way Control

INV238 AB A Centrifugal Charging Pumps Disch Control

INV241 AB B Regenerative HX Ho 1 Tube inlet Control

INV267A AB A Boric Acid to Boric Acid Blender Control

20 INV457A RB A Letdown Orifice IC Outlet Containment isolation
INV458A RB A Letdown Orifice IB Outlet Containment isolation
INV439A RB A Letdown Orifice 1A Outlet Containment isolation
IRN442A AB A Control Room Air Conditioning Condenser A Control No |

IRV445A AB A Control Room Air Conditioning Condenser A Control No 2

1RN457B AB B Control Room Air Conditioning Condenser B Control No i
1RN460B AB B Control Room Air Conditioning Condenser B Control No 2
ISMI DH B Hain Steam ID isolation
ISH3 DH A Main Steam IC isolation
ISMS DH B Main Steam 1B Isolation

ISM 7 DH A Main Steam lA isolation
ISVI Dil A Main Steam ID Power Operated Relief

ISV7 DH B Hain Steam IC Power Operated Relief

ISVl3 DH B Main Steam IB Power Operated Relief

ISV19 DH A Main Steam lA Power Operated Relief

IRV79A AB A Upper Cont. Vent. Unit Supply Cont. Isolation

1RV80B RB B Upper Cont. Vent Unit Supply Cont. Isolation35
IRV101A RB A Upper Cont. Vent Unit Discharge Cont. Isolation

IRV102B AB B Upper Cont. Vent Unit Discharge Cont. Isolation

Revision 35
|
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Table 9.3.1-3 (Fage 3 of 3)
'

Blackout
Air lleader

.Humber Location Alighment Valve Name

IRV32A AB A Lower Cont. Vent Unit Supply Cont. Isolation

IRV338 RB B Lower Cont. Vent. Unit Supply Cont. Isolation

IRV76A RB A Lower Cont. Vent. Unit Discharge Cont. Isolation

IRV77B AB B Lower Cont. Vent. Unit Discharge Cont. Isolation

l IRF821A AB A Cont. Fire Protection Supply Cont. Isolation

IRF832A AB A Cont. Fire Protection Supply Cont. Isolation

| i

Revision 35
New Page
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Table 9.3.4-1
-

Chemical and Volume Control System Desion' Parameters (Per Unit)
-

General

Seal water supply flow rate, for four reactor coolant pumps,
nominal, gpm 32

Seal water. return flow rate, for four reactor coolont pumps,
nominal, gpm 12

Letdown Flow:
Normal, gpm 75
Maximum purification, gpm 120

x

Charging Flow (excludes seal water):
55Normal, gpm -

Maximum prufication, gpm 100 ''
,

Temperature of letdown reactor coolant entering system, F' 557.3-

Temperature of charging flow directed to Reactor Coolant System, F' 516
~

~F

,

.

Temperature of effluent directed to Boron Recycle System F 115

Centrifugal charging pump bypass flow (each), gpm 60
4 --

'
'

Amount of 4% boric acid solution required to meet cold shutdown
''

requirements at the end of a core cycle with the most reactive
control rod stuck out of the core, gallons 14,700

Maximum pressurization required for hydrostatic testing
of Reactor Coolant System, psig 3107

.

? 4

:./'

1

)
,.

.
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Table 10.3.2-1

Main Steam Supply System
Main Steam Line Safety Valves

Number of mala steam lines 4

Number of valves 'per main steam line 5

Total number of safety valves 20

Desion Data For Valves in Each Main Steam Line

Set Pressure Flow
Valve No. (psic) (1b/hr),

_/ 35 | 1 ,1170 608,832 |
I, 2 51190 616,511

3 1205 907,165*

4 ' 1220 918,325
35 | 5 1225 925.765 |

- Total per line 3,976,698

' Total capacity' for four lines ib/hr = 15,906,392

.I

.

@

4

i
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' '' ' 'Table 16.4.1-1- s

]~ l t

~ Main Condenser Performance And bata
'

7

- , _
.

\'

>
,

' ,y - (s Characteristics Shell A Shell B'~ Shell C
, .. s

,1 Total'' heat load, Btu /hr 2.5589 x 109 2.5589 x 109 '2.5589 x 109

, _, '
- Design absolute pressure - '','

in> condensing zone in', s
._

-
~

' Hg|(with 60*F circulating
.

s

water temperawre at inlet
'

4_

. <
~ \.

1.46 1.46 1.46to shells) '

\,

Vg- g,

,q Maximum absolute pressure in ;(
' condensing zone in. Hg

,

'
'

(with 79'F circulating water
temperature at inlet to

she1Is) i 2.40 2.40 2.40
/

Cirhulating water flow, GFw 319,867 319,867 319,867

~

Average velocity in tube,
. ft/sec 70 7.0 7.0

Effective si rface area, . .[ j '

ft2 245,370 245,370 245,370 e

Cleanliness factor, % 95 95 95

Tube outside diameter, in. 1.0 1.0 1.0
'

Tube SWG 22- 22 22

Tube overall length, ft 45.01 45.01 45.01 j

Nuecer of. Tubes:
304 Sta!.11e'ss Steel 20,944 20,944 20,944

Condensate stored at normal
operating level, gal. 56,667- 56,667 56,667

'

-
.
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c. Level Instrumentation

0WMLT5000-Laundry and Hot Shower Tank Level-This instrument indicates liquid
level in the laundry and hot shower tank, both at the WPS panel and locally.
The instrument also provides high and low level alarms at the system panel
and interlocks the laundry and hot shower pump with the tank. level, so that
the pump automatically shuts off when the level falls below a predetermined
value. Then the floor drain tank pump is taking suction f rom the Laundry

4 and Hot Shower Tank, the floor drain tank pump will be automatically shut
off on low level.

0WMLT5050-Floor Drain Tank Level-This instrument indicates liquid level in
the floor drain tank, both at the systs , panel and locally, the instrument
also provides high and low level alarms at the system panel, and interlocks
the floor drain tank pump with the tank level, so that the pump automatically
shuts off when the level falls below a predetermined value. The Laundry and

4 Hot Shower Pump is automatically shut off on low level when it is aligned to
the floor drain tank.

J /

( OWMLT5260-Mixing and Settling Tank Level-This Instrument is used to control
valve IWM172 on the pump discharge and to provide local indication. The
mixing and settling tank pump is shutoff automatically on low level.

0WMLT5090-Waste Monitor Tank A Level-0WMLT5100 Waste Monitor Tank B Level-
These instruments indicate liquid level in the waste monitor tanks, provide
high and low level alarms on the WPS Panel, and interlock the waste monitor
pumps with tank level, so that the pumps shut off automatically if the level
falls below a predetermined value. Level indicators are located on the WPS

35 | panel. |

d. Flow Instrumentation

OWMFT5130, 1WMFT5140-Waste Monitur Tank A Pump Flow, Waste Monitor Tank B
Pump Flow-These instruments indicate waste monitor pump flow on the system ,

panel.
,

0WMPG5250-Wante Flow to Mixing and Settling Tank-This instrument provides
local indication of waste flow to this tank.

Floor Drain Tank Subsystem

a. Pressure instrumentation
,

|

| 30 |OWMPG5070andOWMPG5350-FloorDrainTankFilterDifferentialPressure-These |
| instruments provide local indication of the differential pressure across the

floor tank filter. The AP across the filter at full flow may be used to determine'

filter cleanliness.

| OWMPG5060 Floor Drain Tank Pump Discharge Pressure-This instrument provides
'

local indication of the discharge pressure of the floor drain tank pump.

b. Temperature instrumentation
4;

5 OWMTE5330 Floor Drain Tank Temperature-This instrument provides a computer
alarm on high temperature.

11.2-15 Revision 35
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Ventilation Unit Condensate Orain Tank Subsystem

a. Pressure Instrurnentation

l IWLPG5610,-lWLPG5630-Vent Unit Condensate Drain Tank Pump Discharge Pressure-
i . This instrumentation provides local indication of the discharge pressure of

the pumps.4

4 b. ' Level Instrumentation

IWLLT5590-Vent Unit Condensate Drain Tank Level-This instrument indicates
liquid level of the ventilation unit condensate drain tank in the control
room. The instrument interlocks the ventilation unit condensate drain tank
pump with the tank level, so that the pump automatically shuts off when the
level falls below a predetenmined value.

11.2.4 OPERATING PROCEDURES

i
~

The Liquid Waste Recycle System and the Liquid Waste Monitor and Disposal 3

System are operated manually except for some functions of the reactor coolant,

; drain tank subsystem and the mixing and settling tank operation. The system
includes adequate control equipment to protect the system components and

.

Instrumentation and alarm functions to provide operator ir, formation to assure .

'

| proper system operatfor.
.

11.2.4.1 Normal coeration
-

Operation of the system is essentially the same during all phases of normal )
'

reactor operation; the only differences are in the . load on the system. The
followina sections discuss the operation of the system in performing its

-
r

M
i

i

f

|
;
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|
[
l

i
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|

|
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Radiation detectors are located in the waste effluent paths and provide

back-up to laboratory analysis for the control of releases by supplying
interlocks to automatically terminate releases at predetermined
radioactivity concentrations.

The parameter measured (gross gamma, gross beta, or specific isotope) and
the type of sensor selected for each location are chosen to provide
information to the operator consistent with the radioactive isotope or
combination of isotopes that are most indicative of the status of the
unit, or that are expected to be potentially limiting. Other factors
which influence the detector type and the parameter measured include
response time, required sensitivity, background, and the availability of
equipment to measure the minute radioactive concentrations consistent
with regulatory limits. Dilution factors and/or integrated sampilng are
required to approach these sensitivities, particularly for airborne
particulate, iodine, and liquid effluents. ,

The overall range of the process radiation monitoring instrumentation;
encompasses the full range of radioactive concentrations expecteds

including postulated loss of coolant accident concentrations. For some
applications, the magnitude of these ranges require dual Instrumentation
with widely different sensitivity characteristics. Where more than one
sensor is necessary to insure coverage of the full range, overlap of
ranges is provided.

An analog display which indicates the activity being sensed is provided
in the Control Room for each monitoring channel. Analog outputs from all
monitoring channels are also recorded on multipoint recorders located in
the Control Room.

Control Room alarms are incorporated for annunciating high radioactivity
from all monitoring channels, for annunciating loss of sample flow to
detectors where off stream monitoring is incorporated, and for annunciating
failed or abnormal monitor operation such as torn or depleted filter paper
on airborne particulate monitors. The signal conditioning and readout
package for each monitor channel includes a high level contact output, the
setpoint for which is adjustable over the full range of the instrument.
Basis for setpoints of each monitoring channel are included with the
description of that channel.

In addition to providing high alarm information, interlocks are pro
from monitors sensing radioactivity in the unit vents, waste gas effluent
waste liould effluent, steam generator blowdown and recycle, steam
generator sampling, component cooling water, and Control Room ventilation.
The interlocks are obtained in the same manner as the alarms with identical
setpoint capability.

11.4.2.1 Liquid Monitoring

Table 11.4.2-1, IIquid process radiation m; 2 ;oring equipment, is a summary
of continuous monitoring equipment. These moniinrs provide indication of
radioactive concentrations within closed piping systems and provide an

\ alarm for high concentrations in these systems. The systems monitored
include those which are expected to be contaminated with radioactive

11.4-2
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fission or corrosion products ar.d those systems which would become
contaminated due to component failure such as steam generator or heat
exchanger tube leaks. A description of each monitor is provided on a per
unit basis. The total number of monitors for the station is Indicated on
the referenced table.

11.4.2.1.1 Reactor Coolant Monitor

A process radiation monitor sampler assembly consisting of a lead shielded
sodium iodide (NaI) scintillation crystal, a photomultiplier tube, a pre-
amplifier, and an electrically positioned check source is designed to
continuously sense gross gamma in a sample of reactor coolant. Signal
conditioning, counting, indicating, recording, and alarming equipment are
located in the Control Room. The sampler assembly is located in an
accessable area of the Auxiliary Building. To permit decay of activity
not Indicative of fuel clad integrity, primarily N16, a delay of approximately
one minute is incorporated in the sample transport from the reactor to the
detector. The range of the instrument is approximately I X 10-2 Ci/ml to
1 X 103 pCI/ml. This range is compatible with the calculated activities of
5 x 10-2 pcl/mi for corrosion products and 125 pCi/mi for one percent fuel ;

de fect s.

Abnormal conditions of high activity or loss of sample flow are alarmed
in the Control Room. The setpoint for high activity is adjustable over
the full range of the instrument. Within limits of coolant activity
established in the Technical Specifications, the high activity setpoint
is adjusted to alarm a significant change in reactor coolant activity.
Depending upon the magnitude of the change, the operator can verify the }
change by laboratory analysis and/or reduce reactor power. The loss of /

sample flow alarm initiates operator action to determine the cause for
the loss and to re-establish the reactor coolant sample flow to the
detector.

11.4.2.1.2 Conventional Waste Water Treatment System Monitor ,

The conventional waste water treatment system monitor continuously monitors
the liquids discharged from the turbine building for activity prior to being ,

',

!
treated in the conventional waste water treatment system, in the absence
of a primary to secondary leak, the activity of liquids discharged from the
turbine building is essentially background level and is verified by grab
sampling routines. For a known primary to secondary leak, all contaminated
materials are treated by other systems designed for this purpose. This;

| monitor will essentially be reading background level at all times and is
provided to give additional assurance of proper waste management by alarming
any detectable contamination. QO10.612

The monitor consists of an off line sample changer surrounded by 7-inches
of 4 n lead shielding with a 2" x 2" Na1 scintillation crystal and photo-
multiplier tube. This arrangement provides high sensivity to gama radiation
with minimal interference from backgroun ources. Concentrations of

35 1 1 x 10-6 ct/mi are detectable based on I Indications provided in the |; p .

Control Room consists of six decade readout, annunciation on loss of sample
flow or high activity level, and a recorded activity level. The receipt of
a high activity alarm will alert the operator to an abnormal condition.

/12 Evaluation of the source of the activity is then made to determine whether
additional processing will be necessary.

11.4-3 Revision 35
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academic or related technical training on a one-for-one, time basis. The
Operating Engineer shall hold a Senior-Reactor Operator license.

4 i

(f) Performance Engineer j

The Performance Engineer shall have a minimum of a Bachelor's degree in
35 engineering or the physical sciences and two years of responsible nuclear

power plant experience. The Performance Engineer or the Reactor Engineer
shall have two years of experience in such areas as reactor physics, core
measurements, core heat transfer, and core physics testing programs.

The Chemist shall have a minimum of five years of experience in chemistry, of
which a minimum of one year shall be in radiochemistry. A minimum of two
years of this five years of experience should be fulfilled by academic or
related technical training. A maximum of four years of this five years of
experience may be fulfilled by academic or related technical training.

[ (h) Health Physics Supervisor

The Health Physics Supervisor shall have a minimum of five years of experience
in radiation protection at a nuclear facility. A minimum of two years of this
five years of experience should be related technical training. A maximum of
four years of this five years of experience may be fulfilled by academic or
related technical training.

(I) Maintenance Engineer

4 A Maintenance Engineer shall have a high school diploma, or equivalent, and
a minimum of four years of experience in maintenance activities. A maximum
of three years of this four years of experience may be fulfilled by academic
or related technical training.

(J) Instrument and Control Enginear

The instrument and Control Engineer shall have a minimum of five years of
'

experience in instrumentation and control of which a minimum of six mont';s
shall be in nuclear instrumentation and control. A minimum of two years of
this five years of experience should be fulfilled by academic or related
technical training. A maximum of four years of this five years of experience
may be fulfilled by academic or related technical training.

(k) Shift Supervisor

A Shift Supervisor shall have the same qualifications as the Operating
Engineer.

(!) Assistant Shift Supervisor

An Assistant Shift Supervisor shall have the same qualifications as a Shift
Supervisor.

13 1-15 Revision 35
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(m) Operators }
Operators to be licensed by the NRC shall have a high school diploma, or

'

equivalent, and two years of nuclear'or fossil station experience, of which
a minimum of one year shall be nuclear station experience, in order to be
acceptable for full responsibility in a job, they shall hold an NRC Reactor
Operator license.

Operators, whether or not they are to be licensed by the NRC, should have aI

high school diploma, or equivalent, and should possess a high degree of
manual dexterity and mature judgment.

(n) Technicians

Technicians in responsible positions shall have a minimum of two years of'
experience in their specialty. These personnel should have a minimum of
one year of related technical training in addition to their experience.

.

j (o) Maintenance Personnel

! Maintenance personnel in responsible pcsitions shall have a minimum of three
years of experience in one or more crafts. They should possess a high degree
of manual dexterity and ability, and should be capable of learning and
applying basic skills in maintenance operations.

13.1.3.2 Qualifications of Station Personnel .)
Mr. Maurice D. McIntosh, station Manager, held positions as Engineering
Trainee, Junior Engineer, and Assistant Plant Engineer at a fossil-fired'

steam station after Joining Duke in 1963 He was named Operating Engineer.

}
of Oconee Nuclear Station in 1968 following completion of one year of
graduate study in Nuclear Engineering at North Carolina State University.;
He and other Oconee supervisors conducted classes for the " cold license"
trainees for the six-month period immediately prior'to six months work
experience at an operating reactor. After reporting to the Oconee site in "'
1969, Mr. McIntosh was intimately involved in the startup and operation of the

,

j Oconee Nuclear Station until being named Acting Superintendaat of McGuire
Nuclear Station in 1973 In 1974 he was named station Manager for McGuire
Nuclear Station. He received a BSME from N. C. State in 1962 and a Profes-
sfonal Degree in Nuclear Engineering from N. C. State in 1968. Mr. Mclotosh
held a Senior Reactor Operator license on Oconee Units 1 and 2.

;

Mr. George W. Cage, Operating Superintendent, joined Duke in 1967 following'

five years of experience in the U. S. Navy and six years of experience at the.

CVTR. In the U. S. Navy, as a First Class Petty Officer and quallfled reactor
operator, he directed men in startups, checkout and maintenance of reactor

6 plant controls and instrumentation. His experience at CVTR includes almost
two years as a reactor technician and over four years as a Shif t Supervisor.
He held one of the first " hot licenses" and later a Senior Operator License ;'

| at the CVTR. Prior to being named Operating Engineer in 1973, dr. Cage was
Assistant Operating Engineer and Training Shift Supervisor at the Oconee

, s

.J
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Table 14.1.1-1

Preooerational and Startuo Test Schedule

Unit 1 Unit 2

Begin Preoperational Testing Aug 1, 1976 May 1, 1978
24 Begin Hot Functional Testing Nov 1, 1978 Jul .1,1980

initial Fuel Loading Jan 1,1979 Sep 1,1980
Moveable incore Detector Functional Test
incore Thermocouple Functional Test
incore Thermocouple and RTD Cross-Calibration
Rod Position Indication Alignment

20 Rod Cluster Control Assembly Drop Time Test
Rod Control System Alignment Test
Full-Length Rod Drive Mechanism Timing Test-

Reactor Coolant System Flow Test
Reactor Coolant System Flow Coastdown Test

20 RTD Bypass Flow Verlfication
Reactor Protection System Trip Circuits Test '

Initial Criticality Feb 1, 1979 Oct 1,1980
Begin Low Power Testing Feb 1,1979 Oct 1,1980

4
Begin Power Ascension Testing Feb 7, 1979 Oct 7, 1980

Commercial Operation Jul 1, 1979 Mar 1,1981

l

I

,

|

|

i
'

.
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19 | Table 14.1.3-1 (Page 1) | '\
Testing Prior to Initial Fuel Loading '

CONTENTS

Test Page

COMPONENT COOLING WATER SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST 2

EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR FUNCTIONAL TEST 3

14|125VDCVITALINSTRUMENTATIONANDCONTROLPOWERTEST 4 |
DIESEL GENERATOR FUEL OIL SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST 5
RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST 6
NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATifN SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST 7
REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST 8
ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST 9 -

ROD CONTROL SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST 10

RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST 11 '
,

SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST 12
UPPER HEAD INJECTION FUNCTIONAL TEST 14
CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST 15
CHEMICAL AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST 16
CONTAINMENT INITI AL INTEGRATED LEAK RATE TEST AND STRUCTURAL

INTEGRITY TEST 17
CONTAINHENT ISOLATION FUNCTIONAL TEST 18 g
NUCLEAR SERVICE WATER SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST 19 <

PRESSURIZER FUNCTIONAL TEST 20
PRESSURIZER RELIEF TANK FUNCTIONAL TEST 21

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM HEATUP FUNCTIONAL TEST 22
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM HOT FUNCTIONAL TEST 23
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM C00LDOWN FUNCTIUNAL TEST 24
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM THERMAL EXPANSION AND RESTRAINT TEST 25

'

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST 26
CONTROL ROOM AIR CONDITIONING AND VENTILATION SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL '/

<

TEST 27
CONTAINMENT PURGE AND VENTILATION SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST 28
LOSS OF INSTRUMENT AIR TEST 29
CONTAINMENT AIR RETURN AND HYDROGEN SKIMMER SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL

TEST 30
ICE CONDENSER SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST 31

20 | CONTAINMEllT DIVIDER BARRIER LEAKAGE AREA VERIFICATION TEST 32 |

)
Revision 20
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19 | Table 14.1.3-1 (Page 20) |

PAESSURIZER FUNCTIONAL TEST
Abstract

Purpose

To establish the continuous spray flow rate and to determine the effective-
ness of the pressurizer normal control spray and of the pressurizer heaters.

Prerecuisites

The Reactor Coolant System is in a hot condition. The Reactor Coolant. System
is lined up for normal operation in accordance with applicable operating
procedures. All reactor coolant pumps are operating. Each bank of pressurizer
heaters is ' operable.

(' Test Method
i

While maintaining pressurizer level constant, spray bypass valves are ad-
Justed until a minimum flow is achieved which maintains less than a 200*F
temperature difference between the spray line and the Reactor Coolant System,
and pressurizer heater cycling is minimized.

To determine pressurizer heater and spray capability, all pressurizer spray
-valves are closed. All pressurizer heaters are then energized and the time
to reach a 2300 psig system pressure is measured and recorded. Continuous
(bypass) spray valves are then returned to their previously determined
setting and full _ spray is initiated through each spray valve Individually-
and in parallel. Pressure versus time is recorded for each transient. The
transient is terminated at a Reactor Coolant System pressure of 2000 psig
by shutting the spray valves.

Acceptance Criteria

For setting of continuous spray flow, the flow through each bypass valve is
,

'

35 such that the temperature diffegence betw&en the spray line and the Reactor
Coolant System is less than 200 F.

For spray and heater response tests, the response to induced transients is
within the band assumed in the FSAR Safety Analysis.

,

Revision 35
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19 | Table 14.1.3-1 (Page 21) [
'

1

PRESSURIZER RELIEF T\NK FUNCTIONAL TEST
Abstract

Purpose
i

To demonstrate the functional performance of the pressurizer relief tank and
associated equipment.

Prerecuisites

This test is performed af ter the hydrostatic leak test of the Reactor Coolant |
System and prior to the start of the initial unit heatup. Support systems and
components supplied by the pressurizer relief tank must be available to the )
extent necessary to demonstrate pressurizer relief tank performance. The
pressurizer relief tank is ready for service and empty. Associated instru- 4

!mentation and control equipment checkout has been completed.
, i

Test Method

The pressurizer relief tank is isolated, filled and pressurized. Data are
recorded during level and pressure increases. Associated instrumentation |
and control equipment setpoints are verified and/or adjusted as necessary.

'

The tank is drained and backfilled using nitrogen as a cover gas,

s
Acceotance Criteria j j

3 | The level and pressure alarms andcovergassystemoperateatthesetpoints|
designated in the test documents. -The pressurizer relief tank spray flow is
verified to meet design requirements. Automatic pressure regulating valves
and valve interlocks are verified to function procerly.

!

|
;

\/

|
1

I
i

I
i
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Table 14.1.4-1 (Page 1 of 35)

Initial'Startuo Testing

CONTENTS

Test Page

INITIAL FUEL LOADING 2

i MOVEABLE INCORE DETECTOR FUNCTIONAL TEST 3

INCORE THERMOCOUPLE FUNCTIONAL TEST 4

INCORE THERMOCOUPLE AND RTD CROSS-CAllBRATION 5

ROD POSITION INDICATION ALIGNMENT 6

ROD CLUSTER CONTROL ASSEMBLY DROP TIME TEST 7
ROD CONTROL SYSTEM ALIGNMENT TEST 8

. FULL-LENGTH ROD DRIVE HECHANISM TIMING TEST 9
'

$>l REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM FLOW TEST 11 |
'

/ REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM FLOW COASTDOWN TEST 12
RTD BYPASS FLOW VERIFICATION 13
REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM TRIP CIRCUITS TEST 14
INITIAL CRITICALITY 15

5|ZEROPOWERPHYSICSTEST 16 |
ROD CONTROL SYSTEM AT-POWER TEST 18
PRESSURIZER PRESSURE AND LEVEL CONTROL SYSTEM TEST 19
CORE POWER DISTRIBUTION TEST 20
UNIT LOAD STEADY STATE TEST 21
RADIATION SHIELDING SURVEY 22
NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION INITIAL CAllBRATION 23
EFFLUENT RADIATION MONITOR TEST 24
POWER COEFFICIENT AND POWER DEFECT MEASUREMENT 25
|NCORE AND NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS DETECTOR CORRELATION 26
BELOW-BANK ROD TEST 27
PSEUDO ROD EJECTION TEST 28

j UNIT LOAD TRANSIENT TEST 29 |' 30I DYNAMIC ROD DROP TEST 31 |
UNIT LOSS OF ELECTRICAL LOAD TEST 32

5|TURBINETRIP 33 I-
LOSS OF OFFSITE FCWER TEST 34

10 SHUTD0'.iN FROM OUTSIDE CCNTROL P00:1 TEST 35

' Revision 35
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10 '| Table 14.1.4-1 (Page 2 of'35) |

INITIAL FUEL LOADING

Abstract

Purpose

To accomplish initial fuel loading in a safe and orderly manner.

Prerequisites

Testing prior to initial fuel loading is completed sufficiently to demonstrate
the operability of required systems and components. Temporary and permanent
source range channels are operable. At least one path for boron addition to
Reactor Coolant System is available. Uniform boron concentration in the

5 l Reactor Coolant System is maintained by rec:rculation with at least one Resi- |

30 | dual Heat Removal Pump and is sufficient to assure K pf <0.95 during fuel |
loading. Containment intergrity is established in a8cordance with station

5 operating license. .

Test Method

Fuel and, where appropriate, fuel inserts are Inserted into the reactor
vessel in accordance with the prespecified loading sequence. Neutron count
rate is monitored on temporary and permanent source range detectors. Core
reactivity is monitored through plots of inverse neutron count rate ratio.

,

1

Acceptance Criteria ''

The core is assembled in accordance with the prespecified configuration.

i.

. . . , -

.
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10 | Table 14.1.4-1 (Page 9 of 35) |

FULL-LENGTH ROD DRIVE MECHANISM TIMING TEST
Abs tra ct

Purpose

To demonstrate proper operation and timing of each rod drive mechanism.

Prerecuisites

The reactor vessel upper internals are installed, the reactor vessel head is
installed with studs tensioned, each full-length rod is latched and the
Reactor Coolant System is filled and vented. The reactor is in the cold or
hot shutdown condition, as dictated by the test requirements. Containment
integrity is established in accordance with applicable Technical Specifi-
cations. Cold condition Rod Control System alignment has been completed.,

Test Method,

| With the reactor in the cold shutdown condition, the timing for each slave
| cycler is set, measured and reset as necessary. Each full-length rod drive

mechan;sm is manually operated with a rod cluster control assembly attached,
checking the latching and releasing features of each. The test is repeated
for each rod drive mechenism with the reactor in the hot shutdown condition.

Acceptance Criteria

The final settings for each slave cycler with the reactor in the hot shutdown
condition are in accordance with the rod drive mechanism design requirements.
The free latching and releasing of each .od drive mechanism is verified under
both cold and hot conditions.

x

!
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10 | Table 14.1.4-1 (Page 29 of 35)' |

UNIT LOAD TRANSIENT TEST
Abstract

Durpose

To demonstrate satisfactory unit _ response to a 10 percent load change.
.

Prerequisites

The various control systems have been tested and are in automatic. All
pressurizer and main steam relief and safety valves are operable. The control
rods are. in the maneuvering band for the power level existing at the commence-

. ment of the test. Unit conditions are stabilized and all pertinent parameters
,to be measured are connected to high speed recorders.

,

i (' Test Method

Output is manually reduced at a rate sufficient to simulate a step load change
equivalent to approximately a 10 percent load decrease. After stabilization
of all systems, output is manually increased at a rate sufficient to simulate
a step load change equivalent to,approximately a 10 percent load increase.
Pertinent parameters affected by a load change are measured and recorded. At
various power levels, as required by the test procedure, the test is repeated.

Acceptance Criteria'

Neither the turbine nor the reactor trips, and no initiation of safety injection
is experienced. No pressurizer or main steam relief or safety valves lif t. No

operator action is required to restore conditions to steady state. Pa rameters"

I affected by the load change do not incur sustained or- divergent oscillations.

x

1
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Table 14.1.4-1 (page 35 of 35)

SHUTDOWN FROM OUTSIDE CONTROL ROOM TEST

Abstract

Purpose

To demonstrate the capability to shutdown the unit from outside the control room.

P re requi s i tes

Various control systems are functioning properly. Uni t generator output >1,0%.

Test Method

Evacuation of the main control room is simulated by dispatching personnel to their
assigned stations while additional operators occupy the control room to observe

/, unit behavior. The reactor is tripped at the local reactor trip switchgear.
( The unit is maintained in the hot standby condition by manipulation of local

controls and observation of local indications.

Acceptance Criteria

The reactor trips. The turbine generator trips. A stable hot standby condition
is established and maintained.

(
,
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Table 14.=1.4-2
. - .

Power Ascension Test Program

^

t
__

10-|~ Test 0%, >10%*- 30%- 50% 75% -90% 100% |

Zero Power Physics Test X,

' Rod Control Cluster at Power
Test X

. Pressurizer Pressure & Level.
Control System Test 1('

24{RadiationShieldingSurvey X X- X' X X-|

Nuclear Instrumentation initial
Calibration X- X X- X X

Unit Load Transient Test X X X fi,
'

-

,

Effluent Radiation Monitor *

,

Test X X'

i
'

Power Coefficient & Power
Defect Measurement X X X X

i

Below Bank Rod Test Y
; v

)''
' Pseudo Rod Ejection Test X /

incore & Nuclear Instrumentation'

Systems Detector Correlation ](

Unit Load Steady State X X X' X X X

! -

Unit Loss of Electrical. Load ,

iTest X X .
,

35

Turbine Trip Test X

Dynamic Rod Drop Test X

,
Core Power Distribution ]( ]( ]( ]! ][- X

Loss of Offsite Power Test X

Shutdown from Outside Control
10 Room Test X

?' Generator Load
X- Indicates test to be performed
X- Indicates test the successful completion of which is a pre-requisite for

increasing power to the next testing plateau. Otherwise, a safety analysis . . -

will be performed for any discrepancies prior to the power increase.
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For reactivity insertion rates between N 2.5 x 10 6K/sec and
44 x 10-5 cK/sec the effectiveness of the Overtemperature AT trip
increases (in terms of increased minimum DNB ratio) due to the
fact that with lower insertion rates the power ircrease rate is
slower, the rate of rise of average coolant temperature is slower
and the lead-lag compensation provided can increasingly account
for the coolant system thermal capacity lag.

-54. For reactivity insertion rates less than 4 4 x 10 6K/sec, the
rise in reactor coolant temperature is sufficiently high so that
the steam aenerator safety valve setpoint is reached prior to trip.
Opening of these valves, which act as an additional heat load on
the RCS, sharply decreases the rate of rise of Reactor Coolant
System average temperature. This decrease in rate of rise of the
average coolant system temperature during the transient is accentu-
ated by the lead-lag compensation causing the Overtemperature AT
trip setpoint to be reached later with resulting lower minimum
DNB ratios.

i

For transients initiated from higher power levels (for example, See,

Figure 15.2.2-5) this effect, described in 4. above, which results in
'

the sharp peak in minimum DNB ratio at 4 4 x 10-5 6K/sec, does not occur
since the steam generator safety valves are never actuated prior to
trip.

Figures 15.2.2-5, 15.2.2-6 and 15.2.2-7 illustrate minimum DNBR calculated
7 for minimum and maximum reactivity feedback.

i

15.2.2.3 Conclusions

The high neutron flux and overtemperature AT trip channels provide ade-
quate protection over the entire range of possible reactivity insertion
rates, i.e., the minimum value of DNBR is always larger than 1.30.

15.2.3 ROD CLUSTER CONTROL ASSEMBLY HISALIGNMENT

15.2.3.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

Rod cluster control assembly misalignment accidents include:

1. A dropped full-length assembly;
2. A dropped full-length assembly bank:
3 Statically misaligned full length assembly (See Table 15.2.3-1).

35

Each rod cluster control assembly has a position indicator channel which
7 displays position of the assembly. The displays of assembly positions

'. 15.2-9 Revision 35
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are grouped for the operator's convenience. Fully inserted assembiles
'

are further indicated by a rod bottom light. Group demand position is ,

also indicated. The full length assemblies are always moved in pre- '

selected banks and the banks are always moved in the same preselected -

sequence.
'

A dropped assembly or assembly banks are detected by:

l. Sudden drop in the core power level is seen by the Nuclear
instrumentation System;

2. Asymmetric power distribution as seen on cut of core neutron
detectors or core exit thermocouples; -

3 Rod bottom light (s);

i 4. Rod deviation alarm;

5 Rod position indication.
,

Misaligned assemblies are deter.ted by;

1. Asymmetric power distribution as seen on out of core neutron
detectors or core exit thermocouples;

2. Rod deviation alarm;

3 Rod position indicators. ;
The resolution of the rod position indicator channel is +5 percent of
span (i,7.2 inches). Deviation of any assembly from its group by twice
this distance (10 percent of span, or 14.4 inches) will not cause power
distributions worse than tne design limits. The deviation alarm alerts
the operator to rod deviatior. with respect to group demand position in,

excess of 10 percent os span. If the rod deviation alarm is not operable,

the operator is required to take action as required by the Technical ;

Specifications. -
,

| If one or more rod position indicator channels should be out of service,
detailed operating instructions shall be followed to assure the alignment
of the non-indicated assemblies. These operating instructions require
selected pairs of core exit thermocouples to be monitored in a prescribed
time sequence and following significant motion of the non-indicated as-
semblies. The operating instructions also call for the use of noveable
in-core neutron detectors to confirn core exit thermocouple indication
of assenbly misa:ignment.

15.2.3.2 Analysis of Effects and Consecuences

Method of Analysis
,

TURTLE [ state power distributions are analyzed for this event usirig theSteady
5] code. The peaking factors calculated by TURTLE are then used| ,

'
. . -
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NRC position transmitted by letter of July 14, 1977 f rom Ka rl Kn i el ,
Chief, Light Water Reactors Branch No. 2, Division of Project Management

|

Class IE Eouipment Qualification (Outside Containment)

With regard to all Class 1E equipment loca+.ed outside the containment
building, we require assurance that the environment is maintained within
the temperature range for which the equipment is qualified to operate.
In those locations where the temperature could exceed that for which
the Class 1E equipment is qualified, the Staff requires that the appli-
cant provide a temperature monitoring system. The system should at a
minimum meet the following requirements:

a. The control room should receive an alarm when the temperature range
has been exceeded. This alarm should be provided by instrumentation
which

1. Is of high qualityg

2. is checked to verify its functional capability by plant technical
specification requirements, and

3. is powered from a continuous power source or is redundant with
separate channels and power sources.4

b. The operator should have a method of maintaining a continuous record
of the temperature during the time that the temperature range is
exceeded.

Based on the monitoring system the applicant shall report the occurrence
of the temperature exceeding the equipment qualification range as an ab-
normal occurrence to the NRC. In addition to this, the applicant shall
provide results of an analysis to demonstrate that the excess temperature
has not degraded the involved Class IE equipment below an acceptable level
for continued plant operation.

s-
Response:

For plant areas containing Class 1E equipment where the area temperature
could be postulated to exceed the design temperature of the equipment in
that area, a temperature monitoring system will be provided. This tempera-
ture monitoring system will provide an alarm in the Control Room when the
temperature in the monitored area exceeds a preset value. Upon receipt
of a high temperature alarm, the temperature in the alarmed area will be
recorded periodically, either manually or automatically during the time
that the area temperature is above the alarm setpoint.

This system will be comprised of high quality components and will have
provisions for. verifying its functional capability. The temperature
moni toring system will be powered from a continuous power source (i .e. ,
the battery-backed plant auxiliary control power system' described in
Section 8.3.2.1.3).

s.
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Table $2-1 1s a listing of Class IE equipment located in ar'eas outside
'Nthe containment where the area temperature could be postulated to exceed

the equipment design temperature. These areas which will be monitored
were identified based on the following criteria:

1. Those areas served by redundant safety-related ventilation systems,
assume the loss of one train of powered ventilation.

2. Those areas served by a single, train-related safety-related ventila-
tion system, assume a complete loss of the powered ventilation train.

27 3 Those areas served by a non safety-related ventilation system, assume
a total loss of powered ventilation.

4. For 1, 2, and 3 (above), the design climatic conditions for the site
were obtained from ASHRAE, Handbook of Fundamentals, 1972 Edition,
Table of Climatic Ccnditions for the United States and Canada
(Charlotte, North Carolina),

'

' !in the event that the temperature in a monitored area exceeds the design
temperature of the Class IE equipment in that area, a report will be filed
with the NRC. This report will contain an analysis of the effects of the
excess temperature on the Class IE equipment in the alarmed area.

This temperature monitoring system for the plant areas identified in
35 Table S2-1 is scheduled to be installed four months after Unit I fuel

loading.

|

,

i

,

!

..
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NRC REQUEST FOR INFORMATION TRANSMITTED
BY LETTER OF NOVEMBER 6, 1978 FROM ROBERT L. BAER,

CHIEF, LIGHT WATER REACTORS BRANCH NUMBER 2
DIVISION OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT

1. Provide an evaluation of the exfiltration that can occur.from the fuel
storage building under fuel handling accident conditions. Your evalua-
tion'should include a calculation of the expected flow of air through the
paneled areas of each side of the building, and the resulting negative
pressure, as a function of wind speed. Determine the wind speed at which
air will begin to flow out of the building, and the flow rate as a function
of wind speed. The degree of mixing assumed in the building should be
Justified. if complete mixing in the fuel building is assumed, this exfiltra-
tion flow will contain activity at the same concentration as the air which
reaches the filters in the exhaust system. This fact ccn then be used to
apportion the fractions of filtered and unfiltered release which is occurring
at each wind speed. The atmospheric dispersion factor may be considered
inversely proportional to the wind speed, starting from the value used in the

7 base case analysis, which is usually 1 m/sec.
,

II. In order that we may evaluate your analysis, and perform independent analyses
as necessary, provide the following information:

- Information and considerations for evaluating fuel handling accidents
outside containment.
Area of panel siding on each of four faces of building exposed to-

winds.
Area of panel siding not exposed to winds (connected to other buildings).-

The pressures that can be expected in connected buildings.-

Size and locations of doors and major penetrations.-

- Flow rate of exhaust air passing through the area occupied by the fuel
pool.

- Differences between total supply air and total exhaust air flow for
fuel building.
Readable drawing showing the location and layout of the building-

ventilation system and important' building features.'

- Leakage test data as follows:

o Wind speed and direction with respect to building
during tests.

Negative pressure measured in building for two differento
supply air flows.

e Locations of pressure reference points, instrument type
and accuracy.

For a spectrum of wind speeds (1 to 10 m/sec) having velocity pressure P :

- Positive fraction of velocity pressure assumed for windward paneled
areas.
Negative fraction of velocity pressure assumed for leeward paneled-

,

areas.
Negative fraction of velocity pressure assumed for paneled areas-

parallel to winds.

52-17 Revision 35
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*
Area assumed to have higher negative pressures.to allow for unusual-

wind pressure patterns, and the pressure assumed.
.

Response:

1. An analysis of the effects of leakage from the fuel storage building for
a postulated fuel handling accident was performed. The results of this
analysis are shown below for three different wind speeds.

WIND SPEED

(meters /sec) WHOLE BODY THYR 010

1 4.0 52

5 4.0 10.4
,

10 4.0 6.75 ,

From this analysis it is apparent that the improved atmosphere dispersion
more than compensates for the increased building leakage at higher wind

,~,speeds. Figure I shows the calculated building leakage as a function of-
wind speed. Complete mixing was assumed in the building for calcuhtional /

purposes. This is a conservative assumption since most of the activity would
remain in the vicinity of the fuel pool and would be filtered prior to release.

11. Other information: 1

1. Area of panel siding on each of four faces exposed to winds -- .'

Ntrth - 3480 f t2 , ,

South - 0
2East - 2175 ft

West - 2667 ft2 (Prevailing wind direct on)8

2. Area of panel siding not exposed to winds (connected to other buildings) --
None

3 Pressures that can be expected in connected buildings --
Slightly negative (assumed 0 psig in analysis)

4 Size and locations of doors and major penetrations --
Roll-up door on north face of building - 18.5' x 21'

5 Flow rate of exhaust air passing through the area occupied by the fuel
pool --

35,675 cfm

6. Difference between total supply air and total exhaust air flow for fuel
~

building --

9540 cfm
$2-18 Revision 35
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7 Readable drawing showing the location and layout of the building
,

' ' ventilation system and important building features --
See FSAR figures 9 1.1-1, 9 1.1-2 & 9.4.2-3

8. Leakage test data --
Wind speed and direction -

10 mph, 220
Negative pressure measured in building for two different
supply air flows

.03" with 26,135 cfm supply, 35,675 cfm exhaust-

36" with s5 cfm supply, 35,675 cfm exhaust--

Location of pressure reference points, instrument type

| and accuracy -
Heasurements taken with an incline manometer (0-1" W.G. range)
along west side of building.

Velocity pressure factors (from ANSI A58.1-1972) -
+.8 - windward panels

; .6 - leeward panels
.7 - parallel paneis4

( All areas in building assumed tube at same pressure ( .03")

\,
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